CITY OF

PORTLAND, OREGON

OFFICIAL
MINUTES

A REGULAR MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND,
OREGON WAS HELD THIS 16th DAY OF JANUARY, 2019 AT 9:30 A.M.
THOSE PRESENT WERE: Mayor Wheeler, Presiding; Commissioners Eudaly,
Fish, Fritz and Hardesty, 5.
OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE: Karla Moore-Love, Clerk of the Council; Karen
Moynahan, Chief Deputy City Attorney; and Cheryl Leon-Guerrero and
Christopher Alvarez, Sergeants at Arms.
Item No. 38 was pulled for discussion, and on a Y-5 roll call, the balance of the
Consent Agenda was adopted.
The meeting recessed at 11:11 a.m. and reconvened at 11:20 a.m.
The meeting recessed at 11:39 a.m. and reconvened at 11:39 a.m.
COMMUNICATIONS
31

32

33

34

35

Request of Dorothy Holland to address Council regarding Portland
Gray Panthers (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Brian TJ Jackson to address Council regarding
Portland Gray Panthers (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Sally F. Fronsman-Cecil to address Council regarding
Portland Gray Panthers (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Edith Gillis to address Council regarding Portland Gray
Panthers (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Lew Church to address Council regarding Portland
Gray Panthers (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

TIMES CERTAIN
*36

TIME CERTAIN: 9:45 AM – Authorize new construction financing
in an amount not to exceed $4.5 million for construction of the
North Williams Center, a 61-unit affordable housing project
(Ordinance introduced by Mayor Wheeler) 20 minutes requested
(Y-5)

189345
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37

TIME CERTAIN: 10:25 AM – Accept district coalition plan for FY
2019-20 budget for equitable distribution of resources (Previous
Agenda 1261; Report introduced by Commissioner Eudaly) 30
minutes requested
Motion to accept report: Moved by Fish and seconded by
Hardesty.
(Y-4; Fritz absent)

ACCEPTED

CONSENT AGENDA – NO DISCUSSION
Mayor Ted Wheeler
Office of Management and Finance
38

Extend contract with Commstructure Consulting, LLC for two years
and increase the not-to-exceed amount by $2 million to provide
additional on-call telecommunications services (Second Reading
Agenda 24; amend Contract No. 30003061)
(Y-5)

189349

Portland Housing Bureau
39

Approve and terminate limited tax exemptions for properties under
the Homebuyer Opportunity Limited Tax Exemption Program
(Resolution)
(Y-5)

37408

REGULAR AGENDA
Mayor Ted Wheeler
Office of Management and Finance
40

Authorize Bureau of Human Resources to adopt system for meritbased pay increases for non-represented City employees and
direct Bureau of Human Resources to develop a recommended
system for setting compensation when making hiring decisions for
Council consideration (Resolution)
20 minutes requested for items 40 and 41
Motion to accept Fritz 1/16/19 amendments: Moved by Fritz
and seconded by Wheeler. (Y-5)
Motion to accept Eudaly 1/16/19 amendments: Moved by
Eudaly and seconded by Fish. (Y-5)
Motion to accept Wheeler 1/16/19 amendment: Moved by
Wheeler and seconded by Fish. (Y-5)
(Y-5)

*41

Increase the salary ranges for several Portland City Laborer
classifications (Ordinance)
(Y-5)

42

Authorize the First Amendment to the 2013 Amended and
Restated Visitor Facilities Intergovernmental Agreement with
Multnomah County and Metro (Ordinance; amend Contract No.
30000712) 10 minutes requested
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Commissioner Amanda Fritz
Water Bureau
43

Authorize a Collection Agreement with the U.S. Forest Service in
the amount of $283,985 to fund the design and construction of a
fish habitat restoration project on the Zigzag River for the Bull Run
Water Supply Habitat Conservation Plan (Ordinance) 10 minutes
requested

PASSED TO
SECOND READING
JANUARY 23, 2019
AT 9:30 AM

Commissioner Chloe Eudaly
Bureau of Transportation
44

Create a local improvement district to construct street, sidewalk,
and stormwater improvements and construct a mast arm traffic
signal at the NE 42nd Ave and Columbia Blvd intersection in the
NE 46th Ave and Bryant St Local Improvement District (Second
Reading Agenda 20; Ordinance; C-10065)
(Y-5)

189347
AS AMENDED

Office of Community & Civic Life
45

Accept report to maintain Title 18 Noise Code Exemption for Pile
Driving (Previous Agenda 1298; Report)

REFERRED TO
COMMISSIONER OF
PUBLIC SAFETY

City Auditor Mary Hull Caballero
*46

Authorize changes to City Code to implement Campaign Finance
in Candidate Elections Charter amendment and request initiation of
validation action (Ordinance; add Code Chapter 2.10) 10 minutes
requested
(Y-5)

At 12:44 p.m., Council recessed.
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A RECESSED MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND,
OREGON WAS HELD THIS 16th DAY OF JANUARY, 2019 AT 2:00 P.M.
THOSE PRESENT WERE: Mayor Wheeler, Presiding; Commissioners Eudaly,
Fish, Fritz and Hardesty, 5.
Commissioner Fritz left at 3:29 p.m.
Commissioner Hardesty left at 4:45 p.m.
OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE: Karla Moore-Love, Clerk of the Council; Lauren
King, Deputy City Attorney; and Ovie Griggs and Christopher Alvarez,
Sergeants at Arms.
The meeting recessed at 3:29 p.m. and reconvened at 3:37 p.m.
*47

TIME CERTAIN: 2:00 PM – Authorize relocation and placement of
the Mayo House to 236 NE Sacramento St; change
Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map designations from
Residential 2,500 (R2.5) to Mixed Use- Urban Center (CM3) at 236
NE Sacramento St and 2313 WI/ NE Martin Luther King Blvd;
waive certain charges and requirements; retain the Mayo House on
the Historic Resource Inventory and as a contributing structure
(Ordinance introduced by Mayor Wheeler) 1 hour requested
Motion to accept substitute exhibit A to add zone change criteria to the
findings: Moved by Fish and seconded by Fritz. (Y-5)
Motion to add to directives: In the event of a change of occupancy, prior
to assessing any System Development Charges, the Bureau of
Development Services shall notify the Council which shall have the
opportunity to take action before the effective date of any System
Development Charges: Moved by Eudaly and seconded by Fish. (Y-5)
(Y-5)

48

TIME CERTAIN: 3:00 PM – Accept report from Portland United
Against Hate Coalition on outcomes of 2017/18 Special
Appropriations Grants (Report introduced by Commissioner
Eudaly) 1 hour requested
Motion to accept report: Moved by Eudaly and seconded by
Fritz.
(Y-3; Fish and Hardesty absent)

At 5:00 p.m., Council adjourned.
DUE TO LACK OF AGENDA THERE WAS
NO 2:00 PM MEETING THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 2019
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MARY HULL CABALLERO
Auditor of the City of Portland

By Karla Moore-Love
Clerk of the Council

For a discussion of agenda items, please consult the following Closed Caption File.
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Closed Caption File of Portland City Council Meeting
This file was produced through the closed captioning process for the televised City
Council broadcast and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.
Key: ***** means unidentified speaker.
JANUARY 16, 2019

9:30 AM

Wheeler: Welcome to the january 16, 2019 session of the Portland city council. Karla,
please call the roll.
Fritz: Here. Fish: Here. Hardesty: Here. Eudaly: Here. Wheeler: Here.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Karen Moynaham, Chief Deputy City Attorney: Good morning. Welcome to the Portland
city council. The city council represents all Portlanders and meets to do the city's business.
The presiding officer preserves order and decorum during city council meetings so
everyone can feel welcome, comfortable, respected and safe. To participate in council
meetings, you may sign up in advance with the council clerk's office for communications to
briefly speak about any subject. You may also sign up for public testimony on resolutions
or the first readings of ordinances. Your testimony should address the matter being
considered at the time. When testifying, please state your name for the record. Your
address is not necessary. Please disclose if you are a lobbyist. If you are representing an
organization, please identify it. The presiding officer determines the length of testimony.
Individuals generally have three minutes to testify unless otherwise stated. When you have
30 seconds left, a yellow light goes on. When your time is done, a red light goes on. If you
are in the audience and would like to show your support for something that's being said,
please feel free to do a thumbs up. If you want to express you do not support something,
please feel free to do a thumbs down. Disruptive conduct such as shouting or interrupting
testimony or council deliberations will not be allowed. If there are disruptions, a warning
will be given that further disruption may result in the person being ejected for the
remainder of the meeting. After being ejected, a person who fails to leave the meeting is
subject to arrest for trespass. Thank you for helping your fellow Portlanders feel welcome,
comfortable, respected and safe.
Wheeler: Thank you. Before we move to communications I would like to turn this over to
commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. Good morning, community members. I have a brief
statement I would like to read for you. As I start my third week on the Portland city council,
I am concerned about how privileged and, specifically, white male privilege is limiting the
public's access to city hall. There is a chilling effect on persons who are unaccustomed to
coming to city hall to have their voices heard when they see and experience a disruption
that seems to be the new normal at Portland city hall. The privilege afforded a small group
of white men to be disrespectful, to be disruptive, to be self-centered, is not appropriate
behavior in this building. This behavior limits access to those entering this building for the
very first time or who are new to the political process. I ran my campaign on a platform of
creating one Portland, a Portland where regardless of race, income, sexual orientation, or
country of origin, you would have a respectful interaction and reception when you entered
city hall and from city officials. We fail in our job when we don't make access equal,
accessible, and fair to all who seek a voice in our process. We are all aware that we live in
a state built on white supremacy, and that legacy of that history lingers on today. Many of
the disrupters I know personally and respect their desire to be heard and the issues they
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care about, however their issues and concerns shouldn't drown out the voices of others
who have come to this building seeking the same access and opportunity. As someone
who has spent a lot of time on the other side of this podium demanding accountability, I
find it chilling and disrespectful that there are a few white men who think that everything
this council does is about them. It isn't. I want to engage people from all walks of life and
their local government, but I am very concerned about how they will experience their local
government if their first, second, or third visit is what we have seen previously in these
council chambers. My open message to those who seek to disrupt this process is this -- if
you have a proposal to improve the outcomes for the people in the city of Portland, you will
find a welcoming ear and my office ready to assist you. However, if this is simply about
having footage for your youtube channel or your facebook page, you should be aware that
using your privilege in this way cannot continue. You have a right to have your voice
heard. I am encouraging other white men and women to check the behavior of those who
seek to drown out voices of others. Civic discourse cannot thrive if it is not coupled with
civility and respect for all. Thank you, mayor.
Wheeler: Thank you, commissioner hardesty, and I know that others would like to
comment, as well, thank you for your strong statement. Commissioner Fish.
Fish: First of all, I want to congratulate our newest member for her statement, which I
strongly support and thank you. I also want to just acknowledge, commissioner, that we
often hear from our employees in addition to this chamber where we do official business,
this is a building where lots of people work, and we have witnessed signature disruptions
that go from chambers into the workplace. And people have told us that increasingly they
don't feel safe and welcome in their own workplace. We have an obligation to maintain a
safe workplace and a respectful workplace. It’s a legal obligation under federal and state
law. We want people to feel pride in service, and we want people to know that they can
come to work and be safe. So I would simply add to your excellent statement that as we
think about how we model good behavior in this space, let's also remember that just
outside of these doors is a place where lots of people work, and they have a right to enjoy
a safe and respectful workplace, as well.
Wheeler: Thank you, commissioner Fish. Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you, commissioner hardesty, for your leadership. I thoroughly support what
you said.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: I have a couple of comments, as well. First of all, thank you for your strong
statement. There are plenty of opportunities for people to have their voice heard in this
chamber, and you have heard me say this many times. People can sign up for
communications. That gives you three minutes to talk about whatever you want to talk
about. People have the right to testify on the first readings of resolutions, of ordinances,
and there are other opportunities to have one's voice heard, as well. What we have
witnessed in this chamber, and I would say last week was, actually, a new low. We had a
large group of people coming in for the reading of a proclamation. They happened to be
from the eastern european and slavic communities. What they were subjected to was 15
minutes of hostility and verbal abuse. As you heard me say last week, and I will say it
again, that has no place in this chamber. It is not only highly disrespectful to the people
trying to be heard who have signed up for their time or have come in to testify on a
particular issue. It's a form of harassment and intimidation to try to shut down their voice.
You heard me say that last week, as well. As commissioner Fish has rightly pointed out,
there are many employees in this city who are required to come here to this chamber and
either be present like our legal counsel and our clerk or required to testify as a condition of
their employment. They should not be subjected to any kind of verbal abuse. It takes time
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away from the rest of our agenda and we have seen in the past when people are
disruptive, when they protest, when they lie down on the floor, when they start swearing at
people, when they force us to clear the chamber, that takes time away from everybody
else because it shortens the amount of time that's available for public testimony later in the
agenda. It also costs the taxpayers a signature amount of money. I do not need to tell
anybody in this chamber that we have had to significantly increase security expenditures
over the last year, year and a half in response to what Commissioner hardesty describes
correctly. it is a relatively small group of highly disruptive individuals. Last but not least I
get asked all the time, people say hey, ted, you are the presiding officer, it is your job to
maintain the decorum in this chamber. You know these people are disruptive. You know
that they are coming here explicitly for the purpose of disrupting this democratic process,
why don't you just exclude them. The answer is the courts have thus far held that we
cannot preemptively exclude anybody from this chamber based on their first amendment
right to be here. We cannot presume that they are going to act out based on past behavior.
Maybe it's time that we revisit some of our obligations with regard to maintaining an open,
welcoming, and respectful environment for everyone. So I know that my colleagues are
interested in this conversation. We would certainly be interested in feedback from the
public. Commissioner hardesty is right. This chamber should not packed today. It should
be full of people. We have an agenda that includes affordable housing. It includes
signature pay equity issues. It includes signature issues that are of concern to everybody,
and there was a time when you could fill both the first and second floor of this chamber
with citizens who wanted to come in and hear what their elected officials were doing. But
for a very, very small number of people from the outside this chamber is largely full of city
employees, and people who are on the agenda today. And a small handful of others. To
me, that is damaging to our democracy, and it undercuts the right and the privilege that
people have to be here to speak, to be heard, and otherwise enjoy their first amendment
rights. So commissioner hardesty, that was a long way of saying thank you. I appreciate
your statement. I strongly support it. Thank you for bringing it forward. Very good, and with
that, communications.
Item 31
Moore-Love: Request of Dorothy Holland to address council regarding Portland gray
panthers.
Wheeler: So I had a question of the folks who are testifying on communications. I noticed
you are all with the Portland gray panthers today, would you like to come up at the same
time or come up individually? It’s your choice. Whatever makes you feel more comfortable.
Thank you.
Moore-Love: Dorothy Holland s not able to make it and I’ll read the rest.
Item 32
Request of Brian TJ Jackson to address council regarding Portland gray panthers.
Item 33
Request of Sally F. Fronsman -Cecil to address council regarding Portland gray panthers.
Item 34
Request of edith gillis to address council regarding Portland gray panthers.
Item 35
Request of Lew Church to address council regarding Portland gray panthers.
Wheeler: Thank you for being here. I don't know who would like to start. Whoever would
like to start, if you’d just state your name for the record please.
Brain TJ Jackson: My name is brian jackson and I live at the yards apartments right next
to the broadway bridge. I am a 100% disabled veteran that was residentially challenged up
until I got a voucher from home forward. Since then, we've been having a lot of problems
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with the management when, with everything from maintenance to security problems. We
have tenants that have had serious electrical problems in their apartments that have taken
months for those things to be taken care of, and there are safety issues. We have had
black mole cockroaches, rats. There is a problem with management not following through
with maintenance. The city has a big investment in this property. Somewhere in the
neighborhood of $21 million. We should not be having these problems. Home forward is
not following through and holding their management company accountable. At one point I
contacted commissioner eudaly's office, who was very instrumental in pointing us in the
right direction, thank you very much. Your staff spent a lot of time with me getting us on
track, getting us to code enforcement. We had a crime assessment done through the city,
which was helpful in trying to get things done. unfortunately, the management company
has not done anything on that crime assessment except trim some bushes, and it has
been very frustrating. We are -- there are a lot of people that are in that complex that have
disabilities. The management company retaliates against any tenant that bucks their
system. They have tried to evict some of the tenant unions. I run the tenant union there as
well. They have tried to wrongfully evict one tenant that claimed she had a broken window
and over a month to get it replaced in the wintertime. It's just ridiculous. We have another
tenant that has had had some maintenance problems. I could go on and on. It's just a
sample of it. We did contact code enforcement of the city, they had the crime assessment
done, and we got a hold of Portland's tenant united, so your office definitely got us in the
right direction. It was a great resource list that you provided for us. Unfortunately we are
still being crushed by home forward not being proactive and holding their management
company, or their company accountable. What we are asking the city for is to lean on
home forward a little bit to ensure that management stops the harassment and the -- what
they are doing to anybody that is in the tenants union, they are retaliatory against. It should
not be that way. They are destroying home forward's mission statements, which is to
provide safe housing.
Eudaly: Mr. Jackson, what was the name of your property you live in?
Jackson: The yards apartments.
Eudaly: Okay. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Jackson: Thank you very much. Congratulations, commissioner hardesty, on your
position. Nice to know my vote went to something nice.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Sally Fronsman-Cecil: Good morning. I am sally fronsman-cecil, and I am speaking as an
advocate for the homeless in Portland today on behalf of gray panthers. Homelessness is
an ongoing state of emergency in Portland. This is affecting more and more elders along
with many other vulnerable populations, people with disabilities, families, and just those
who have been displaced by social, political, and economic disaster. We must do more
now for citizens living on the streets of Portland. We need to fulfill our social contract
immediately. The way that we would when many people are displaced by a natural
disaster. Instead, the city of Portland and the state are sweeping encampments away.
Merchants complain about the homeless downtown. The people in the community object to
people in their backyard. No one wants homeless people on the street. We can't sweep
people with no place to go under some kind of imaginary rug. The long-term isn't good
enough in a state of emergency so serious that such a large group of citizens are on the
streets every day right now. I want to say I am not a person who is going to say the sky is
falling. I have a victim survivor services certification. I have studied and done at least mock
versions of mitigation, preparedness, response, and getting over, basically, disasters.
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Mass victimization. This is something that I have cared about for a long time. I don't think
that it's a bad thing that we are doing long-term planning. I do think that a lot more could
be done now. People object to health issues, urinations, those kinds of things. But we don't
provide any kind of port-a-potties or anything for people. People complain about people not
working, and yet we don't do what you would do in any country cooperative efforts or
something that the peace corps have done that people in the vista program here have
done. There are so many things that we could do that we don't do that could be done now
to help people. I just kind of think that that is something that is not sufficient. We are not
acting now the way that we should for people who need help now.
Wheeler: Thank you. And perfectly timed, by the way. That’s had to do. [laughter] Good
morning.
Edith Gillis: Good morning. My name is edith gillis, and I am presenting you with some
solutions that the city council can implement pretty soon, and I am going to give you two
examples that I have observed where people who were elderly with disabilities were made
houseless as a result of city policy. In one case, it involved making at least 12 people
houseless, jobless, and indebted, and further disabled. So, immediately punish any use of
Portland dollars used to make people houseless. This includes city taxes, fees, fines,
impound, confiscation, theft, hold grants, loans, tax breaks or partnerships. Punish the
harassment or worse the people who are houseless, poor or suffering. Dock cop pay.
Withhold resources and punish landlords and shelters for evicting or raising rents due to
police harassing tenants and guests, punish murderers or attackers, rapists, extortionists
and their associates for frequenting or terrorizing their crime victims and victim families.
When they do so, landlords often evict the victims. Protect civilians right, access and use
of their documents, tools, clothing, gear, transport needed for housing, work and custody
health that otherwise would make them houseless. Punish Portland cop uniforms gear
used off duty, especially to terrorize poor or suffering people. If you are not being paid on
duty, don't wear the uniform. Pay Portland cops at a normal rate during the protests,
paperwork for end of shifts arrest, houses, interactions, or military exercises. Frequently
they will wait until the end of the shift and arrest houseless so they can get overtime at the
end of the shift. And as soon as possible redirect such police moneys and means to
instead providing housing and mental health. Punch the cop use of or profit from items
confiscated or stolen, redirect any or all items or funds to provide housing or legal support
if not promptly returned to the owner. Hold individual cops and the bureau liable for
misconduct. Every month I hear you voting to give more and more money to the police and
spend more and more money taken away from other services that we need in order to pay
for the consequences of police misconduct. Hold individual cops and the bureau liable for
the conduct, misconduct, and redirected to housing, money for cops paid administrative
leave, pension pay for cop involved with excessive force or deaths and the two examples
that I gave as well as donating some materials to gateway center. I saw a woman who is
elderly, with disabilities, frantic. She had just been made houseless by the city of Portland
police who had gone after her landlord because he couldn't get mail when he was in the
hospital dying with cancer and was blind. And then when they had a hearing, while he was
at the city hall, to have the hearing, the Portland police came with military weapons and
closed down schools, the house, and evicted all of the people who had businesses in, on
the property, and all of the tenants who had been paid. All their property was destroyed,
and they lost housing. They did not have their paperwork. And another case the
grandmother of a child who was murdered, is repeatedly harassed by the police as they
make false charges and arrests, and as a victim of constant police harassment, she could
be evicted from home forward.
Wheeler: Great. Thank you. Appreciate you coming in today. Commissioner hardesty.
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Hardesty: Edith, can you tell me what the apartment complex is that you refer to?
Gilllis: That latter is home forward's peaceful villa on 47th and clinton. And it was the
grandmother of patrick kimmons, and it was a house with several businesses and other
housing within it in which people had businesses and housing. All those people became
unemployed and houseless as a result of the Portland police doing an illegal action and
then destroying their property. And that was on johnson creek.
Hardesty: When was this?
Gillis: East of 82nd.
Hardesty: When was this?
Gillis: About a year ago on johnson creek, and currently at peaceful villa.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Could I ask one question, Edith? So you are claiming that the police engaged in
illegal activity?
Gillis: Repeatedly.
Wheeler: Did anybody file a complaint with the independent police review commission so
that it would be investigated?
Gillis: No because when some of the same people had done similar things, those reports
were missing, and they were further harassed. At this point, it was a matter of life and
death.
Wheeler: By the auditor's office? The independent police review commission is in the
auditor's office. Was someone in the auditor's office threatening or harassing them?
Gillis: No, Portland police threatened them, and the papers they would follow up on when
they got attorneys or friends, found out that those papers were no longer, or those files
were no longer there. That has also happened with the independent police review for
police in the past, and then this woman was across the street from just in kind of a grassy
area between johnson creek and that property, and then a man that was just down in the
tent that people thought was her was being raped. And when she called the police to try to
protect him, she was arrested. So the harassment goes on and on.
Wheeler: These are very serious allegations you are making, so I would appreciate some - if you could give us a date, a time, a place, any of the above. I will file the request, but
these are very, very serious allegations you are making, and this is the first I am hearing
about it. If you have some facts, I would encourage you to bring them forward. Thank you.
All right. First time. Oh, I am sorry, I apologize.
Lew Church: There is only three chairs.
Wheeler: Yes, sir, thank you. I apologize. Thank you, welcome.
Church: Good morning.
Hardesty: Good morning.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Church: Jo ann.
Hardesty: Uh that’s commissioner hardesty here.
Church: Amanda, chloe, nick and ted, first I want to thank tj sally and edie for speaking
with us today. Gray panthers is concerned and has been over time as organizers on
housing, targeting both ipm, income property management, which is a subcontractor for
home forward in a great many cases, as well as home forward itself on tenant rights and
housing. Overall, as we have experienced the largest federal government shutdown in u.s.
history, thanks to the most right wing, pro-capitalist president in u.s. history, donald trump,
it's important to note why many of us continue to advocate, in some cases, like tj and sally
and edie, to militantly, but hopefully persuasively advocate for tenant rights and housing,
legalizing rent control in Oregon finally, for speaking up and fighting back for those who
voices have been silenced or simply ignored. Nationally, the silence and ignored included
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elders who attend church from charleston to pittsburgh, they include students no longer
with us from sandy hook to columbine to parkland, here in the northwest, more recently the
silenced and ignored have included karen batts and jason washington. I handed out
copies, to council of recent gray panther blurbs on housing, rent control and tenant rights.
The title for one, “ted wheeler and the ghost of karen batts” was changed to the more
polite, real action needed to ease housing crisis. The tribune has been kind enough over
the past year to print articles we send in, vis-à-vis, the may 15th primary last year in that
election, why jo ann hardesty by far was the best choice of the 5 candidates in that
primary, along with our article for effective gun control laws, to ban assault weapons and
ban high caliber magazines. We appreciate the tribune doing that. Going forward the
tripartite presidency of Donald trump, mitch mcconnell and rush limbaugh, seeks to do one
thing. protect the privilege and power of white men against the poor, against workers,
against immigrants, against students and tenants and transit riders, against black and
brown and against 53, “not real, countries”, to paraphrase trump just a bit. However gray
panthers believe that impeachment, rent control and gun control are more than aspirational
goals. We believe that if folks like, in history, steve biko, chris honne, tom hayden, dorothy
day, harvey milk, rosa luxemburge, bernadette devlin, michael collins, bobby sands, Daniel
and Philip Berrigan, and michael harrington, that these folks were live and living in
Portland, Oregon today, they would assert with us that rent control in salem, that gun
control in a land of active shooters, and impeachment against a fascist, racist, sexist
president are finite achievable goals. We hope to see our newly diverse city council, here
in lowly, Portland, Oregon, play a vital role in creating economic democracy in our world,
not just more economic fascism under the trump junta.
Wheeler: Thanks for coming in. Have any items been pulled from the consent agenda?
Moore-Love: Yes, we’ve had Item 38 pulled.
Wheeler: Very good. Please call the roll on the remainder of the consent agenda.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The consent agenda is adopted. Item 36, first time certain.
Item 36.
Wheeler: Colleagues, a propose to the public testimony we just heard, I am very proud to
bring forward 60 additional units of affordable housing that's going to be added to the city's
affordable housing stock. As you have heard me say on behalf of the housing bureau a
number of times this last year in 2018, we delivered a record number of affordable housing
units to the city of Portland. We expect that in 2019 we will nearly double that. This is one
of the first that we will be undertaking this year. This project today will contribute to the
overrule north, northeast housing strategy, which the community brought forward to the
city of Portland, the community requested this. I want to, particularly, thank our partner,
Multnomah county in contributing the site for this development and bridge housing on their
third affordable project here in the city of Portland. With that I will turn it over to shannon,
are you kicking this off today?
Shannon Callahan, Director, Portland Housing Bureau: I am, thank you, mayor. Good
morning, mayor and commissioners. Shannon callahan of the Portland housing bureau. I
am here this morning to ask for your approval for the construction financing of the north
williams center, a new 61-unit development, to be developed as we heard by bridge
housing. In the fall of 2015 the housing bureau along with home forward and Multnomah
county released this property for development. Bridge housing was the, was the winner of
that development proposal and has been working with the community and the housing
bureau since then to bring this project to fruition. The north williams center is located on
the corner of north williams and tillamook. It will provide permanent, affordable housing
and homes to 195 new residents. I am sorry, 194 new residents. The north williams center
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will provide deeply affordable homes for 40 households, households who make less than
30% of the median family income. Lease-up of the building will also be subject to the city’s
preference policy, which prioritizes the families with generational ties to north and
northeast Portland. It's the sixth of the city's rental properties to be moved forward into the
construction phase or opened that are subject to the north and northeast preference policy.
The center will also provide 10 units of supportive housing for households who need the
services to be successful in their housing and beyond. The joint office is working closely
with both the Portland housing bureau and bridge housing to make this a reality, and I
would like to thank them for stepping in to offer both service and operating support to make
sure that this building is successful and is home for ten households moving off the street
out of homelessness. Before I turn it over to the team at bridge to say a few words, I would
like to note that we expect construction to start this spring, actually, in march of this year,
and construction is expected to be complete by may of next year, welcoming 194 new
residents into permanent, affordable housing.
Wheeler: Shannon, before you turn it over, could you go back one slide? I just have to
point this out. This is affordable housing. Look at that. That is architecturally in my opinion
stunning. And I think that it's great that we are not only doing the right thing here by way of
low income people in our community. We’re we are actually providing them an amazing
place to call home. That looks great, and I just want to applaud our partners for that. Thank
you.
Fish: Shannon, two questions.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fish.
Fish: First is what was the secret sauce that allowed you to, in this development, with 61
units, to set aside ten units for supportive housing? That's both in the aggregate it's a big
number, but as a percentage of the overall, a big number so how were you able to
accomplish that?
Callahan: Well, there are 40 units in this building that are supported with long-time rent
subsidies through vouchers. And so permanent supportive housing requires, you know,
three basic pieces of funding to make it work. One is rent subsidies to make sure that we
are buying down rents for the folks who need it the most, the very low income folks, folks
who may have zero or very little income. The second is making sure that we have
operating support to make the building successful. When you have a number of individuals
who require support services, it also usually requires additional operating support to the
building by way of on-site and resident managers or additional property management
support, and thirdly, it's the service funding that comes presently from the joint office, and
this building presented some unique opportunities with the fact that it had so many voucher
units in it. And the joint office is able to program the additional operating support this
building will need to be successful as well as providing the support services. So it's just the
perfect mix of all three of the three legged stool that we need to make permanent
supportive housing work.
Fish: Thank you very much.
Kim McKay: Good morning, I am kim mckay with bridge housing, and I am very pleased
to be here.
Hardesty: Good morning, Kim, You could move that mic closer. Yeah.
McKay: So actually, I would like to open it up to further questions that you guys may have,
and I am here with dustin ferdun, who is our senior pm on the project. I would say kudos to
our staff for working very closely with the community over the last few years. We feel that
we have a lot of support there, and it's been a very, very rewarding relationship to ensure
that we have a project that is both beautiful, but also will meet the needs of the immediate
local community. So please, any questions that you have, we are here to answer.
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Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Kim, I have a question, which might seem like a strange question, there is one
unregulated unit out of 61 units.
McKay: Why?
Hardesty: Why.
McKay: That's our manager unit. So rather than restrict it.
Hardesty: Ahh, okay. That makes sense.
Fish: This is bridge's third project, is that right? So my recollection, because I think that I
was the housing commissioner at the time, was the first one was in the pearl district. The
second one, you did was -McKay: We have river place under construction right now.
Fish: Which is under construction.
McKay: Correct.
Fish: So this is your third, and I know bridge does work up and down the coast. You have
quite a track record. What specific expertise does bridge bring to managing the units, the
ten units of supportive housing and also making sure that the people who are in deeply
subsidized units feel welcome in the community?
McKay: It's a great question. And I am happy to say that we have a lot of experience with
mixed income housing, which is, basically, what this is. Most communities that we are
developing in now have a requirement that in addition to the affordable housing, up to 60%
ami, that we include a percentage, and it varies in every jurisdiction, of permanent
supportive housing or special needs housing or homeless housing. And so our
management, we self to manage most of our properties, and take that commitment and
obligation very, very seriously, and so it is, as shannon alluded to, we do underwrite to
meeting the service needs of the special population, and its strong management, so I
would, you know, welcome all of you to come and see both the properties we have in
Portland, and if you are out of town, to come see some of the other mixed income
properties that we have, but examples, you know, parcel 3 has a number of psh units, the
abigail doesn't. But we have a number of properties in the bay area where they are
actually even heavier, you know, a much larger population, and they have been very
successful.
Fish: Does bridge have a physical presence here in Portland?
McKay: We do.
Fish: Have you opened an office?
McKay: We do. We have an office that's here in downtown. We have a staff of four,
actually five professional development staff, our accounting staff is here, i.t. Is here, and
we are looking at bringing property management up into the market this year.
Fish: Terrific. Thank you very much.
Wheeler: Very good, public testimony on this item, Karla.
Moore-Love: Yes, we have six people signed up.
Wheeler: Thank you very much. You can go ahead and we might bring you back if there is
follow-up questions based on the testimony.
Moore-Love: The first three, please come on up, are edith gillis, lightning, and shedrick
wilkins.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Edith Gillis: I am hoping you are feeling my love and commitment today because I am
going to be here all day. What I want to say is please, in your figuring of affordable rent,
have it be the same percentages of income distribution in the city of Portland as in new,
multiple unit housing. So if there are 100 units, and 30% of the people in the city of
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Portland make under or have under 10,000 a year, have one-third of 1/12th of that be their
monthly cap on rent, etc.
Fish: Edith can I make a comment? Thank you for that admonition. If we followed that
logic in this project, we woefully would underperform, and I think that we should
acknowledge that 40 of the 60 units here are being set aside for people that make between
zero and 30% of median family income, so we are talking about people who are typically
served by either home forward or by project based sponsored units, so this greatly
outperforms even the standard that you articulated.
Gillis: I misspoke. I meant to say a minimum of that low income being available.
Wheeler: Thank you. Good morning.
Lightning: Yes, my name is lightning. I represent lightning super humanity, xx1, pdx.
Bridge, you are right on the mark, very impressive work. You stayed in with the threshold
of the 30%, ami and below for the 40 units. But what I really like about your project is that
you also were sensitive to the square footage size of the units, very livable units, and as
you know, instead of going to these micro-units, people want to stay long-term, in good
sized square footage units. I think that you hit everything here, very impressive work. I
hope to see you get many more contracts and projects. Now speaking just for myself, not
to bridge directly, being a bridge loan, or construction loan, I am sorry here, will that loan
be repaid in the future? Again, some of the problems that I have on these type of deals, is I
like to have a do-on-sale clause in the future, maybe to pay back this type of loan, even if
it's 20 years in the future, I like to see that, and I know that that's up for debate. Issue
number two on the Multnomah county property, I want to have the city of Portland pay full,
fair market value for that, and to fund Multnomah county. I am going to look at that, and I
am going to contact cbre, I am going to have an appraisal done on that piece of land, and I
want Multnomah county to receive full value for that. Again, for their services that they
provide at Multnomah county. No discounts. Again, just for my own use, I like to see the
overall price stated on these ordinances. I like to see the overall unit price. Again, the
building looks fantastic. Everything I see here is within the parameters of the way that it
should be done. Again, on the sustainability housing units, I would like to see a more
detailed plan on how that will be paid for, where the sustainability money will come from, to
pay for that, and as you know I am projecting maybe 1,000 per month per unit additional
value price to that. Again, that's up for debate. I would like to see the numbers. I would like
to understand the services provided to these people. Again, this looks very impressive. Get
more contracts. Keep up the good work.
Wheeler: Thank you very much. Good morning.
Shedrick Wilkins: Good morning, and happy new year.
Wheeler: You, too, thank you very much.
Wilkins: I've been waiting to say that since christmas. I believe that north Portland,
northeast Portland is the only place where homeless people or people who are
disadvantaged can go. You did not make the terminal 1 shelter. You did not yet build the
pearl district shelter, which is right near my hud apartment and yards. I was going to
volunteer. I am very disappointed. When I was homeless in 2011, there was a mass
medical thing at the memorial coliseum. Commissioner novick mentioned the memorial
coliseum as a mash place to put sheltered people. I agree. I am a veteran. I was supposed
to protect this country and protect people who are sick or cold or whatever. The basement
has a large area, the area with least resistance, you banged around right to dream 2.
Where did you put it, right across from the memorial coliseum. I was born at emanuel
hospital, which is in north Portland because my father was a low income nabisco
employee. Yet we did not live there. We lived near the airport. There is a lot of racism in
Portland, and I side with the fact that the best place to help low income people is in north
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Portland. Nowhere else. You see people on the sidewalk. You see people on the street in
tents and you herd them into the north, northeast area. And since people of color are -been oppressed they might have the sympathy for low income white people. You don't see
it from anybody else. So I like the memorial coliseum as a large shelter. Since you failed to
make anyone, any place else, I agree with commissioner hardesty. There is a rule about
yelling fire in the theater. I think that people like mr. Davis and joe walsh, this isn’t a
church. You don't say it 50 times to make your point across. Even though we have
freedom of speech, I think mr. Davis and joe walsh should be.
*****: It’s off he subject -Wilkins: Banned for here for a month.
Wheeler: Excuse me. Excuse me. This is not your call. You are not the presiding -- excuse
me. You are going to have to stop. We will take a recess.
At 10:15, council recessed.
At 10:15, council reconvened.
Wheeler: We are now back in session. Sorry for the interruption. Continue, please,
Shedrick.
Wilkins: Well, he cut me off, this is the topic. I was talking here, and he cut me off
because I mentioned the fact that -- I don't know. I don't know if it relates to it. He cut me
off so I couldn’t talk, so whatever, right. So I guess it does relate. So certainly if somebody
has a view that's not popular you have no right to cut them off. It's like yelling fire in a
theater, which the supreme court deals with that.
Wheeler: I appreciate your being here. Next three, please.
Moore-Love: Are Maggie, steven long, and mary sipe.
Wheeler: I see mary. Is steve in here? Very good.
Moore-Love: Long, maybe Lang, steven lang on Lincoln, southwest Lincoln.
Maggie: I am going to criticize here, and the reason that I am going to do that is because I
see elderly people out on the street every day who are -- who have alzheimer's disease,
dementia, are incontinent, I see bipolar people, I see people who have schizophrenia, and
you are still going to warehouse them in shelters where there is all this environmental
noise, and you are going to -- the shelters are like a jail. The bathrooms are broken. The
staff are like factory workers. They steal from the homeless and disabled people in there,
and there are elderly homeless on the street who are incontinent and have parkinson's and
they have been exited from their housing units, and they won't go into shelters because
they get bullied, and their stuff gets stolen. And none of these affordable housing units are
going to take these people. They are cherry picking the people who have the least
disability and the most social security income, and that's who is going to get in there. And
none of these people who have got mental health issues, who have got parkinson's,
alzheimer's disease, and who are incontinent, there is no supportive housing that's being
built for them. It's all -- they are all warehoused in shelters that have human rights issues
with noise and industrial noise, and entertainment noise. They have got emphysema. They
have got asthma. They have got, you know, all of the mental health -- they are sick all the
time, and there is mrsa, and bed bugs and lice, and there is no laundry facilities in these
shelters. There are no laundry facilities that work. It took me four hours to do one load of
laundry because the spinner in the one washer and the one drier, the spinner doesn't
work, and the drier takes two hours to do, to dry one load of laundry, and how many
hundreds of people are in that building who have to compete for that one washer and one
drier, and then they have a scheduling. So, you know, this affordable housing thing is for
people who are able bodied. It's not going to help anybody who has got, you know,
supportive needs issues. It is not going to help anyone who is out on the street and living
in a tent and refusing to go into a shelter and disabled.
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Wheeler: So maggie, let me just stipulate what you said, so we can talk about this
particular project. This particular project actually includes ten supportive units, so it is for
exactly -Maggie: Ten is like a drop in the bucket of an ocean.
Wheeler: For those ten individuals, it means the world. I take what you are saying as a
challenge to scale it up, do more of these kinds of projects, find the resources to make it
happen. And I think that we are in agreement on that.
Maggie: When I say supportive housing, I think there are two types of people. When I say
that, there are types of people who can't make it through the night, and need 24-hour care,
and there are those who can make it through the night and need day services every day.
Wheeler: No disagreement.
Maggie: You are not housing those people.
Wheeler: Well, we actually are, but thank you. We appreciate your testimony.
Maggie: I disagree. I see them on the streets every day.
Wheeler: It's your right to disagree. Thank you. Good morning.
Mary Sipe: My name is mary sipe. As you know i've been here for the last two years
almost every week, and I have often spoken in support of the affordable housing projects. I
live in one of the projects, the sitca. In fact when I was looking at the pictures of this new
project, I was thinking gee, it looks a lot like the sitca. With all due respect, I do want to
correct some things that maggie was talking about. Shelters are temporary emergency
methods. And we can build all the shelters in the world, but if we don't start building the
affordable housing that we need to have a place for people to transition into, it's not going
to make any difference what we do in terms of the emergency shelter. I would encourage
people. I’ve said this before, the term, "affordable housing" a lot of people don't really
understand what it is. This is the section 42 tax credit housing. And I would encourage
people to go and look this up. And understand how this works. It's income restricted. I
would also correct some things that maggie said. The building that I live in is probably 90%
disabled. People on social security, disability, myself on social security. A lot of people on
ssi. 700 a month. Living in units that are clean, comfortable, and affordable in the realm of
their income. We need more of this. I want to applaud the city and the county for what they
have doing for the last two years in really pressing forward with more affordable housing. It
is kind of interesting, Mayor wheeler, when you said, when you commented about the
architecturally pleasing design. I think one thing that I would like to suggest bridge housing,
I am so excited, when they came to Portland and built the abigail, when you see what they
have done in other cities across the country, it is pretty phenomenal the work that they
have done. And how they have made their focus, affordable housing. I would like to
suggest that maybe, and perhaps they already do this, that they form sort of an advisory
group of people living in affordable housing and get some feedback from them about
where there could be some improvements.
Wheeler: That's a great idea.
Sipe: One of the things that all of the units that, in our building and other buildings, we
don't have air-conditioning. And it's really oppressive sometimes, and if you don't have 600
to go and buy a portable air conditioning unit, you are suffering in our now hotter summers.
I would suggest, you know, look at putting the portable units in. I also want to give a shout
out to bridge housing. I wanted to thank them, when they -- before they built the abigail, I
contacted them, and they voluntarily agreed to scrap their plans to use the impact hammer
and use the auger drill. And I hope that they will continue to do the same with other
projects. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you, mary, we appreciated your perspective as always. Thanks for
coming in. Does that complete the public testimony, Karla?
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Moore-Love: Yes, if steven long isn't here, that would be all.
Wheeler: Mr. Long, are you here somewhere? Very good. Please call the roll.
Fritz: The comment was made this is a drop in the bucket, and I always think of how to eat
an elephant one bite at a time and that's each unit makes a difference to the person who is
going to be in it and the people in it for the next 99 years so congratulations for this project.
It's really great. Aye.
Fish: I am very pleased to support this. Bridge has demonstrated that they are a good
community partner. There is a good leverage that is the public resources here is
leveraging lots of other funds from other sources to allow us to stretch the dollar. I don't
remember the last time that we had a project come before us where the units were so
deeply subsidized. We should give a special shout out to home forward because these
projects-based vouchers would not happen without it them. But they allow us to keep 40 of
the 61 units at the below 30% of mfi. We are meeting really where the crushing need is in
our community, and I applaud the developer to finding a way to finance this project.
Thanks to the housing bureau for bringing this forward. Thank you mayor. I am pleased to
support it. Aye.
Hardesty: Aye.
Eudaly: I am very pleased to see this project moving forward. It advances two top
priorities for the city. One is increasing our affordable housing stock, and two is adopting
sustainability building practices that are going to help us to meet our climate goals moving
forward. I also want to thank bridge city for not sacrificing aesthetics and quality. This is a
really good looking building like the mayor pointed out, and in fact, it's a more attractive
building than many of the market and luxury rate buildings going up in that neighborhood.
Thank you, mayor Wheeler, the Portland housing bureau, bearings multi-family, u.s. Bank,
metro bridge, meyer memorial trust, prosper Portland and Oregon housing and community
services for all your work on this. And, of course, Multnomah county for contributing the
site. I vote aye.
Wheeler: That list, commissioner eudaly just listed, thank you to everybody on that list.
This is truly an exceptional partnership. This is just one more demonstration of what we
can get done when we all pull in the same direction. And thank you, director callahan, for
your leadership, and in particular, I vote aye. The ordinance is adopted. Thank you
everyone. Next item, time certain. 37. We are right on the schedule. Very good.
Wheeler: Commissioner eudaly.
Eudaly: Thank you, Mayor. the city funds seven coalition offers that serve as one
connection point between the city and its residents. Funding inequities between district
coalitions have been a long standing issue, complicated by factors such as the fact that
two of our coalition offices are city run while the other five are independent nonprofit. The
audit of then office neighborhood, office of neighborhood involvement identified this long,
unaddressed issue as one that needed to be urgently remedied. I am pleased to introduce
today’s report to share the steps we’ve taken and the direction we will go in the coming
years. I would like to call up suk rhee, the director of the office of community and civic life
for a presentation. Welcome, director. Happy new year.
Suk Rhee, Director, Office of Community and Civic Life: Thank you. Good morning
everyone. Happy new year. Again, I am suk rhee and I serve as director for the office of
community civic life, and it's an honor to be for myself, to present for the first time to
commissioner hardesty and this new council. Today you will hear from more than just
myself. We have a team that will come after me. Our combined presentation is to report on
the actions taken in response to the budget note in the fiscal year 2018-2019 budget
directing the bureau to work with relevant stakeholders to develop a methodology to
equitably distribute existing resources among the neighborhood coalitions without it
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additional funding. I will speak to the actions we took in fiscal year 2018-2019 and the
factors shaping our discussion for 2019-2020. Victor salinas will share the impact of
distributed resources to east Portland community office, adam lyons and christina estime
will speak to how district coalition offices are working together towards equitable
outcomes, which is the focus of our continuing conversations about the distribution of
resources in fiscal year 2019-2020 and beyond and frieda christopher, a member of the
city wide budget advisory committee, will share her reflections on the budget note
progress. For my portion, I refer to the slide deck, maybe I need to go to the other end of
the aisle. Wonderful. It may be surprising to some that this issue has been studied for
nearly, repeatedly for nearly 20 years without resolution. It was in the audit that the
commissioner eudaly mentioned of the community and neighborhood involvement center
for the bureau in 2016. The auditor wrote that during the fiscal year 2016-2017 budget
process the office's budget advisory committee developed core values that state that the
office would not take money from one coalition or organization to fund another. And so
would not attempt to resolve inequities until city council opted to provide more funding for
all community engagement programs. The auditor noted this approach effectively locked
disparities into place. So then again, during the budget process, we were directed to come
up with a plan for implementation to address this. Although the budget note referred to an
implementation time line of fiscal year 2019-2020, we heeded the comments of frieda
christopher and others during the budget review process to take steps even if initial and
incremental to remedy this immediately. In previous years the funding question had largely
been shaped in two ways. The distribution of resources among districts, particularly to east
Portland, as compared to others regions, and then using a per person measure to gauge
funding equity. We will share with you the actions we took this year, 2018-2019 that
resulted in increasing per person investment in east Portland, and then the factors shaping
2019-2020 and the change in our focus of consideration. In our proposed 2018-2019
budget, we requested $201,980, in additional ongoing general funds and one-time
resources for east Portland. The rationale was to increase the fte from 2.275, three parttime positions to 4.0 fte. And for additional programming for additional programming and
for rent. That year, last year, council approved $30,000 in additional ongoing general
funds. So the bureau was committed, however, to increase the fte to a more appropriate
level, and so we redirected $120,865 in our budget to ensure at least 3.7 fte for east
Portland. So this included redirecting within our own existing general fund budget $44,388
from the civic life budget to east Portland, towards east Portland, and then redirecting
$76,477 from the district coalition grants, again, towards east Portland's favor. And in
addition the office of commissioner eudaly was able to provide additional one-time support,
$6,861 to all coalition offices to help with the rebalancing. This slide is little bit complicated.
We don't necessarily -- I am going to walk through with you the numbers presented, so in
the first column you see the name of the coalitions that we are talking about, and there is
seven, two are city staff and five are community staff and independent 501c3s. In the
second and third columns you will see base funding in fiscal years 2017-2018, and then
2018-2019. Those are columns two and three, and then if you skip to column three, four,
five, additional one-time funding from commissioner eudaly's office, and then if you -- then
you go to column seven, you will see the percent change. So compared to fiscal year
2017-2018 the rebalancing was equivalent of 0.58 of 1% for all coalitions so six tenths of
1% was rebalanced in order to achieve the 3.7 fte. Then, on top of that, each coalition
receives additional dollars for neighborhood small grants, and then so you see the total in
the second to last column of what the total amount invested in the neighborhood district
coalitions. You see also the bottom line is $2.5 million as a combined program investment.
So the result is that in this year, the east Portland community office receives $3.12 per
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person, that's an increase of 52% from fiscal year 2017-2018 levels, and that is the same
rate as southeast uplift and southeast uplift is $3.14 per person. And then you note that
east and south districts serve 157 and 162,000 community members respectively. That's
about half of the total population of Portland. And their investments represent about 40% of
the total district budget, coalition budget. For reference the highest per person rate is 5.48,
and that's for central northeast neighbors to serve 53,000 community members, and in
terms of the range of the disparity, in 2016-2017, 2017-2018, that disparity range was 3-1,
and we’ve closed that gap a bit, now it's 2-1, but it’s not quite closed. So in fiscal year
2019-2020, so district coalitions and civic life teams began meeting in october and
november of 2018 to think about the approach for 2019-2020. While we acknowledge that
the steps we took in 2018 were important and necessary first steps, there are limits to
using per person measures to determine equity. We also felt like we needed to ask a more
fundamental question. If we don't know what equitable outcomes we seek to deliver, then
no methodology for distribution of resources will achieve those ends. So thus, we are
asking different questions, some harder questions of ourselves for any dollar that's
invested throughout the bureau. What are the equitable outcomes we want for all
Portlanders? And then what would that take? Bureau, community, and citywide, equity
would not be achieved by one program or bureau alone or one effort alone, and then what
is the contribution or value that the district coalitions can uniquely provide? And how would
we invest existing and future resources towards that end? While this turned out to be a 20year nut to crack, we don't believe it will take 20 years to make progress going forwards.
However, we want to remind council this is a multi-year, iterative discussion. We don't
have the answers for you to this question as of right now, but we are starting that
conversation in a more deliberate way. For fiscal year 2019-2020, the district coalition
leaders and civic life have agreed to do several things. Is to maintain the district coalition
investments at 99% of the fiscal year 2018-2019 level. We are also going to focus on
identifying equitable outcomes within the bureau's long-term goals and within our mission.
We want to start new conversations about developing shared efforts and resources that
would allow us to explore new models for our work. We also need to develop a shared
analysis and consequently a collective and coordinated ability to serve communities that
are displaced and migrating between different parts of the city. The reality is that we need
to start working across the district borders as well as within them, and that we are uniquely
positioned as a cohort to do this. And to articulate the differences between city and
community staff offices which do have a bearing on funding levels. Obviously, equity is not
achieved through siloed strategies or siloed thinking. The issues of concern transcend
district borders, and we need to address them collectively. One area that you will hear
more about from our panel is in the area of housing affordability and houselessness as an
example of what that could look like, and I want to conclude with saying that if we only
stay, and we need different measures to gauge progress, if we stayed only with per person
measures and focused on districts, we would see funding shifting from district to district,
and that would largely be reactive and chasing symptoms of displacement and migration.
And we would not necessarily be funding the district coalition partners to develop the
shared advocacy, policy, and system strategies to benefit all Portlanders, so we will, we
must start thinking differently about this conversation going forward, and I would like to,
with your permission, invite victor, adam, christina, and frieda to the table to present their
portion.
Fritz: May I just ask some clarification questions? Thank you for your report. A couple
things I am just not clear about. Does the east Portland action plan money, is that included
in the allocation?
Rhee: That is not included.
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Fritz: Okay, so that's something to think about. And could you go back to that table,
please? I am confused because it says that the coalitions are getting 2,000, 4,000 cuts.
Those numbers in the change add up to 18,000, and yet there is 160,000 increase in east
Portland, and that's different from the 120,000, so I am very confused as to what this table
means.
Rhee: Sorry for -- this is not the clearest presentation. So that includes also the 30,000
from council, the rebalancing, the 76,000 rebalancing, that includes also the 44,800 some
dollars from the bureau.
Fritz: So the 76,000, how was that divided up amongst the coalitions?
Rhee: So the 76,000, we, actually, considered several methodologies, including a
methodology that was developed by a consultant many years ago and we chose not to go
that way. We chose simply to say what is the portion of this district coalition's budget within
the total budget, and then that will be their percentage of the rebalancing. So for example,
if southeast uplift is 20%, of the total coalition budget, they took 20% of that total
rebalancing burden, which was 20% of the 77,000.
Fritz: So 20% of 77,000 is not 4,000, so how much was southeast uplift cut?
Rhee: In the end, the actual change from the base funding, also is, is over here, the actual
change for the base funding is in the middle of the column, column six. And that's the
actual change that they experienced. Because there was also one-time additional support
for commissioner eudaly's office.
Fritz: I am confused.
Rhee: After this presentation, if we can sit with the numbers and with the offices to answer
your questions more completely? Would that be useful?
Fritz: Yeah, or maybe when the coalitions talks they can tell us how much they got cut.
Rhee: Yes, these would be the numbers that we actually got translated into the grant
agreements.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. You mentioned that there is a difference between city paid
staff that works in the coalition office and folks not city staff. Could you talk a bit more
about the impact on whether the city staff or whether it's the community members with the
revisions you made?
Rhee: The impact on the community members? The distinction of city staff versus
community staff offices that I would like to make there is that we, as a city, have policies
that we adhere to, for example if there is a cola, whereas for community-based coalitions,
we don't get to, we don't tell them if they need to give a cola or whether a retirement
contribution is so they set their own investments for staffing, benefits and etc.,
independently. If you were to pull their 990s for example and look at their staffing rates and
their benefits, etc. and you compared them with the city you would see a difference. We
are not saying that the difference means that there are different outcomes. We actual need
to explore that further. We do believe, though, that there is a difference in the personnel
and benefit cost, that's clear. And we need to acknowledge that because that is part of a
dollar, a dollar to any district coalition is, should be the best judgment comes from that
district coalition's governance body. And for the city, that is city council, community, that's
a different body, and we see that there are different investments being made.
Hardesty: Suk, I just want to say thank you. It is amazing it has taken 20 years for
anybody to attempt to tackle this. I am sure that there's been a lot of push back because
you know, people like status quo for some reason so thank you for your work on this. I
know it was not an easy task.
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Rhee: Yes, and the credit goes to city council, our budget, citywide budget advisory
council as well, as well as our coalition partners who are implementing the result. With
your permission may we invite the others to the table?
Eudaly: Yes, please. We have victor salinas. adam lyons. Victor is from east Portland
community office. Adam lyons from northeast coalition of neighborhoods. Christina estime
from southeast uplift and frieda christopher who serves on the citywide budget advisory
committee as well as many other things. There is frieda. Hello, welcome.
Frieda Christopher: I snuck in late.
Eudaly: I do that sometimes, too. Welcome everybody and please state your name before
beginning your presentation for the record.
Victor Salinas: Good morning. Mayor wheeler. Commissioner eudaly, commissioner Fritz,
commissioner Fish. Happy new year and thank you for having us here today. I am here to
speak on the impacts and the outcomes and equity impacts of the redistribution and
funding for fiscal year 2018-2019 within the seven district coalition offices. Here's some
context that paints a picture of where the east Portland community office, formerly the east
Portland neighborhood office, had been over the last five years. East Portland staff have
been responding to increased requests from support from many underserved and
underrepresented community groups, mainly communities of identity, people of color,
immigrants, refugees and low income family renters. The increased request for staff time
and resources was not sustainability at the previous funding level with the limited staffing
availability of 2.275 fte so we were not able to adequately serve both the neighborhood
associations and the community groups we work with. Seeing a need for additional staff
support at the epco office, east Portlanders advocated for increased funding epco to better
meet community needs. The increased funding, thanks for commissioner eudaly, council,
our bureau director, suk rhee, was able to help us better serve the community and better
meet the civic life goals of supporting healthy, connected and equitable communities. Here
are some examples of how this has impacted our work. Recently one of our neighborhood
associations, the glenfair neighborhood association, had become inactive for a multiple of
reasons, and through staff and community efforts, in outreach, we were able to help the
neighborhood association, not only become active again, but is now a multi-cultural and
multi-lingual neighborhood association, the board, that is. One of the first in our district
areas. We've been able to use funding from the accommodations fund to be able to help
them through translation interpretation within their meetings and their organizational
needs. One example is the board was reviewing the proposed by-laws, and one of the
members, one of the board members was limited in english proficiency was having
difficulty participating in the conversation about a proposed amendment. Epco staff was
able to provide support to the board member in their native language to understand the
topic. As a result the board was able to bridge language barrier and adopt their new bylaws. The take-away is that increasing the financial support helps them epco recruit highly
competent, highly multi-lingual staff to support our neighborhood associations and our
community groups. Another example is a recent cooperative work between cnn and epco
in which a small community group, culturally specific organization, the somali women's
coalition of Portland, came seeking assistance on an application for central northeast
neighborhood’s coalition small grants. The project was a series of educational workshops
on civic engagement for somali women, and their community members live both in the
epco service area and the cnn service area. As you know our communities don't live by the
district areas by geographical areas. We live across neighborhood boundaries. So the
community member, as I said, the community members lived across both areas. This
demonstrates the communities would be served across jurisdictional boundaries and
therefore require the collective support of multiple coalition offices. Angela previdelli, our
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new epco grants coordinator helped to review application and provide guidance for the
community member. Additionally, the community member knew to -- was new to grant
writing, learned that they would also need a fiscal sponsor to successfully submit their
application, which are nonprofit partners of the east Portland neighbors, was able to
provide that fiscal sponsorship. As a result, epco was able to link the community, like I
said, to the east Portland neighborhood office to provide fiscal sponsorship. The take-away
is in working collectively this community group was able to apply for a grant from one
coalition office while receiving the technical assistance they needed from another coalition
office, all in support of their project of civic engagement for somali women in Portland. In
closing, the east Portland community office greatly appreciates the support for the
increased funding in fiscal year 2018-2019, and we want to thank commissioner eudaly
and the rest of council, our bureau director, suk rhee, and the support from north Portland
neighborhood services, northeast coalition of neighbors, and southeast uplift neighborhood
coalition, central northeast neighbors and neighbors west, northwest, southwest neighbors,
incorporated and we look forward to partnering across the city with other coalition offices to
support about equitable outcomes in supporting neighborhood associations and
underserved, under-resourced community groups in their community building and civic
engagement activities. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you for being here. Good morning.
Adam Lyons: Good morning. Hi, I am adam lyons, from northeast coalition of
neighborhoods. Though district coalitions were established based on geography defined
as neighborhoods, we recognize that many of the significant issues we face as a city defy
the artificial lines drawn over 40 years ago. We understand that the ability to even identify
with the neighborhood has increasingly been an entitlement for those who own homes, as
rent skyrocketed and communities have been displaced. As a result district coalitions have
adapted our programming, partnerships and planning to include constituencies and issues
beyond solely the neighborhood system. Over the past several years district coalitions
have worked on many projects around homelessness and affordable housing. In 2016
coalitions partnered together to create a community development strategy for
neighborhoods to work with the houseless community to identify safe sleep areas in the
districts. This plan was what created the alternative shelter specialist position which now
sits in both civic life and joint office. This position has been a huge benefit in coordinating
rest area village and shelter siding as well as communicating information out to the
community. Both southeast uplift and northeast -- can you hear me? I feel like I am cutting
out.
Wheeler: You are good. Could I make one, like six inches is the ideal. These are funky
mics. Perfect, thanks.
Lyons: Okay. All right. Get back to it.
*****: Breath, breath.
Lyons: Breathe, thank you. Both southeast uplift and northeast coalition of neighborhoods
have been involved in welcoming right 2 dream too to the east side of the willamette river.
This has been a long process but with the help of many stakeholders, neighborhood and
houseless advocates right 2 dream too has been successfully located in the lloyd district.
Coalitions have partnered with central city concerns clean start pdx program to create
enhance services in our inner city neighborhoods. Clean start pdx is a vocational training
program that works with folks with lived experience of homelessness who help to provide
trash and sanitation to pop-up camps and after about 18 months usually get job
placement. From a communications perspective, coalitions were active regarding
houselessness and affordable housing, much of our online as well as our print and mailed
newspapers, which I have on here in case you have not seen it, have been focused on
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daylighting the humanitarian crisis and trying to explain a very complicated civic challenge.
Additionally we have held many community meetings and town halls to discuss the
housing crisis, we have created videos like five things to know about houselessness and
recently created a whimsical map of how affordable housing works, featuring an illustrated
bunny and an owl. Looking to the future, all seven district coalitions remain committed to
addressing issues that affect all of our residents, houselessness and affordable housing
are only two of many complex challenges that we face as a growing and changing city. Our
coalitions believe that all Portlanders working together can change the narrative and move
the dial on many pressing issues. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Christina Estime: Thanks, adam. I am christina estime and I am the operations manager
at southeast uplift. To summarize the seven district coalitions collectively cover all 95
neighborhoods of Portland. Coalitions have been an important infrastructure for facilitating
communication and action between Portlanders and city government. In the nearly 45
years since the district coalition system was formed, Portland has dramatically changed.
For example, the population of east Portland has grown. Thus the needs of communities
have changed. Whereas at one time coalitions might have focused on land use issues, we
now serve diverse communities seeking community involvement in different ways and in
different languages, as victor salinas from east Portland community office just described.
Whether coalitions are offering technical support to incubate community projects, helping
people understand what is happening in their cities through collaborative trainings, creating
platforms for people to strategize towards creative solutions, such as described by adam
lyons from necn, we seek to increase civic engagement and to foster an inclusive and
caring community. District coalitions are actively working with suk rhee and the office of
community and civic life to identify and define equitable outcomes. District coalitions and
the bureau want to ensure that resources are directed and meaningful in impactful ways.
Working together we are adapting is the services of district coalitions to be more inclusive
and accessible. Participating in city government is a daunting prospect for many
community members, and the infrastructure of district coalitions provides a local and less
formal interface for grassroots community involvement. District coalitions are on the
ground working together towards a more connected and inclusive and accessible Portland.
Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Frieda Christoper: Good morning, mayor, commissioners. Thank you for allowing me to
speak today. My name is frieda christopher. I sit on the citywide budget advisory
commission, east Portland action plan, being co-chair of their housing subcommittee as
well as a member of the civic engagement subcommittee. I am also a chair of the david
douglas school board so I have a broad perspective of east Portland. At last year's budget
work sessions, I mentioned the equity issue in the coalitions, and the audit report given
that was given. I applaud the director's efforts to reallocate the level of funding of limited
resources to try to start to address this. I don't believe that, this has been going on for over
20 years. It's not going to be solved in one year. I have to agree with the director in that. I
also agree with the direction of looking at the outcomes and how coalitions are handled. I
really respect history, having been on the david douglas school board for 28 years. We
often -- I often say, what have we done in the past? Not to continue to do it because it's
been done in the past, and that's the way that we do things. But to look at what was
successful and what is not. We need, our city has changed, and so has our
neighborhoods. They have evolved tremendously. And so we need to look at historically,
okay, we have done this in the past but what can we do differently? So I applaud the fact
that the civic life is looking at that. I want to share a couple of examples of that change.
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Just yesterday I was in three different meetings. East david douglas district has changed
dramatically in the last 20 years. We have decided this year, our superintendent is doing
listening sessions. In the morning, I sat in on the session that was strictly done in spanish.
It's really -- it brings to light how our minorities often don't understand what's going on in a
meeting when you don't have a translator translating it. In the afternoon it was a group of
somali parents. The same thing. It's funny, it takes a little bit to get them talking, but once
they start talking, it's hard to keep up with someone translating for us. In the evening I met
with civic engagement, which we have arabic, russian, latino members there with
translators. They are concerned about their ability to be involved in our community and our
city. They want to. There are many voters that want to vote, and they cannot read the
ballot. And understand it. So these are things that we need to look at. I know voting goes
into the county and the state issues handling that. But these are things that were brought
up. In conclusion, I do appreciate the city taking a look at community engagement and
seeing what we can do to change it, especially in the budgeting process. And with the
director suk rhee's leadership, I know that they are going to be looking at how we can
change overall how our communities work and our neighborhoods can be involved. I am
personally speaking with many of these minority communities, and they want to be
involved. We just have to learn how involvement in those areas are different because of
their backgrounds. Galina from the russian community made it apparent that you talk to
them, you communicate with them and you get them involved in different ways. And you
have to understand that before you can get them involved. But I do appreciate the efforts
that are being pushed forward.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you all for your presentation. I would like to say the district coalition
representative, how much was the multi-neighbors and how much was southeast uplift
cut? What was the dollar figure?
Lyons: If I remember correctly, I think around 5k.
Estime: I’m going to refer to our executive director for the exact figure.
Molly Mayo: I'm molly mayo, executive director southeast uplift and I believe to clarify the
question, the district coalitions usually get around a 3% cost of living adjustment. That
adjustment was not awarded last contract year. That money was earmarked as well, I
think, to be reallocated to east Portland. So whereas southeast uplift in the 2017-2018
fiscal year had roughly a contract with city of Portland for $484,000, that's approximate.
The most recent contract was 480, which is roughly a $4,000 cut but as I understand
historically the expectation would have been that there would have been a 3% cost of
living increase. Altogether that was around $18,500 that southeast uplift might have
anticipated that we did not receive.
Fritz: So that’s the numbers in the tables. I then don't understand how we get to 160,000,
but my further followup question is what was the impact on your services of that cut?
Mayo: In terms of southeast uplift we do represent a large geographic area and so
proportionately we are considered one of lesser funded coalitions. However, because we
are actually a larger coalition with six staff and a larger budget we were able to
successfully absorb that $4,000 cut just through economic measures. So I think that cut
actually impacted smaller coalitions much more.
Fritz: And did you give cost of living to your staff?
Mayo: I did not give cost of living adjustments to my staff at the beginning of this fiscal
year. No, I did not.
Lyons: The impact is on staff pay.
Fritz: Right, which I’m and they already get paid less than the city run offices. So just for
my newer colleagues, in the past we said that if city employees get cost of living then our
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contract employees should be able to as well. Thank you. That clarifies the numbers.
Thank you very much.
Hardesty: Could I ask one more question?
Wheeler: Commissioner Hardesty,
Hardesty: Thank you. What is the -- my understanding of southwest uplift also has the
ability to raise money outside of the money they get from the city. What is your overall
budget?
Mayo: Our over all budget is not much larger than the city grant. The city grant apparently
again i'm relatively new to the system, so I have learned as I have gone along. But these
district coalitions that are technically 501c3 nonprofits literally grew up in hand in hand with
city of Portland government. They never existed separately as a more traditionally
functioning 501c3. So southeast uplift does have the ability to engage in fund-raising. We
do rent some offices in our building and also charge a very small conference room space
that maybe contributes maybe $20,000 a year to our budget. But i'm coming from a
nonprofit background and was at first shocked why these 501c3s are not engaged in more
fund-raising.
Hardesty: Right.
Mayo: And the reason, it's a very interdependent relationship with city government, like
southeast uplift actually started as a government office. As we do look to the future and of
course everyone has on their radar the fact that nonprofits can and probably should be
fund-raising, especially as times change, again, that will be a step by step learning process
for district coalitions that are nonprofits if we go in that direction.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Very good. Any further questions?
[speaking over each other]
Wheeler: We have -- commissioner Fritz has one question first.
Fritz: I thought we were, oh we're not taking testimony.
Fish: It’s a report.
Wheeler: A report.
Fritz: Excuse me. You can carry on. Thank you.
Fish: Move the report.
Hardesty: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion from commissioner fish. We have a second from
commissioner Hardesty.
Fish: That's funny to us for just our own personal reasons.
Wheeler: Please call the roll.
Fish: Thank you, director, for an excellent presentation. Thanks to our honored guests.
Freida, you go to a lot of meetings.
Christopher: Yes. [laughter]
Fish: We may have to do an intervention. I do think at some point we should pull out the –
we should look more holistically at all the different ways we support neighborhoods and I
think it's a fair point to include east Portland action plan in the budget for that because that
was one of our earlier efforts to try to do some equity and some equalization and I think,
freida, you have been a great voice in support of what we have accomplished with east
Portland action plan. But it's taken 20 years to get to this point. This report gives us a road
map of some of the divisions we're going to be making through our budget process and
through policy making. Commissioner eudaly, thank you for bringing this forward and I’m
pleased to vote Aye.
Hardesty: I also think this is excellent work and is long, long overdue. I was very happy to
hear that epap would not be impacted by the changes that had taken place. I do want to
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put on the record that I absolutely think that our value of if city employees get raises then
our contract employees should also be receiving those cost of living increases. Very good
work. I know this is only the beginning. I look forward to working with suk and the
neighborhood offices to realize our new vision of what neighborhood engagement and
involvement looks like. Thank you. I vote aye.
Eudaly: Thank you, everyone, for being here today and for participating. I do agree with
some of the concerns raised by my colleagues. But I think the cola issue, the impact to
staff is more of an argument for the city needing to increase funding for these programs
and perhaps for the neighborhood offices to do a little fund-raising of their own. It is not an
argument against making -- creating a more equitable distribution of existing funds. I would
also like to say that epap and epno, although they both begin with ep and serve east
Portland, are two very distinct organizations and that i'm willing to concede that perhaps
epap should be calculated in this larger equation of how equitably we're serving east
Portland, but I am not willing to decrease their budgets and I'll just leave it at that, because
it's a complicated undertaking. But they are distinct. They serve different purposes. And
epap has been working with the same budget for the last decade. Epno could not offer
comparable kind of supports and services to east Portland without an increase. So there's
that. Today's report makes it clear that there's no one formula or approach that gets us to
equity. However, i'm confident we're asking the right questions and appreciate everyone's
willingness to consider a new way of doing business. There are two truths I want to
highlight. Change is hard even when we want it. I’ve started saying, one of my catch
phrases is everyone wants change but nobody wants to change. [laughter] and that might
be an explanation for why it's taken us 20 years to get here. I want to be sure to
acknowledge and share my appreciation for every district coalition office and for the hard
working staff for stepping up to make this important move forward toward one of our
shared goals, which is ensuring equitable access and allocation of services for east
Portland. Two, we will never get to better outcomes if we don't define what they are, so I
appreciate that we're moving past the per-person measure which we all know does not get
us to equity when we have one population historically underserved and underrepresented
for decades and decades relative to the others and we need to start thinking more
systematically about ways to improve our services and reach our goals of true equity for all
Portlanders. Finally, a few thank yous. And with welcome. I want to welcome shuk
arifdjanov, our civic engagement coordinator who will be working with coalition offices to
the city and congratulate him on organizing his first council presentation. Welcome and
thank you to shuk.
Wheeler: Nicely done. Welcome.
Eudaly: I also want to give special thanks to dianne riley and director suk rhee for helping
us tackle these big issues. Your leadership and vision are appreciated and clearly reflected
in the steps we have taken already to get better outcomes for all Portlanders. I vote Aye.
Wheeler: I suspected this was not going to be an easy conversation based on the
conversation the city council had during the budget session last year and taking note of the
fact this had been discussed by several previous councils and then they overtly chose not
to take action. So that is a signal to us that there are no easy solutions here. Of course,
when we're talking about equity, that means sometimes making room for others to step up,
and in some very specific cases it also required some of our coalition partners to willingly
take a reduction in resources. I want to thank you for how you did this. I want to thank you
for how you handled it. I don't think there's ever a perfect approach but I can't think of a
better approach than this right now in terms of actually living up to the equity goals that we
stated during the budget process last year. Commissioner eudaly, I want to thank you.
What was somewhat overlooked in this report was the fact that you helped fill the gap with
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your own office budget. I want to acknowledge that. You contributed one time only
resources to help limit the reductions in some of our coalition partners' budgets. I think that
spoke to your personal commitment to making sure this is done right and I want thank all
of our coalition partners. You're obviously not in it for the money. But the services you
provide are so critically important to the community and I just want to take this opportunity
since you're here to thank you. So obviously I vote Aye. The report is accepted. Thank
you. Colleagues, I would like to, we’re going to take up items 40 and 41 next but I
understand there's a number of amendments so I would like to take a five-minute break so
I make sure I understand all the amendments that are coming forward and how to
sequence them. We'll take a five-minute recess.
At 11:11 a.m. recessed.
At 11:20 reconvened.
Wheeler: Why don’t we go ahead and get started now. We are now back in session. Karla,
next items are items 40 and 41. Could you please read them together.
Item 40
Moore-Love: Authorize bureau of human resources to adopt system for merit based pay
increase for non-represented city employees and direct bureau of human resources to
develop a recommended system for setting compensation when making hiring decisions
for council consideration.
Item 41
Moore-Love: Increase the salary ranges for several Portland city laborer classifications.
Wheeler: Colleagues, just brief introductory comments. We all value the employees of the
city of Portland. We want to ensure employees who are doing comparable work receive
equitable pay. Adopting and implementing a city-wide merit increase system is critical to
establishing consistent practices throughout the city of Portland. Utilizing a consistent
system will permit us to consider merit as one of the bona fide factors in setting
compensation under the new Oregon pay equity law. This resolution and the following
ordinance, item 41, which i'll discuss in a moment, helps ensure the city remains in
compliance with the amendments to the Oregon pay equity act. And with regard to item 41,
one which increases the salary ranges for several Portland city labor classifications, again,
the stated value is that the city of Portland is committed to pay equity. The Portland city
laborers has approximately 370 employees classified within 28 different classifications that
are doing similar work to employees covered by the dctu, otherwise the district council of
trade union. Employees in those 28 classifications are paid differently based on prior
collective bargaining agreements. The ordinance, item 41, changes the salary rates of the
pcl classifications to create parity with the dctu classifications. The reason I was out of the
room a moment ago is there are a number of amendments to this and I would like to put
the amendments on the table, first, if my colleagues have no objections to that. With that,
then, commissioner Fritz, why don't we put your amendment on the table first, please.
Fritz: Thank you, mayor. This was distributed yesterday in the Tuesday memo. There is
one slight change in the proposal, proposed amendment because it has been brought to
my attention by the mayor the word temporary has a specific legal meaning and in the city
of Portland, and I was not intending to make it a particular timeline. I know the bureau of
human resources has a pilot going so under the “now therefore be it resolved, the bureau
of human resources is directed to adopt for up to one year administrative rule merit system
for merit based pay” and the rest of it is the same. And then add a “be it further resolved
that after a standard h.r. administrative rule comment period and prior to expiration of the
temporary administrative rule, the bureau of human resources will return to council for final
approval of a system for merit based pay increases for nonrepresented employees, and”
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and then strike the “be it further resolved that once adopted, the merit system will be
binding city policy” because we're not doing that just yet. We can do that next time.
Wheeler: I second that. So that is now on the table. Commissioner eudaly, I understand
you have -- very good. commissioner Eudaly, I understand you have an amendment as
well?
Eudaly: Yes. I have four amendments. Before I read them i'll just thank director summers
mcgee and h.r. -- there you are. Scanning the whole office. And city attorney's office for
their swift action on this issue. Pay equity is obviously something that we all care about
deeply and believe in. We had to take – we had to act fast to avoid some very undesirable
outcomes. But in doing that I didn't have quite enough time to really dig into the issues and
so i'm offering these amendments today as a result. I have some concerns with merit
based pay. One is that it is subjective even though I think h.r. has come up with a great
tool, it does still -- it is still a subjective measure. It could eventually lead us back to pay
inequity and it's hard to budget for. And I'm really concerned about the impact to our -- the
immediate impact to our budget and moving forward what continuing to give merit based
pay on top of cola might mean for some of the bureaus. So, these are my amendments.
Amendment 1 – and I need to read all the language, is that?
Fish: I have a pack in front of us.
Eudaly: Okay.
Fritz: community needs to know.
Eudaly: Okay, so I’ll read them. Amend the third “whereas” to read “whereas a system for
merit based or step based pay increases for nonrepresented employees is necessary to
ensure pay equity and compliance with legal requirements.” This simply adds step based
pay increases as a system that we would consider an alternative to merit based.
Amendment 2, add a directive to read “be it further resolved that the bureau of human
resources will return to council within 180 days to report on key advantages and
disadvantages of a merit based system and a step based system in order to give council
the opportunity to decide between the two”. And I believe commissioner Fish has a
suggested amendment to number 2.
Fish: Why don't you put all four on and then I’ll offer a friendly amendment, Eudaly, too.
Eudaly; Okay. Amendment 3, amend newly amended second directive to read “be it
further resolved that after standard h.r. administrative rule comment period and prior to
expiration of the temporary administrative rule the bureau of human resources will return
to council with a recommendation for final approval of the system for merit based or step
based pay increases for nonrepresented employees” and finally, Amendment 4, amend the
third directive to read “be it further resolved the chief human resources officer shall be
responsible for review and update of this policy as well as the development and
implementation of any guidelines and procedures consistent with the merit system or step
based system to meet the needs and requirements of the city”.
Fish: So commissioner eudaly, on your amendment number 2 -- by the way, okay this is
the way to do it. My concern is that when we start talking, and I support the thrust of all
these amendments. When we start talking about whether we go to merit based system or
step based system I think we get into areas of human resources and even labor relations
that get fairly sensitive. We have represented and nonrepresented employees. There are
questions councils want to have. Rather than require that when 180 days this comes back
to council for a public hearing on pros and cons, I would ask you to consider a friendly
amendment that said “within 180 days council offices will be briefed on this” and if you
believe a, some kind of collective action is warranted, I would suggest we do it in executive
session the way we do other h.r. issues of this magnitude. I think we have to collectively
have this conversation first with legal guidance and h.r. guidance and we don't typically do
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that in this forum as a first cut. My friendly amendment would be and this would not
preclude you to bring it back to council, but within 180 days, each office be briefed on h.r.'s
view of strengths and weaknesses and/or an executive session be scheduled for the
purpose of briefing council.
Eudaly: I'm fine with that.
Wheeler: Very good. Can we move these as a package? Commissioner Fritz, first.
Fritz: I just have a question for the chief of human resources officer. Do you have the
capacity to be able to do this?
Serilda Summers McGee, Director, Bureau of Human Resources: In 180 days I do.
Wheeler: Unless there's objection can we move this as a package?
Fish: Second.
Wheeler: Very good. That’s on the table. Then I have an amendment as well.
Hardesty: I should have an amendment as well.
Wheeler: All the cool kids do. [speaking simultaneously]
Eudaly: We’ve coordinated with commissioner Hardesty’s office on these 4 amendments.
We call them Eudaly and Hardesty amendments if you like.
Wheeler: So my amendment language to item 40 is down at the ‘be it further resolved, the
city” – it says “be it further resolved the city budget office is directed to increase general
fund bureau current appropriation levels for fiscal year 2019-2020 to reflect increased
costs associated with the pay equity study completed in december of 2018.
Fish: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion and second. To clarify, this reflects the desire of the council
during the work session to account for the increased salary requirement and its impact on
the budget to account for it now rather than waiting until later in the budget process. Very
good. That is also on the table. Welcome. Thank you for being here.
Tracy Reeve, City Attorney: Thank you, mayor, commissioners. Tracy Reeve Portland
city attorney. We are here, i'm here with director summers-mcgee, chief human resources
officer, we’re back before you pursuant to your direction at last tuesday's work session that
we bring forward a resolution that would permit the city to begin providing employees who
are up for, nonrepresented employees, who up for reviews, merit increases on their
anniversary dates and with the amendments this would also permit the bureau of human
resources to evaluate while that temporary merit system or pilot merit system was in place,
whether a step system might better meet the city's policy objectives. From a legal
perspective either a merit system substantially in the format attached to the resolution, or a
step system could meet the legal requirements and could be used as bona fide factor for
compensation. So we're comfortable with the amendments meeting the legal requirements
of the pay equity act as well. With that i'll turn it over to director summers-mcgee to talk
about the pilot program.
Summers-McGee: Mayor, commissioners, thank you so much for allowing us to come
before you in a rapid period of time. I think we had the session with you last week and this
week it's on the agenda. We had to pull a few strings to make that happen and we're
grateful that you allowed it to take place. This new temporary merit system, as city attorney
Reeve expressed will allow us to use merit as a bona fide factor in differentiating pay. In
the interim we will conduct the research that commissioner eudaly put before us as an
amendment to provide to you all in separate sessions, and perhaps in an executive labor
relations oriented environment, the pros and cons associated with each of the options and
the financial implications also associated with those. So, we are fully in support of the
amendments and are prepared to allow the city to process their merit increases and be in
compliance with the law. Any questions for traci or i?
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Eudaly: I just want to thank you again for your work on this. The state put us in this
position of having to move really quickly, and you are a much better expert on these issues
than I am. I just want to make sure I have done my due diligence and that my bureaus can
handle the impact moving forward regardless of what system we go with.
Summers-McGee: Absolutely.
Wheeler: Thank you. Is there public testimony on either resolution or the ordinance?
Fish: Or the amendments.
Moore-Love: We have two people signed up, Maggie and Veronica Bernier.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Veronica Bernier: Good morning, mayor wheeler, it's good to see you, you’re always
looking well. My goodness gracious you got a nice tan too. A little color in your cheeks.
Which is good. Its hard to do that in the bleak mid winter. It’s not that bleak out here.
Winter is what you make it. But I wanted to testify as a nurse, a former micu nurse
belonging to local 250 for over 30 years, that I really sincerely do believe in merit pay
increases depending on your ability, and the amount of effort you put into your job. We
always want to remember the employees, city, state and even on up to the president who
go the extra mile if they can afford it to make the way easy especially for older americans
and the little childrens and also in marketplace in america where I think women always go
the extra mile. People like amanda Fritz. She will notice the situation and jump right into it.
As a former nurse we always support our local nurse friends. All you people are of good
character. Chloe, I love your name. If I could just remember how to pronounce your last
name. It is [mispronounces], right?
Eudaly: Eudaly
Bernier: Eudaly. I’ll get it right and Jo ann hardesty, we got to know you and we know a
little more about your thinking although i'm a newcomer to it, I haven't been around these
circles that long within the realm of the labor industries. I did belong to local 250 for over
30 years. Of course commissioner Fish is always supportive. I remember him in
sacramento, the board of engineers and all that. Did you know that nick is a good singer?
The sing-it-yourself messiah. He brought in 250 singers. So anybody who can do that has
my vote. [laughter]
Fish: Learn something every day:
Eudaly: You've been holding out on me, commissioner: [laughter]
Wheeler: Thank you veronica.
Maggie: I noticed last time she was here that you didn't comment on the fact that she was
concerned there were some empty houses that could have been fixed up that low income
or homeless people could have been put in but you made a comment about flowers being
able to cheer people up. So, you know, she brought up a serious issue and you totally
blew it off. So, anyway, thanks for that, Ted. So what I want to talk about is this merit pay
and this idea of women going the extra mile. Okay, so there was this man who has
parkinson's and is in a walker, and he is in director's park where the public bathroom is
blocked and he urinates, he ends up in -- on himself. He ends up in the library. The
librarians there called the “social worker”, a white male who is not educated or trained in
social work nor is he a licensed social worker and he hands the phone and the street
routes book to this man who is shaking, he's got paranoia, he has a walker, he's homeless.
He won't go into the shelters because he gets bullied and his stuff gets taken. He was
exited from the collins apartment with a bunch of other people october 18, 2016, and he's
complaining about his pay to me. First responders won’t come and take this guy. 2-1-1,
forget it. So I end up taking him down to tpi, where I have to threaten them that I’m going to
call the mayor before they will give this guy, who has wet all over himself, a shower. I have
to take him over to aging and disability where they reinstate his food stamps because he
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doesn't realize he has to come in every year to get them reinstated. He's tried to applied
for retirement. He doesn't understand that he's disabled and he needs to apply for
disability so he has zero income. He's out on the street. He's got parkinson's, he's got
diminished capacity. He's incontinent and he's out in the freezing cold with no sleeping
bag. You know, so I tried to help him get to northwest pilot, and he didn't show up but at
least he's got his food stamps now. Before that he was eating from the food carts and out
of the garbage. Thanks, ted. So ted, when you say you disagree with me about disabled
people being put out on the street -Wheeler: I don't disagree with that.
Maggie: Yes, you did.
Wheeler: Please do not put words in my mouth, maggie.
Maggie: You're wrong.
Wheeler: Seriously.
Maggie: You’re wrong. You know I reported this to your office because your staff time
stamped it.
Wheeler: Thank you. Your time has expired. Your time has expired. Your time has
expired. We'll take a recess.
At 11:39, council recessed.
At 11:39 council reconvened.
Wheeler: We’re back in session.
Fish: Mayor, shall we take the amendments in order?
Wheeler: We’re going to take the amendments in order. We’re going to start with
commissioner Fritz's amendments first. Unless there are any other questions, Karla,
please call the roll.
Fritz: Thank you to the director of the bureau of human resources, the city attorney, the
city budget office who have all worked really hard to get this matter taken care of. I
appreciate your accepting my amendments to allow comments from the bureaus. We want
to make sure this works for the bureaus and that we take input from all the bureaus into
what the merit system should look like and I particularly want the office of equity and
human rights to weigh in on that. Clearly even a points based merit system can become
biased and then lead to inequities. And yet I believe that we need to have incentives and
rewards to people who do meritorious work and I believe we can budget for that and that
we should continue to encourage our employees to stay with us and to do the very best
work for the public that they can. Aye.
Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The Fritz amendment is adopted. We'll take the eudaly amendment next,
please.
Fish: This is Eudaly package as amended.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The eudaly package is adopted. Last the wheeler amendment. Please call
the roll.
Fritz: Aye.
Fish: Thank you, mayor. This makes a lot of sense. Aye.
Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The amendment is adopted. Now vote on the resolution as amended.
Please call the roll. Item 40.
Fritz: Because of the state mandate for better or worse bureaus are losing most of their
historic discretion in personnel matters from setting starting salaries based on market
demands and real world realities for new hires to setting their own merit increase system. I
worry that we need to be able to continue to hire and reward superstars. I am concerned
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that this will set back our efforts to diversify our work force and meet our equity goals.
However, this is what is required by Oregon's due pay equity law. I support this resolution.
I think we have to be very careful that we don't get to the realm of animal farm where all
animals are equal and that there is no incentive for continued garnering and
encouragement of the best employees. Aye.
Fish: Thanks to the bureau of human resources and city attorney's office among others for
the work in bringing all this work product forward. This is very complicated stuff and i'm still
recovering from some of the testimony and the hearing last week about the fact that the
fact notwithstanding the issuance of regulations in november of last year we still may be on
the hook for a two-year window looking back even though there was no clear guidance,
which is extraordinary. I hope we don't end up being punished for doing the right thing,
because we are probably one of the few cities that is actually implementing this in a timely
manner. I appreciate the work of all the professionals who brought this forward. I think the
amendments are sound and i'm pleased to support them. On the resolution I vote Aye.
Hardesty: I think that the amendments make this resolution stronger and so I appreciate
commissioner eudaly, commissioner Fritz and mayor wheeler in enhancing this resolution.
I appreciate the work that the human resources department has been involved in. It must
be crazy making but I look forward to us having our next conversation about really what is
the most equitable way to make sure that we are rewarding excellence in our employees
and we're not disincentivizing people to want to have a career at the city of Portland. I vote
Aye.
Eudaly: Well, for the third time, I will thank director summers-mcgee and h.r. for their swift
and diligent work on this matter. It is a complex topic. I have no doubt we can arrive at a
solution that works for everyone and I appreciate your receiving my amendments in the
spirit in which they are intended. Aye.
Wheeler: Well, i'll just lean on my introductory comments and I want to respond briefly to
some comments that maggie made. Mag, while I don't always believe the way you
approach these issues are particularly civil or respectful, I want to appreciate the content of
what you said. I want to add one more organization to the list that you could refer people
to. I had the opportunity last night to go out with a crew from join. I had the opportunity to
help hand out sleeping bags, hats and gloves to people who are living on the street.
There's no question in my mind that people living on the street deserve a compassionate
approach to help them get off the street and whatever resources or services they need to
stay off the street. So I just want to say I don't think you know me particularly well. But I
appreciate the larger message that you are trying to get across. I vote Aye. The resolution
is adopted as amended. Next up is the ordinance. Item 41. Please call the roll.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The ordinance is adopted. Thank you everyone. Next up, item 42.
Moore-Love: Authorize the first amendment to the 2013 amended and restated visitors
facilities intergovernmental agreement with multnomah county and metro.
Wheeler: Good morning, Susan. It’s good to see you.
Susan Hartnett, Office of Management and Finance: Good morning, mayor,
commissioners. What you have in front of you is a pretty simple limited amendment to the
existing 2013 visitor facilities intergovernmental agreement. The amendment will authorize
a one-time $2 million payment to the Portland five centers for the arts. That amendment is
allowing them to secure $3 million in private contributions to replace the obsolete
acoustical shell system at arlene schnitzer concert hall. The replacement of the shell will
not only benefit the symphony but it will benefit every single user in the venue. It will also
potentially allow more use of the venue because the time needed to switch out the existing
physical shell will not be needed since the new shell will be an electronic system. You may
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recall that in december I was in front of you with a more comprehensive restatement of the
existing iga. Those negotiations have not come to completion, and the mayor,
commissioner kafoury, and then president, metro president, hughes, agreed that we would
move forward with this limited amendment so that we did not lose the opportunity to secure
the $3 million private contribution. You may have noticed in the ordinance that it does say
that the letter of agreement signed by the mayor, the chair and president hughes
committed to completing this by may 17th, so you may be wondering why i'm here quite so
early. I would point out, there's no emergency clause on this so it will be 37 days before
the mayor is authorized to sign it. Multnomah county may need to amend their code in
order to make this happen, so we're trying to make sure that there's sufficient time for that
to happen. That's the reason i'm here so early in the year. If there's any questions, happy
to answer them.
Fish: So susan, when I had the honor of being the arts commissioner couple years ago,
the Oregon symphony approached us and said they had secured the donor, the $3 million
of funding, and was looking for a contribution from the city so I think while it's not reflected
in the documents before us and because p5 is actually the landlord I think we should
acknowledge that the Oregon symphony is the current occupant that, among others,
recognized that the sound system is inadequate and has outlived its usefulness. Everyone
will benefit that participates in programs at the schnitz, but I believe it was the symphony
that secured the private donor who may be anonymous.
Hartnett: That’s absolutely correct.
Fish: We should do a shout out to -- is it showwater?
Hartnett: Yes, Scott showalter.
Fish: And the Oregon symphony. This is a good leverage and this is one of those rare
instances where we get to put a little bit of public money and we get a little more private
money together to maintain a facility that our funds were designed to help maintain
anyway. Maintaining a reasonable acoustic system is basic infrastructure at the schnitz.
Thank you for your work.
Hartnett: I would point out that the council did approve a $500,000 contribution from the
spectator venue budget for this fiscal year. That is also a one-time contribution from city
funds to that project. So we are making a direct contribution as well as the $2 million
coming out of the transient lodging tax through the iga.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you for all your good work on this and many other things. I appreciate it.
Harnett: Thank you.
Fritz: So the city for our assets has a prioritized list of what's the most critical likely to fail,
consequence of failure -- do the visitor facilities infrastructure buildings have a similar list?
Hartnett: I know metro has launched an asset management program, and they are
working right now to improve their asset management knowledge about all of metro's
venues both ones that they own as well as ones they operate on behalf of the city, which
would be the Portland 5 venues. I would say they are somewhat ahead of the city over all
in their asset management understanding and data that they have. We have a pretty -they have a pretty good handle on the occ, expo center, Portland 5 is really more of a
collaboration between the city and metro, and we have been working on that for probably
the last 18 months. You may remember we have done a facility condition assessment and
an ada evaluation at those buildings. We're working to put together more information about
that.
Fritz: So is this shell the number one priority for all of the things that we need to fund?
Hartnett: It's very high. It is actually physically dangerous. Portland 5 had to put some
money into it this last fiscal year just to keep it safe. So it's a structure that sits on stage
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over the symphony. It needs to be replaced at this point. It's well past its usable life span.
There are certainly at other spectator venues that the city owns perhaps more pressing
needs. You're certainly aware the veterans memorial coliseum's needs, but given that the
shell is an essential part of any symphony performance and physically is a danger at this
point, it rose to the top of the list. As commissioner Fish pointed out there was a limited
time for achieving that private contribution.
Fritz: Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. You mentioned that this visitor facilities fund we're still in the
process of negotiating for houseless services as part of updating the iga. I thought there
were at least three or four facilities that were going to have some repairs done in addition
to additional resources for houseless services. I guess i'm really concerned that if we start
taking them out one at a time we'll never get to the housing service component of this iga
update, so where are we on that? You said it has not worked yet. Where are we on that?
Hartnett: So we are not currently at the table. The mayor's office and his staff are in
conversation with the chair's office to figure out when and how to restart those discussions.
I don't disagree with you at all that taking this piecemeal is probably not the best way to
approach it. Many of the needs that we were attempting to address in the larger
conversation are far greater than what we're talking about here. In the previous
discussions it was a $40 million contribution to the vmc, $40 million for additional p5
needs. There was money for expo as well as the homelessness services. We need to get
back to the table to talk about those. Again, the $2 million is what allows us to gain that $3
million. I think the mayor, the chair and president hughes really felt the timing on that was
urgent enough that we should move it forward while we continued to figure out how the
larger conversation goes forward.
Wheeler: I have more recent information that I have not had a chance to share with
Susan. Chair kafoury and I met yesterday. While there're no guarantees, I think we are all
committed to getting to yes on an agreement that puts forward those resources for
services related to our permanent supportive housing and chronic homeless service
continuum. What we agreed to yesterday was to get the staff back in the room to agree on
a baseline of where the agreement is. In other words, there were several drafts potential
agreements and we're going to start unpeeling those drafts until we get to the baseline of
where we agree that we are in the conversation, then start having conversations
sequentially in the same room hearing the same information about what amendments if
any we need to make to that agreement. So both the chair and I are approaching this with
a sense of commitment and a sense of urgency, and the new president of metro, lynn
peterson, is interested in having her staff engaged as well although I have not had a
conversation to her subsequent to my conversation with the chair yesterday. So it is back
into the discussion phase. I'm not going to make any promises or guarantees except to say
I think it's very, very important that we get to yes on this that we resolve any
disagreements the county may have with the current proposal as it exists. A lot of their
concerns relate to limiting liability and risk, and I believe we can overcome all of those
obstacles. That's my personal perspective.
Eudaly: Mayor?
Wheeler: Commisioner Eudaly.
Eudaly: Since we have gone a little off track, but the issue has been raised, I would like to
make some comments as well. First I think it's helpful to the public to understand the
money we're talking about is the transient lodging tax. It's 11.5 tax collected on hotel
rooms and 6% goes to the city, which is shared between the general fund and travel
Portland, the remaining 5.5 goes to Multnomah county. That doesn't add up, does it? Well,
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we got this right off the website so it's divided roughly equally between the city and the
county. And it's traditionally been spent on things that we directly relate to the tourism
industry such as improvements to our spectator venues, which the city actually owns and
is obligated to maintain and make improvements to. And are a benefit to the city. I share
commissioner hardesty's concern that we were able to move forward on something that
feels less urgent although if it is a serious safety risk to members of our symphony I would
consider that an urgent matter. But I want to state on the record that homelessness is
absolutely related to tourism and this is a legitimate use of these dollars. Tourism is a
driver of gentrification, displacement and unaffordability. There's a 94% correlation or I
should say there is an overwhelming correlation between unaffordability and
homelessness. And tourism has a major role to play in that. We hear from the tourism
industry and businesses who depend on tourist dollars the impact that our homeless crisis
is having on them, and while as a business owner I can certainly understand their
concerns and sympathize to a certain degree, we need them to recognize that they are
part of the problem and that we need to devote dollars to mitigating the impact of tourism
on our housing and homeless crisis.
Fish: Mayor, can I make a comment?
Wheeler: commissioner Fish.
Fish: Since my office has also been deeply involved in these negotiations, I want to say
there is no disagreement between the county and the city as to the propriety of using
essentially the sales tax we collect on tourism. That's what this is. We don't have a sales
tax but we have a mechanism for collecting taxes on tourism. On the 16 million people that
come through our community because we are a hot destination. The question is should we
use a small portion of that to fund the service side of permanent supportive housing as the
mayor said. There is no disagreement between the county and the city as to the utility of
using those funds. In my own opinion we had this deal done if we asked some of the
lawyers and accountants and other people to step outside after they made their
presentation because I think there are too many cooks in the kitchen and at some point
you can do risk assessment upon risk assessment and after a while you get paralyzed. My
only plea to my colleagues is we have a generous private donor willing to help us meet the
condition of one of our flagship -- we should not hold this hostage to the fact we hoped we
would have a deal months ago. Let's find the areas of agreement, let's support the mayor
in his negotiations. I have huge confidence given how strongly Multnomah county chair
kafoury supports the both the supportive housing agenda and how diligently she's been
looking for funding sources that will get to a deal but let's not hold up this opportunity to
leverage private money.
Eudaly: I certainly did not mean to suggest the city and county are not in agreement on
how the dollars are spent although I think there is question in the larger community. So I
wanted to lay out my justification and I also absolutely don't want to hold this item hostage.
It needs to happen. There's a benefit to the public.
Wheeler: It's a fair question. I get asked it too. People are like with all the things going on
in the community why are you investing in the shell, in a performance center. I want to
remind the public at this juncture that the fund we're talking about is essentially a trust fund
established for the purpose of investing in travel and tourism assets and operations. It
cannot be used for other general fund purposes. There is a committee that prioritized this
project based on the criteria that susan mentioned both the safety risk, the importance of
the shell to the performance center, as well as the fact that there's a private sector donor
that provides significant leverage to this as well. So it's not as broad as people would like
to think in terms of how we can use those resources. Very good. Does that conclude your
testimony?
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Hartnett: Yes.
Wheeler: Further questions? Is there any public testimony on this item?
Moore-Love: Yes, we have two people signed up. Maggie and Shedrick J. Wilkins.
Fish: Mayor, we may lose a quorum in a little while. We still have four matters, at least five
matters left. Could we enforce the rules.
Wheeler: Let's reduce testimony to two minutes, please. Again, testimony must be
germane to the subject at hand.
Maggie: Okay, doesn't matter how many dollars you allot to housing and homeless social
services if the people that you put in place are not connected to the agencies that can help
them. The quote, unquote, social worker who has no education or training in social work
and cannot connect this man at the library to any social agencies and will not because he's
complaining about his pay, that it's above his pay grade, and then you have where i'm at
the salvation army I went to my quote, unquote housing advocate. She knows nothing
about -Wheeler: Maggie, are you trying to do this? Are you intentionally doing this? You heard
commissioner Fish's frustration. He's left the room. I need you to focus on this issue.
Maggie: Right, you're talking about dollars for housing and homeless services.
Wheeler: You're talking about an ordinance that would allocate $2 million of the visitors
development fund for the purpose of investing in a shell at one of our performance centers.
That is what we're discussing.
Maggie: Okay. But if you don't have the workers that can connect people to these
services, that have the training and ability, you're giving money to the salvation army. Their
housing advocate has no connection to any housing agencies whatsoever. So i'm -Wheeler: Maggie, when you come in here and you do this you're taking time from other
people. We have already had to shorten the amount of testimony -Maggie: There's nobody here.
Wheeler: There are four more items and people are sitting behind you who have been
listening to you who would like the opportunity to speak.
Maggie: There’re 3 chairs, there’s an empty chair.
Wheeler: They are not interested in this particular issue. I just need you to focus on the
issue at hand. This is the third time you've testified today.
Eudaly: The social worker at the library is a county matter. We don't have anything to do
with that, by the way.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Shedrick J. Wilkins: I agree the audio system of a building should be funded because a
large building like -Moore-Love: Shedrick your mike is off. Shedrick, your mic is off.
Wheeler: Help him poke the button there on the center console. Thank you.
Moore-Love: That's good now.
Wilkins: This makes my point that can a large building like the Arlene Schnitzer concert
hall people in the outer part can't hear the full performance of the sound or the memorial
coliseum. To keep it short, I say fund this.
Wheeler: Thank you. Further discussion on this item? There being none this is first
reading of a nonemergency ordinance. It moves to second reading.
Item 43
Moore-Love: Authorize a collection agreement with the US forest service in the amount of
$283,985 to fund the design and construction of a fish habitat restoration project on the
zigzag river for the bull run water supply habitat conservation plan.
Wheeler: Welcome. Thank you for being here.
Mike Stuhr, Director, Portland Water Bureau: Good morning.
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Wheeler: I'm sorry, I apologize. Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: That's all right. This council action is a partnership between the city's water bureau
and the u.s. Forest service to improve habitat for salmon and steelhead Fish in the zigzag
river. It's part of the bull run habitat conservation plan which seeks to mitigate the impact
that the bull run water drinking system has on wildlife habitat and was approved by council
in 2008. The u.s. Forest service has a team of staff with expertise on restoring wildlife
habitats. The city will provide funding and the u.s. Forest service will design and construct
the restoration project. Now i'll turn it over to director mike stuhr, who will introduce his
team and will tell you a bit more.
Stuhr: Good morning, commissioners, particularly commissioner hardesty, welcome. My
name is mike stuhr, I’m the director of the Portland water bureau. I wish I had kept track of
all the times I had come here. [laughter] many times. What we're here to talk about today
i'm joined on my left by steve kucas, a fisheries biologist and the manager of our
environmental program, and on my right burke stroble, an environment compliance
specialist both from our resource protection division whose main mission in life is
protecting our watershed. We're here to talk today about a project in the bull run water
supply habitat conservation plan. This is a plan that was approved in 2009. In the total 50
years span of the project spends about $93 million to improve habitat in the bull run and
sandy river watershed. We're in our 10th year of this program. The larger projects in the
program were sort of front loaded. They should be done in 15 years and as I said we're in
the 10th year of that. This ordinance describes the approach for completing another large
hcp project. I'm going to let steve kucas and burke explain what that project is. Thanks.
Steve Kucas, Portland Water Bureau: Good morning, steve kucas, environment
compliance manager of the water bureau. So the ordinance you have in front of you is
literally authorizing us to enter into a contract or collection agreement with the forest
service to design, permit and build a Fish restoration project on the zigzag river in the
upper sandy river basin. There's considerable time savings and money savings for working
with the forest service on this project. This project is located on federal property and with
this collection agreement we don't have to create a separate landowner agreement
because it's obviously the federal government. That usually saves us over a year in staff
planning and time just to create that kind of a document. The forest service is very well
equipped to do this type of project for us. They have been doing these types of restoration
projects for over ten years. They can take our specifications and our conditions and
actually implement them themselves. Even with the government shutdown they have
already selected the contractor for the job that would do this project this summer. So they
are well poised to make this thing implemented. So for brevity, for today, I was just going
to show you a few pictures of what a project like this looks like. We have some slides. The
first one shows you most of you know that in 1964 we had a one-in 100 year flood event in
the pacific northwest. We lost homes in the sandy river basin. Our reaction was probably
large. We had the corps of engineers come in and actually channelize most of our
streams. So they went through with bulldozers and pushed scrabble side to side with the
idea we would make water run in a straight line and go out more quickly. There is some
sense to that but that was incredibly detrimental to habitat and what the Fish need and it's
partly why some of our Fish are listed under the endangered species act. On the next slide
this is actually the proposed area on the zigzag river. If you look in the background under
the trees you see a berm. That's where the bulldozers piled up the gravel and there's large
boulders built into that. That berm has been there for over 50 years. So what it does is the
stream kind of stays in a narrow channel and can't get out into the flood plain. That's where
really the fish benefits are. As we go into the next slide, this doesn't look fancy to you but
this is where the fish want to go. When the flood flows come up we want the flow to spread
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out sideways. That's where all the little fish hideouts are and where the velocity is lower.
This is what ensures successful completion of their life history. This is sorely lacking in
these channelized streams. Finally, you're looking at the top of a berm, one of the things
we did we actually build what is called engineered log jams. These jams are designed to
withstand 100 year flood flows. They are pretty tricky in their construction and they make
the water go sideways. We'll breach those old berms in several spots and then when the
water comes up, the wood itself will deflect flow into the flood plains. So that's the purpose
of this type of a project that we're planning to do on the zigzag river. I believe that was the
last slide. That is what the habitat looks like. We're going to see if you have any questions.
Wheeler: Colleagues, any questions?
Stuhr: We'll stand by.
Wheeler: Perfect. Thank you. We'll take public testimony. Has anyone signed up?
Moore-Love: Three people signed up. Edith Gillis, Maggie, and J. Veronica Bernier.
Wheeler: Very good.
Maggie: It always seems that it takes agriculture or Fisheries or industrial to see some sort
of self-interest for them in order to get these projects to happen. I'm just wondering have
they considered what the impact of global warming is going to have on the projects that
they are doing and are they planning for, you know, increased temperature and what that
is going to do if that's going to make the water go down or if the water is going to go up. So
I would look at global warming. Also I would like to say that other industries need to get
involved in cleaning up the messes that we as humans have created. You know, improve
the environment and put it back to where it was before. You know, we have gouged into
the earth, and we've made these messes and polluted the waters. Changed the channels.
You know, I used to hang out up at the dosewallips up in Washington on the olympic
peninsula then they had a huge flood. They had a fish farm up there and the farm animals
and the wild salmon, they all got integrated because of the huge flood, and so now the
genetic, you know, separation of the farm fish and the wild fish is no longer there. They are
now integrated. So the farm fish and the wild fish are, you know, hanging out together and
creating a new genetic species. So how does that play into it?
Wheeler: Thank you.
Fritz: Okay. Now Before you move to the second reading, I would just like to thank staff
both from the water bureau and our partners for their patience in sitting for this morning.
Wheeler: Thank you commissioner Fritz. Any further questions? There being none this is a
first reading of a nonemergency ordinance. It moves to second reading.
Item 44
Moore-Love: Create a local improvment district to construct street, sidewalk and storm
water improvements and construct a mast arm traffic signal at the northeast 42nd avenue
and Columbia boulevard intersection in the northeast 46th avenue and Saratoga court local
improvement district.
Wheeler: Colleagues, this is a second reading. There has already been a presentation
and testimony on this item. Is there any further discussion? Please call the roll.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Saltzman – I’m sorry, Hardesty: [laughter]
Fish: Wait a second, It was only a matter of time. [Audio not understandable]
Hardesty: Aye.
Eudaly: I would like to thank andrew abby once again. Who knew local improvement
districts could be so much fun and I have been promised a party by trimet when this is
completed. I vote aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The ordinance is adopted. Thank you all. Next is 45.
Item 45
Moore-Love: Accept report to maintain title 18 noise code exemption for pile driving.
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Wheeler: Commissioner eudaly.
Eudaly: This has been referred back to my office.
Wheeler: Very good.
Item 46
Moore-Love: Authorize changes to city code to implement campaign finance in candidate
elections charter amendment and request initiation of validation action.
Wheeler: Very good. We are honored by the presence of the city auditor. Good morning.
Mary Hull-Caballero, Auditor, City Auditor’s Office: Good morning and commissioners.
I am -- i'm sorry, you're right. Good afternoon. I am city auditor mary hull caballero and I'm
here to introduce an ordinance that codifies the recent voter charter amendment that limits
certain campaign contributions and expenditures in city elections. While voters
overwhelmingly supported this measure there are constitutional questions that need to be
answered before the charter requirements are implemented. Several provisions of similar
code adopted by Multnomah county commissioners in response to a charter amendment
were struck down last year by a circuit court as impermissible under the Oregon
constitution. That decision currently is on appeal. Therefore in addition to adopting code
that is in keeping with the will of the voters this ordinance also authorizes the city attorney
to seek a legal review to ensure the legislation is constitutional before the city moves
forward with implementation.
Wheeler: Very good. Any further questions?
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. Good morning.
Hull-Caballero: Good morning.
Hardesty: I just want to make sure we put on the record that this is not an attempt to undo
what 87% of the voters have done. This actually just positions us to be able to have our
own case in the courts, right? To make sure that we can legally implement this measure.
Hull-Caballero: That's correct. We want to respect the will of the voters but also make
sure we have those constitutional questions answered before we go forward.
Hardesty: And one more question. Now, part of the initiative talked about enforcing
disclosure requirements. Is that something that the court has to act on or is that something
that we, the city, just does because that's what the voters said?
Hull-Caballero: It's my understanding that we need to have the courts review the code
that is before you today, and if they validate some sections but not others, we would go
forward with those and if they invalidate the whole thing then we would not go forward if
they find it unconstitutional.
Hardesty: What's the timeline normally on these kind of court cases? We're still waiting for
the county, right?
Hull-Caballero: I have the timeline the county spent. I don't know because this case has
gone forward ahead of ours, if ours would go faster, I just don't know the answer to that
question, but the county charter was passed in november of 2016 and the county filed a
validation action which is being contemplated by you all today, in may of 2017. The judge
issued his order on march 16, 2018.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Public testimony.
Moore-Love: Yes. We have about six more people on the list. The first three, please come
on up. Julia DeGraw, Jason Kafoury, and Moses Ross.
Wheeler: Come on up. Two minutes. Name for the record, please, and the microphones
move around about six inches is ideal.
Julia DeGraw: I have a quick request. Jason had a change in his schedule. He should be
here in any minute. Could we have thomas come up third and then have jason come after
thomas? Perfect. So, yes, my name is julia degraw. I'm working with Portland forward and
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i'm also spending of my time on honest elections, which we had the privilege of helping
pass this ballot measure with almost 90% of the support of Portland voters. I kind of did
prepare for three minutes. Hopefully I can pare this down. We're happy to see that this is
moving forward with this quickly to implement this as quickly as possible. We have some
presentations from other folks who were working on this for a long time about updates on
where we're at, the legal process and the constitutionality, which is why jason is
particularly important on this. I just personally wanted to recommend that you recommend
your city attorneys fight for this as constitutional in honor of Portland voters and take into
account that’s kind of how the county moved forward with this. We also did a great job
addressing some of the concerns that the judge brought up in the ordinance that we
passed in Portland which is something to keep in mind, but again, it will be brought up by
my fellow testifiers. I also just wanted to add in here that as someone who ran for Portland
city council I would have really loved to have been able to both have access to the public
funding which is happening and I think that dovetails really well with the campaign finance
reform. It will be much easier for your public funding to work properly when you have
people who are not raising thousands of dollars from wealthy individuals and corporations.
Wheeler: Thank you. Good afternoon.
Moses Ross: Good morning. Moses ross from the Multnomah neighborhood in Portland.
First off, I want to thank you all very much for your consideration of the campaign finance
reform. And the ordinances that accompany it. Very brief history. I was a member of the
Multnomah county charter review committee. I introduced and championed campaign
finance reform measure to be voted upon by the voters. The consensus was 89% in
approval at the county level. We then our coalition brought this to the city of Portland
voters. They also decisively agreed, 87%, approval, of campaign -- of the need for
campaign finance reform here at both the city and the county. So a broad swath of the
community has backed both measures. So what has impressed me about the situation as
my political passion being enacting campaign finance reform, is how many people here in
the city want to level this playing field in local politics. We had extensive political coalitions
that were meant to get this cfr legislation on the ballot so voters could decide. I'm pleased
to say that we actually found common cause with not only Oregonians, The Scanner, the
willamette week and the Portland mercury, which I think we should get a star for in the fact
that all four agreed upon this. We also, the four main parties, four of the five main parties
political parties also agreed for the need for this. Then of course two of the current council
members were also in support of this measure. So I mentioned this to show the
comprehensive and broad support for this within the community. I thank you for your time.
Wheeler: Thank you. Good afternoon.
Thomas Etienne: Thomas etienne, Multnomah county, and a volunteer on this issue. It’s
extremely important. I’ll start with mentioning that on tuesday, january 29, at 6:00 p.m.
Lucky lab on hawthorne there will be a gathering with some of our commissioners here
about campaign finances, the state of money in politics in Oregon and anyone is invited.
Public event. Other than that I just live some of the consequences of this as a veteran. We
have a long legacy of that. We have issues with why is money in politics able -- the
pentagon can say we need to close these bases. They have no defense purpose for
national security. Amazingly the bases won't close. We can't get the right equipment when
we needed it down range because it wasn't the most profitable thing for industry to
produce at that time. No big contracts. Issues like that. The consequences of money in
politics is directly tied to the public's trust. If you look at the georgetown university today,
institutional poll for 2018 of – trusted institutions, and local government is faring better than
state and federal level which is at the bottom but it's not faring very well. At the very top is
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military and amazon.com so you can see where people are finding value in society versus
the institutions that are supposed to be taken care of, kind of the invisible layer -Fish: I took some pleasure in seeing that local government ranks in the 50%, in the
middle. 50 to 60%, congress was down at 8%. I thought that showed that at least the
closer you are to the people, the more likely people are to have some skin in the game and
a different feeling about the institution. The further away you are the public attitudes
decline. By way the same poll said that faith in institutions generally public and private was
plummeting. It was system-wide in institutions generally. Churches, government. You
name it. I did think local government did better than most. As I recall.
Etienne: It is. That's why I think we're sitting here and why you can get this 87 and 88%
supporting this issue at the county and city levels. It's remarkable that people can identify
what's going on because they are not silly, they’re not foolish. They understand what's
happening, why money in politics makes it particularly difficult for the world to work for their
basic benefits. The real deadly consequences, if you look at europe there's money in
politics going in there that is feeding far, kind of populist right. That’s happening right now.
Britain dealing with a huge problem. It can lead to political violence. I would even suggest
that some of the reasons even this body has a hard time with people coming in here, they
can't find a way to actually address grievances that works any more then it ends up going
into foolishness and disrespectfulness because they don't believe it works anymore and it
should have been dealt with further back along the line. I'll close with what justice louis
brandieis who said. We may have democracy or we may have wealth concentrated in the
hands of a few but we can't have both. People made their choice and this is what they see
as a way forward.
Wheeler: Thank you. Appreciate it.
Wheeler: Good afternoon.
Moore-Love: The next three are Jason Kafoury, Maggie, and Nancy Newell.
Wheeler: Good afternoon.
Jason Kafoury: Good afternoon. I ran over here because I was late. First obviously we're
urging you guys -Fish: Name for the record.
Kafoury: Jason kafoury. We're urging you as our city council to stand with 87.5% of the
citizens and the Portland voters who took this measure and looked at it and analyzed it
and said yes, this is what we need to get big money out of our local politics. The landscape
has dramatically shifted on big money in politics. We just saw Phil knight contributed $4.5
million in this last gubernatorial race. The u.s. Supreme court I think is going to be
attacking unions in the future and their power to participate. We are seeing the superrich
take over courts across the country and buy legislators. We have a lot of momentum here
in Oregon at several levels. At the county level, the 26184 which passed in 2016 is now on
a fast track to go right to the supreme court. You guys may not know that but the court of
appeals has now agreed that it can go directly to the supreme court so we may get a
decision on that within a year, year and a half, which would be fabulous. Secondly, I
expect that the 26200 measure which you're dealing with now will likely get put into
abatement or joined with that other 26184 lawsuit. There are several differences between
26184 and 200. I don't have time to get into all of them but in general the Portland
measure flushes out enforcement and the disclosures piece in a much more detailed level
than the county measure did.
Fish: Do you consider that to be those to be constitutional issues or administrative issues?
Kafoury: Both. One of the reasons the 26184 on the disclosures piece was thrown out by
judge brock as he called it “vague” because there was only one sentence about it. So what
we did at the city measure we flushed it out over three or four pages of exactly how that
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would work. It covers both. We have been approached by lane county to bring a similar
measure by their head person at city council there. The governor working with her on a
legislative referral directly to voters for 2020 that's in the draft phase. The senate, the
legislative senate has now set up a campaign finance reform committee that senator jeff
golden is chairing, and there are several house bills that deal with these issues. So bottom
line, we would like you as our city council to urge your city attorneys to back this effort
pushed by the voters at the courts because it's a political issue just as much as it is a legal
issue. Thank you, guys.
Wheeler: Jason, could I ask you a couple of questions? I always appreciate free legal
advice so I’ll take advantage of the opportunity.
Kafoury: I'm here to answer.
Wheeler: You had identified a couple of areas that had been identified in the county
proposal as being somewhat weak. Do you feel then that issues have been adequately
addressed, and if so why would this proposal be -- I forget the exact word you used but -joined with the county effort? Why wouldn't it just be approved on its face if it addresses
the issues that the judge had concerns about in the county initiative?
Kafoury: Remember there's four parts to these measures. Number one is limits on
contributions. That has to get addressed at the supreme court or constitutional referral.
That just has to.
Wheeler: That's a must.
Kafoury: That one has to be dealt with because unlike 37 other states with the exact same
free speech clause that all have limits on contributions for some reason our 1997 Oregon
supreme court made a ruling that limits violators are free speech clause in our state
constitution. We think that is beyond an outlier and that our Oregon supreme court will
overturn that or it will get referred to voters directly. That's piece one. Piece 2, disclosures
piece, I think there's no court that's ever found it unconstitutional and the main reason that
Block did it was because there wasn’t any flushed out details. I expect that is now going to
pass constitutional muster, you have the disclosures. We also put limits on independent
expenditures. That's going to get thrown out we believe because citizens united. Citizens
united says dark money can give as much as they want. That's where the disclosures
piece fits in. At least we can make the independent expenditure say who is giving the
money and their advertising.
Fish: Judge garland might have decided that case differently.
Kafoury: When this all started back in 2016, yes. We thought that judge garland would
have been a much better decider, in fact it was hillary clinton who said it was one of her
litmus tests for a judge was to overturn citizens united.
Wheeler: Mr. Kafoury, if that piece gets pulled out or is questioned does that invalidate the
whole thing or just that piece.
Kafoury: We were smart lawyers, mayor. What we put a clause in there that says if any of
this is found unconstitutional it does not impact the rest of the measure. It's going to be
piecemeal selection. Then we have small donor committees where unions or nonprofit
groups or olcd, for example, can give as long as they can identify $100 per member they
can give larger donations. I don't see any constitutional problems with that. I think that
probably passes constitutional muster. Then as I said, the fourth piece is the disclosures
tag lines has been upheld eight or ten different states, Washington and california all have
incredibly similar disclosure laws now. So, I think the big will be can we put a cap on how
much an individual can give to a politician. That's going to be the biggie and that is
something we are going to learn in 2020 from the supreme court or from – but we would
like all of you as politicians to support the effort that they should be constitutional with our
city attorneys.
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Wheeler: Thank you for your clarification. Thank you for answering me questions. Good
afternoon.
Maggie: Okay. So dark money has led to our epa being led by a coal ceo. It's led to the
nra being able to buy less regulations so we have all these assault weapons that are
unaccounted for and mass shootings. And foreign money coming into our government as
well as corporations. The russian nesting doll of political action committees and nonprofits
that just can hide all their money and corporations are people and dollars are voters.
That's what we have. That's why we've got the situation that we have in Washington, and
you should be able to run as who you are. I realize Oregon is a democrat state, and so
you, ted, were once a registered republican but you have to run as a democrat in order to
be in the race to win.
Wheeler: Maggie, that was over I think 20 years ago. I ran for mayor three years ago and
that's well known. That is on the record. It has nothing to do with what we're here to
discuss. I feel like a broken record.
Maggie: I'm saying you should be able to run as what you believe in. And not on the whim
of, you know, where the most money is going to get you in. And then you know you look at
disabled people, poor people, they don't have the money to buy their representation. So
you have all these smaller little groups that they have absolutely no money and how does
this encourage voters to vote and young people? Young people don't have money. How
does that encourage them to vote if they have all this foreign and corporate money and
dark donors.
Wheeler: Thank you. Good afternoon.
Nancy Newell: I'm nancy newell, long time activist in the city of Portland, proud of my
record. I have drawn attention to government officials when there are crooks and there are
things happening within not only city hall but the county and at several levels of
governance in the state of Oregon. I think it's essential, chase bank is now because mayor
wheeler feels that they are appropriate to have the loan on the repair of our water
infrastructure. Our water leads to autism in children when families can't afford enough
water to give their children. These are critical issues. I have been kicked out of the state
treasurer's office bringing it to the attention there and every time I brought it to the attention
something happens that cuts me off from getting the information to the public. But I have
been proven right every time. I'll give you a great example. Enron was brought in here and
I pointed out what they had done in india and that was not regarded. Was easily licensed
and the ceo of enron ended up dead, and it's questionable and there's several facts that he
was actually murdered. So we have chase bank having our commons, thanks to the mayor
as state treasurer and you think, if anyone in this room thinks that big money in this town -chase bank’s headquarters is right behind us, the biggest international crooks operate in
this city and they get things done in their way. I don't think any of my efforts have been in
vain. I just think that to continue to be honest about what actually goes on behind the
scenes warren buffett owns pacificorp. Why do we have him owning a utility where
people's electricity is essential to so many services including hospitals. Where backup
electricity may not even function and he's known for poor maintenance. He's been cited
several times. Do something about it. This is a start.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Kafoury: Thank you guys, and we’re doing a forum on january 29 on this whole money in
politics. We'll be sure to invite all of you guys.
Wheeler: Very good.
Moore-Love: Unless Edith, Shedrick or Veronica are in the room, that's all who signed up.
Wheeler: Very good. We'll call the roll. This is an ordinance.
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Fritz: Thanks to the auditor for bringing this to us expeditiously. I want to be very clear that
the honest elections that was passed by Portland’s voters is very different from the city's
open and accountable election program which is a voluntary and public matching system
with it’s own rules and requirements. So, that’s not what we’re talking about today.
However, if you're planning to use the program in the city's 2020 election there are rules
and regulations you must already be following and we are recommending that you follow
both the honest election and open and accountable elections laws to be sure you're in
compliance. You can find out about the open and accountable elections program by going
to Portlandoregon.gov/oae. Aye.
Fish: As I listened to mr. Kafoury carefully what I conclude is that there are some aspects
of the charter amendment which are likely to pass constitutional muster and there's a
couple aspects that are going to require either a supreme court ruling that is the Oregon
supreme court, or referral to the voters to change the state constitution. I think the idea that
we piggyback off the county action if that has the effect of expediting things is a good
suggestion. I think we should encourage the city attorney to explore that. But ultimately
what we're doing here is asking a judge to give us some guidance as to the constitutional
landscape and the author of this has told us that at least potentially two aspects raise
constitutional concerns based on prior rulings of the Oregon supreme court so we need to
go through this exercise before we implement it. Thanks to the auditor for bringing this
forward. I think we had a very good discussion and I vote aye.
Hardesty: Thank you. I also prior to the auditor bringing this forward and for her timeliness
so that we're doing it as soon as we possibly can. I will say that as someone who recently
went through 18 months of running for office clearly big money and politics is a huge issue.
And it's an issue that this measure -- [shouting]
Wheeler: Excuse me. You're interrupting. You're going to be asked to leave. [shouting] It
wouldn't be a wednesday, folks.
Hardesty: It wouldn’t be a Wednesday. No, it would not. Unfortunately.
Fish: I don't think he was here for your speech.
Hardesty: He was here looking for an opportunity, yes. Again, I think we're headed in the
right direction. Clearly voters spoke loudly and clearly with over 87% of the voters. There's
no question what the voters want. I certainly hope the city attorneys will be strong
advocates for what voters voted into law. Aye.
Eudaly: Our electoral system was not designed to welcome or include average citizens or
working people, let alone those from more marginalized communities, which means their
interests and perspectives are frequently not well represented or well reflected in our
elected representative. I share the I guess sentiment or wishes of julia degraw as someone
who ran on a shoestring budget and who refused campaign contributions from corporate
entities that do business with the city, I definitely could have used this kind of campaign
finance reform to even the playing field and lower the barriers to participation in our
electoral system. I'm very supportive of this. Along with the vast majority of Portlanders
who voted for it. Given the mandate that they gave us we need to ensure we deliver a
program that reflects the will of the people as closely as possible. I guess with the
exception of any constitutional concerns. I'm eager to hear what the attorneys come up
with. I vote aye.
Wheeler: I appreciate the auditor for bringing this up and staying here and listening to the
testimony. I want to thank mr. Kafoury in particular for answering some of the more specific
questions I had regarding this. There's no denying this was overwhelmingly popular with
the people of this community and as council I believe we have an obligation to see it
through. I vote aye. The ordinance is adopted. I believe the next item is 38 from the
consent agenda.
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Item 38.
Moore-Love: Extend contract with compstructure consulting LLC for 2 years and increase
the not-to-exceed amount by $2 million to provide additional on-call telecommunication
services.
Wheeler: Very good. We have Beth Fox here to answer any questions.
Fish: Mayor, this is a second reading.
Wheeler: This is being brought as a courtesy to commissioner hardesty who asked for an
opportunity to ask some questions on this.
Beth Fox, Bureau of Technology Services: Good morning, my name is beth fox. I’m with
the bureau of technology services.
Wheeler: Commissioner Hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. Thank you, beth, for being here. I was intrigued because
when I looked at the original contract that was for $300,000 and we're extending it for 2
million additional dollars. Is there -- my question is, wouldn’t we normally if we're going to
$2 million go back out for an rfp, and if not, why not?
Fox: Very good question. I think the contract initially was for $312,500. It came through our
normal flexible services rfp. When we started to take a look at the work that needed to be
done from a fiber perspective when the Portland renovation started we realized we would
need significant amount of funds to make sure the engineering of the move of all the fiber
in the Portland building was done correctly. At that time, we decided to add $500,000 to
the contract which took us to $812,500. We're currently taking a look at our own fiber optic
network which relies on significant engineering costs which we have asked for the
additional funds and added an additional two years to get through the engineering design
of our current fiber optic network. Was that too much information?
Hardesty: No, that was enlightening but i'm still trying to understand the contracting
process, right? So if you contract with someone for $300,000 now all of a sudden it's a $2
million contract, how do you decide to just keep extending the contract and adding money
as compared to going back out doing another rfp process?
Fox: That's a good question. We did extend this to 2022, which is the ten-year limit on this
particular contract which we will then go out for another rfp. Right now we're looking at
other companies that can provide this information to start the process of creating a new
rfp. It's a pretty complex engineering requirement so we're looking at what we wanted to
add in addition to what we did with the last rfp so we can be more inclusive so we don't
have to keep continually adding funds.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Any further questions, colleagues? Please call the roll.
Fritz: Thank you for your patience. Aye.
Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The ordinance is adopted. Thank you, beth. We're adjourned until 2:00
p.m.
At 12:44 p.m. Council recessed.
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Wheeler: January 16 session of the Portland city council. Welcome. Great to see some
young people here today. How you doing?
[Children]: Good:
Wheeler: You all excited?
[Children]: Yeah.
Wheeler: Yeah, good! We're going to make this interesting and fun. Karla, please call the
roll.
Fritz: Here. Fish: Here. Hardesty: Here. Eudaly: Here. Wheeler: Here.
Lauren King, Deputy City Attorney: Good afternoon. Welcome to the Portland City
Council. The city council represents all Portlanders and meets to do the city's business.
The presiding officer preserves order and decorum during city council meetings so
everyone can feel welcome, comfortable, respected and safe. To participate in council
meetings, you may sign up in advance with the council clerk’s office for communications to
briefly speak about any subject. You may also sign up for public testimony and resolutions
or first readings of ordinances. Your testimony should address the matter being considered
at the time. When testifying, please state your name for the record. Your address is not
necessary. Please disclose if you're a lobbyist. If you're representing an organization
please identify it. The presiding officer determines length of testimony. Individuals
generally have three minutes unless otherwise stated. When you have 30 seconds left, a
yellow light goes on. When your time is done a red light goes on. If you're in the audience
and would like to show your support for something that is said, please feel free to do a
thumbs up. If you want to express that you do not support something, please feel free to
do thumbs down. Disruptive conduct such as shouting or interrupting testimony or council
deliberations will not be allowed. If there are disruptions a warning will be given, that
further disruption may result in the person being ejected for the remainder of the meeting.
After being ejected a person who fails to leave the meeting and is subject to arrest for
trespass. Thank you for helping your fellow Portlanders feel welcome, comfortable,
respected and safe.
Wheeler: Thank you very much.
Item 47
Wheeler: Colleagues, we're here today to hear public testimony on a proposed relocation
effort with the move of the historic mayo house which is located in the elliott neighborhood.
Please note that there is a revised impact statement that's been included in your packets.
The financial and budgetary impacts were not in the earlier edition. Additionally we have a
substitute for exhibit a, and I would like to request a motion for exhibit a, the substitute.
Hardesty: So moved.
Fritz: Second.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty moved, commissioner Fritz has seconded the
amendment. I would like to take the roll on that, put it on the table, please. Any further
discussion?
Fritz: Would you just explain what is the difference between what was published?
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Wheeler: Joe, could you come up and explain the amendment, please?
Lauren King, Deputy City Attorney: The findings, an earlier filing had the findings
against the comprehensive plan criteria for a comprehensive plan change but did not
include the zone change criteria. So it's just the criteria against both the comprehensive
plan and the zoning map.
Fritz: Thank you.
Wheeler: Very good. Please call the roll.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. Thank you. Now I would like to invite bps interim director joe zehnder and
staff nan stark and brandon spencer-hartle up to tell us a little bit more about this
ordinance which will be heard on an emergency basis today. Good afternoon.
Joe Zehnder, Interim Director, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability: Good afternoon
everyone. We have a very short presentation on this project to give you. Brandon is going
to walk through the property and what the history of the property and what the actions are.
Nan will talk us through the elements that are contained in the ordinance. I'll wrap up by
discussing the sdc waiver in particular, so with that, I’ll turn it over to Brandon.
Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability: Mayor,
commissioners, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, bureau of planning and sustainability, historic
resources program manager. Can I get you to advance to the next slide. We're here to talk
about the martin mayo house. The martin mayo house is located in the broader albina area
at 206 northeast sacramento street between rodney and mlk. The mayo house was built in
1895 for austrian immigrant martin mayo. It was moved in 1912 to make room for a larger
mixed use apartment building and again in 1930 when martin luther king, jr., boulevard
was widened and that larger apartment building was shifted back. The house has been on
its current site since 1930. It was restored after a fire in 1964. In 1984 it was identified in
the city-wide comprehensive historic resource inventory as a significant ranked resource
for architectural history and significance. About a decade later the city council created the
elliott conservation district and in that conservation district this building was identified as a
contributing historic resource. It's both on the inventory and contributing to that
conservation district. In the conservation district the property is subject to a 120 day
demolition delay provision which has no opportunity for denial or extension. On january
11th the demolition permit was issued for the martin mayo house. Next slide. I'm going to
turn it over to nan to talk about the proposed move and ordinance.
Nan Stark, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability: Good afternoon, Mayor Wheeler.
Commissioners. Commissioner hardesty, welcome to the city.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Stark: My name is nan stark. I’m the northeast district liaison with bureau of planning and
sustainability. I will briefly review the ordinance with you. First i'm just going to give you
background on how we got here today. In my role as a district liaison I try to connect the
community with issues and concerns related to city government and in this case I reached
out to let people know about the 120-day notification for the possible demolition or
deconstruction of the mayo house to see if we could find collaboratively a new location for
the house. At that time I also met with owners representatives of the mayo house property
knowing that they had a redevelopment in mind and that's why they needed to remove the
house but I did want to alert them early on that this was a community priority to try to save
the house and to get that on their timeline. Also with brandon's help he reached out to the
preservation community and through all that effort, the davis family stepped forward. They
own a property three doors down from the mayo house also on sacramento street. So it's a
rare opportunity that you're going to find a relocation spot so close by. Then we also had a
consulting team step forward who has a lot of experience in doing historic house moves.
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So it's been a collaborative effort all along. And since that time, I have learned from the
davises about the history of their property and cleo davis will tell you more about that
today. It included removal of the apartment house that you see on the screen on the left
that was considered blight property in the early 1980s. That structure was identified as a
cornerstone of community property for its association with the african-american
community. The house on the right that you see is the one that still exists on the property
so the one on the left was removed, and has been an open space on the lot since then. So
now i'll just go over the specifics about the ordinance, which is to change the
comprehensive plan and the specifics about the ordinance which is to change the
comprehensive plan and the zoning map to align with what's adjacent to it, which is the
mixed use urban center comp plan designation and the cm3 missed commercial 3 zoning.
And also to retain the contributing status for the mayo house structure, to waive sdc fees
associated with the move and also to waive a couple of the standards in the community
design standards for the new foundation. So in terms of comprehensive plan policies what
we're bringing today is a unique opportunity for the city to advance our comprehensive
plan goals and policies while also providing community benefits. This is not a precedent.
We have done the same things for other house moves. This project itself supports the
policies that you see on preservation equity, cultural diversity, economic viability and
disparity reduction. So it is a unique case in supporting these and many other
comprehensive plan goals and policies that you will see a discussion of in the findings for
this. There are also a number of public benefits associated with the project. It provides
community benefits. It provides wealth generating opportunities. It preserves a piece of the
historic fabric of the elliott neighborhood. Offers the opportunity for a potential future
community space, and allows redevelopment of the site that the mayo house was formerly
on. Now i'll just describe to you what the zone change is so what you're looking at is the
existing zoning on the left-hand side. The two shaded lots are the two that we are
changing. So what you'll see if this is adopted is the what's listed as the proposed zoning
on the right hand side. It aligns with the cm3 zoning to the north, which goes into the
commercial area on russell street. You see mlk, jr., boulevard adjacent to the east or right
of these properties. Russell street to the north then the site is on sacramento street. There
is an auto repair site that is at the corner of sacramento and mlk, just to the west of that is
a lot that is currently zoned r2.5, and it's also in the same ownership as the auto repair
site. Then the davis property to the west of that. So what this would do would be to take
away, rectify that nonconforming situation that's currently there in the auto repair site and
include the davis property into the cm3 zoning. So you'll get some benefits from that. It will
rectify that nonconforming situation, it will allow greater density and mixed use options for
the site that the mayo house will be located on and it will also allow a transfer of unused
floor area ratio as a result of the mayo house move that could potentially go to other
development sites in the future. With that I will turn it over to joe, who is going to talk about
the system development charges.
Zehnder: Thank you, nan. So there's two aspects to the requested sdc waiver for the
mayo house. But first system development charges as the council well knows are fees that
are charged for new dwelling units to pay into water and sewer system capacity and to
upgrade transportation and parks infrastructure. This is an essential tool for how we pay
for the growth of the city and not one to be waived lightly. The kind of things that we looked
at here with this particular property is that the house that is being moved already exists in a
space within roughly the same block as its previous location so to an extent it's a new unit
but struck us as between the historic preservation objectives and others not a significant
increase. But the numbers on this slide summarize the total amount of fees for the house
move that would be waived. Second, there's an sdc waiver part of this ordinance for the
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new basement apartment that would be located in the mayo house. It's going to be
relocated, put on a new foundation and a unit would be added in the basement, and the
waiver is proposed to help offset the large cost of moving this house and to help limit the
financial liability on the new owners. So our criteria here, not so explicit, you're sort of
tracking within the same area is this a new unit or not and is it adequately offset by other
public benefits to waive this sdc. Some of the things to consider is that, as nan showed you
in that picture, what used to be here was a seven unit apartment building. What used to be
here was torn down, that building was torn down in 1982. That building was torn down as
part of the blight ordinance that the city had at the time, and the blight ordinance itself and
how it was applied to the elliott neighborhood has an equity story built into it. At the
independent of the day this would just be one additional unit. Well it’s actually a unit and
upstairs is a different use. We thought that was a fair balancing of those potential impacts.
However, the total amount that's waived for the basement apartment is $14,000 for sdcs.
Eudaly: Joe, could I just ask a real quick question? We made the waiver for sdcs and
adus permanent. Why wouldn't that apply? Why are we looking at this as if we're making a
special accommodation?
Zehnder: I believe this is not an accessory unit in this case.
Stark: I think it's because there are now restrictions on receiving that waiver.
Eudaly: Okay.
Stark: We do have an expert in the room, matt wickstrom, who -Eudaly: It’s alright. Presumably we're going to pass this and waive both of them, but I am
a little confused because –
Zehnder: I think that would be my assumption but I apologize, commissioner. I don't know.
So the questions come up about do we have a policy and are there precedents for this?
The city council has used this tool of the sdc waiver to support historic preservation in the
past. The two examples I wanted to show you are first this property on southeast
hawthorne, very large house, was relocated and sdcs waivers were approved by city
council. I believe this one was in 2012. And then what's interesting about this is that it's
also -- I don't know if it was explicitly discussed by city council at that time but the house
moved and became more than just a single family house. There were some additional
units added to it since it was such a large structure. Second example is the one more
current, the morris marks house that was relocated from the central city out to the edge of
south Portland, and once again, sdc waivers were approved by city council, this time in
2017, to help economically support what is a valuable project to do but has a different level
of expense. Finally, whether or not -- these were the two most recent examples that we
were able to find. This is not a tool that is used very frequently. However, it is fair to say
that it's not a tool also where we have explicit policy guidance on when to apply and when
not to apply it. We're undertaking if you go to the last slide a couple of changes to the
historic landmarks code. Brandon is bringing forward a code improvement package in the
coming year. Also at the state level there's some changes that are really going to be useful
tore Portland if they go through vis-a-vis how we establish residential historic districts.
Neither of these two actions, these are the two biggest changes on the horizon, will really
change the prospect of the use of relocation of historic structures. It's still going to stay this
kind of episodic and unique to the building application. With that we conclude our
presentation.
Wheeler: commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you. On the topic of system development charges, if the use changes to a
commercial use in the future, at that point would system development charges be
assessed?
Zehnder: I believe they would, yes.
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Fritz: And what would trigger that?
Zehnder: If I could ask Matt to come up, I will let him answer that specifically.
Fritz: Thank you.
Matt Wickstrom, Bureau of Development Services: Hi, Matt wickstrom, Senior Planner,
bureau of development services. The permit for the new commercial use would trigger the
system development charges to be assessed at that time.
Fritz: So if you’re changing from residential use to a commercial use you have to get a
permit to do that?
Wickstrom: Yes, change of occupancy. Very minimum and then likely a higher threshold.
If I could answer commissioner eudaly's question, there would be three dwelling units on
the site and so accessory dwelling units are only in a situation where there's a house and
one additional dwelling unit. It's really more of a technicality that the two units on the site
couldn't be called accessory dwelling units.
Eudaly: With a change of use permit from residential to commercial, what if the use is for
a nonprofit or community space? Is that still considered commercial?
Wickstrom: It would -- be considered probably a community service use. Potentially.
However, it would still need a permit.
Eudaly: So there would be prepared to –
Wickstrom: There's still the potential for the sdc bureaus to then look at sdcs. I’m sorry if I
interrupted you.
Eudaly: No, no. No. Sorry to hear that.
Wickstrom: However, I guess I should say for community service use I can't say how their
fees would apply. Or what level of fees but I know it would give the potential for them to
look at their fee schedule and assess whether fees would apply.
Eudaly: I guess just I say I feel really strongly about this project in regards to disparity
reduction and remedying past harm. So while I understand that a change of use would
typically trigger sdcs, i'm concerned about that potential in this case where we're
acknowledging disparities and harm done to the property owner and looking at this as
some kind of remediation but we may still charge them sdcs if they want to change the use
of their property and perhaps generate more revenue from it.
Fish: commissioner, can I make a suggestion? I just want to say that on behalf of the
utilities, we have to be extremely careful about how we allocate sdc waivers. We don't
have to have that public discussion. There may be lawyers watching. We can talk about
the most laudable goals there are but we have to be very judicious. I see no reason why in
this case if you have this concern we couldn’t have a friendly amendment that simply
provides if there is a change of use at some point, council is directed, that they get notice
before sdcs are applied so a member of council would then have a chance to say under
the circumstances we suggest there be a deferral or waiver or something. But I want to
caution on behalf of the utilities that you can put the mission and goal and the purpose as
close to the chair next to god as you want, it doesn't avoid certain concerns that we have
to bring to the table around nexus because it's a closed system. Why not have the council
notified if that contingency ever occurs so it could supersede whatever decision bds
makes.
Eudaly: Sure, and to be clear, number one I’m not trying to put you on the spot. You’re
simply the messenger telling us the policies are. I just wanted to go on record expressing
that concern and questioning whether or not there's any -- anything additional we need to
do now but it sounds like an amendment that would bring it back to council so we could
sort out what fees would have to be assessed and what could be waived sounds good to
me.
Wheeler: Is that a motion?
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Eudaly: Sure.
Fish: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion from commissioner Eudaly and I think -King: Can you restate what the amendment is? Sorry.
Wheeler: commissioner Eudaly
Eudaly: Kids, isn't this thrilling? [laughter]
Fish: In the event of a change of occupancy prior to assessing systems development
charges the bureau of development services shall notify the council which shall have the
opportunity to take action before the effective date of any systems development charges.
Eudaly: I couldn’t have said it better myself.
King: And that will be a new directive -Wheeler: That was the motion. It was moved by commissioner eudaly, it was seconded by
commissioner Fish who just by this much beat out commissioner hardesty. I would give
them a tie if I could under the rules but I can't. That is now on the table. At the discretion of
the council we could vote now or wait until after testimony. Commissioner Eudaly, what is
your preference.
Eudaly: I think after testimony is fine.
Wheeler: We'll leave that on the table for people to comment on. Does that complete your
testimony?
Stark: Yes. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you for the presentation. It was very good, to the point. Before we start
public testimony I would like to invite cleo davis, the owner of the property, to which the
mayo house is going to be located, to come up and make a few remarks. Thank you for
being here. Welcome.
Cleo Davis, Jr.: Thank you.
Fritz: It’s nap time.
*****: I could use one.
Wheeler: Good afternoon.
Davis, Jr.: Good afternoon, mayor and commissioners. Oh. So much has already been
said. I have been wracking my brains the last -Hardesty: Could you put your name on the record?
Davis, Jr.: My name is Cleo davis, jr. Thank you. And you're welcome. I have been
wracking my brains for the last couple weeks about what I was going to say here. And I
pretty much started off with saying it was an honor to be here, which -- eh-- it's not. Let's
be truthful. No disrespect to the current panel. My family has had a long history here in
Portland as well as many other african-americans in this community. Our story is not
necessarily unique. The only difference with this story is that it's actually documented. It's
something that I remember, and it's something that I can dig out proof from the city
archives. We have all the proof. A lot of it done down on the first floor. My grandmother,
mama julia davis williams, purchased this property in 1982 in the hopes of having it as
rental income. She wasn't from Portland. This was her vacation stay from phoenix,
arizona. When the weather got hot, her and her family including my father and his siblings
would come to Portland. It was a lot cooler than phoenix. But eventually, by the '80s I was
already born and that branch of the family had made a home here. And one of the ways of
income that my grandmother really went for and instilled in her family was property. You
own property and you'll always have a place to stay. And no one can tell you what to do
with it. Whether it's residential for a place to stay, or whether it's commercial for you to do
your work because no one is going to hire you. You make your own living. So in 1982 she
purchased this property with a seven unit apartment building in the front and a small
serving quarters in the back for $20,000. All of her children were builders. My father, well,
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let me slow down. Every single one of my uncles as well as my dad could build a structure
from the ground up. But they had a specialty. My father's specialty was electric. Although
that he could build a building from the ground up, he specialized in electric bringing energy
to a building. His younger brother was a structural engineer, a civil engineer who
specialized in structural capabilities. Oldest brother was a carpenter, a roofer. Could put
any pitch, any type of complicated gables on to a structure. And the second oldest was a
mason. He could do any type of brick work that you could think of. Parquet, do designs,
put your name in brick. That's just a little bit of background. My aunt, their only sister, was
more into the management and the financial side of things. So when my grandmother
looked at this place she saw that this would be a source of income for the family. Well, it
had a blight ordinance on it from a previous, another davis family, another black davis
family, and back then, it wasn't easy. It ain't easy today either. It wasn't easy to get
property. So there's all kind of stories where black folks had to work together or get the
neighborhood that we live in was previously occupied by germans and ashkernazi jews
who would help us, who would put their name on the deeds then transfer it to us. So
gaining property for black folks, not just in Portland but in america, has always been a
difficult task. Wealth building. We have been the ones that have been exploited. Every time
we try to come up it's ripped right from us by anything. Nuisance laws, bogus racist
policies just to keep us as the workers or to kill us off. But back to the story. I may go on
tangents, but it's all applicable to what i'm saying. So the city was upset. We weren't aware
of any of the urban policies and the plans and near the lloyd district or what property value
was going to be worth. My family, what we did, we were builders, creators, we went
Fishing. We didn't go to council meetings. We weren't in the know like that. We had other
interests. So when my grandmother purchased it in 1982, the city was upset because it
restarts the clock of getting things up to code. So it was very difficult because my
grandmother fought, and she went to council. She fought until 1984 for those two
structures. They were both set to be condemned and council shot it down. Council said,
no, the structure is unfit. If you look at the structure, and my uncle being a civil and
structural engineer, they wouldn't allow him to -- we weren't allowed to -- we were allowed
to submit permits but permits weren't granted because we had to have a $50,000 bond in
1982 in order to do this. Who has 50,000 to just let stay away with no interest? So council
shot it down. And that's why i'm saying, it's not necessarily an honor to be here. It's cool in
the memory of my grandmother, mama julia, and my family that's here supporting me and
my dad, who has been through everything with my grandmother as well as taking her to
the doctor, due to high blood pressure coming to meetings and dealing with city
ordinances and dealing with notifications coming in through the mail and so on and so forth
and all the stress. There's human harm. There's damage done here. That's really what i'm
-- I want to address and get you guys to understand. This is not for me. It's not just about
policies and what we can and can't do. We create policies as humans to help humanity,
but many of the policies that we're still operating under are still racist policies that only
benefit a few. So basically what i'm here to say is do the right thing. Do the right thing and
pass this through. My grandmother since 1982, since she has purchased the property,
rough calculation, not in depth, if we got in depth there would be more, for those seven unit
apartment buildings our family has lost over $2.5 million. And everyone around us is
building skyscrapers and we have back tax to pay. Portland map us, 236 northeast
sacramento street, which was also 234 northeast sacramento street. So what our goal is
today is to right this wrong. We're not here asking for money. We're asking for the
opportunity -- let me change my language. I'm asking. I'm saying we have to have the
opportunity. We have to have the opportunity to be prosperous. We have all these other
bogus programs going around that are not necessarily going to help. We have all this
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conversation about displaced peoples and certain properties are being given back to the
black community. Who is it going to benefit? We have preference policies that aren't going
to work because the policies are not in place to allow that. So what i'm here to say is do
the right thing. We also plan on with that house move of course we plan on putting
together a prosperity package for a family but we also plan on opening it up to the
community for other members of the diaspora to prosper. We need to create cities and
policies that help all people, not that just exploit. There's been enough exploitation going
on. I'll end with do the right thing. Pass this through.
Wheeler: Thank you. Thank you for sharing that story. We all appreciate it. Do you want to
say a few words?
Kayin Talton Davis: In a minute. I’m going to let everybody else go and then I’ll go. So
layer down.
Wheeler: With that we'll open it up to public testimony and just a reminder that this is
public testimony about the proposed map change as staff indicated this is a proposed
change to the comprehensive plan and zoning maps from residential r2.5 to mixed use
urban center, cm3, for the site where the mayo house will be moved which is 236
northeast sacramento street in the abutting property just to the west which is 2313 west
northeast ml king, jr., boulevard. Karla, how many people do we have signed up today?
Moore-Love: I show ten left on the list.
Wheeler: Very good. Call up the first three. Again, if you can state your name for the
record we don't need your address. The microphones work best if they are about six, eight
inches away. They are very, very sensitive microphones. If you can keep your testimony to
three minutes, please.
Moore-Love: First 3, please come on up, are Karen Karlsson, Rick Michaelson, and AJ
McCreary.
Karen Karlsson: Good afternoon.
Wheeler: Thank you for being here.
Karlsson: Karen karlsson. We were here before you about a little over a year ago, year
maybe four months, with another house move. Thank you. We're making progress on that.
It's really we're pleased to be a part of this house move. It's unique. It means a whole lot
more than just saving historic property as you just heard. It's -- oh. Mayor wheeler. I must
thank you for your help in making this happen and I recall distinctly at the morris marks
house you expressed that you had nothing to do with it. Do you remember?
Wheeler: I do.
Karlsson: Now you do. So thank you.
Wheeler: I'm very thrilled by the way with the morris marks house. I think that was a
fantastic collaborative effort on the part of the city. I just didn't want to claim credit for
something I really had nothing to do with.
Karlsson: Now you can claim credit.
Wheeler: Now is my big chance. Thank you for remembering that.
Karlsson: So it is moving along since no one has mentioned. The house will be moved on
the 27th of january. That's just less than two weeks from now. Work has been under way.
We have an excavation. We have the house being lifted tomorrow. I invite you all to come
and see it. House moves are pretty fun. This one is a short one so won't take a long time
like the morris marks did. It's been a pleasure to work with cleo. The representative for the
developer has been very cooperative as well, removing trees, even contributing some to
the move. I want to make sure that we understand that there has been help on that side
and they are not stopping the house move, they are helping the house move. Thank you.
Rick Michaelson: Good afternoon. I'm rick Michaelson and apparently I am the house
move bank of Portland because this is the second one i'm financing and making sure
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happens. I'm really pleased to be involved with this house for a couple of reasons. One is
meeting cleo and working with him and his family is wonderful. The other is my dear friend
cathy galbraith from bosco-milligan foundation recently passed away and she had a great
interest in this area working on the cornerstone project and really helping to recognize the
historic presence of the african-americans. So this move although this is not africanamerican owned is clearly part of that story. In addition when I first worked for the city in
1981 one of my tasks was reviewing proposed demolitions. Piles of folders would come
over my desk every day. I was working for commissioner margaret straun at that point. I
asked her what to do with them. She said just hide them. Don't sign them. Don’t send them
out. That lasted a couple of months but as you can see the bureaucracy got to us again
and more of them were torn down. It's great to be able to help put this house back there.
We're thrilled. We're looking forward to making it happen. It's just exciting for the
community that everything is coming together. I want to give a report on the morris marks
house as well. We got it moved. It's down on the foundations. We're about a month away
from getting the building permits to renovate it. It's turning out to be a very expensive
project and some of the costs are public works requirements that we may be coming to talk
to you about, lid’ing or waving in the near future – but I don't want to get into detail at that.
This is a day to celebrate this house move and to move forward with this one. Thank you.
AJ McCreery: I'm a.j. Mccreery, a community member, historian and artist. I have known
the davis family for well over 15 years. Could not be more proud of them and excited for
them to have this opportunity and to give back to our community. One for this wrong to be
made a little better, and an opportunity for this family to prosper in Portland as well as an
opportunity for people to learn from what they are doing and then ultimately the space will
be for our community. We need that. We need to see poc and black opened spaces and
we need to see poc and black people thriving in our city. Portland has a history of doing
everything but allowing black people and poc community members to thrive. We need to
make this better. It's long been time. Really nice to see our leaders step up to the plate
and start making those changes.
Wheeler: Thank you. Welcome.
Moore-Love: The next three are Cleo Davis, Sr., Tastonga Davis, and Kayin Talton Davis.
Cleo Davis, Sr.: I don’t know. I might change my [inaudible].
Wheeler: Welcome.
Davis, Sr.: I'll take the middle one because this is the one I took when I was here 34 years
ago.
*****: Well maybe you should take the other one.
Davis, Sr.: Same panel.
Hardesty: I wasn’t here.
Davis, Sr.: No, but we had a black guy there. That's the reason I say. [laughter] was that
his name?
*****: Jordan.
Fish: Charles jordan?
Davis, Sr.: Yeah, so my name is cleo davis. And i'm 78 years old.
Hardesty: Looking good.
Davis, Sr: And this place brings back memories. Because when I first walked into this
building with my mom, we was happy. Seeing a black person on the committee. And after
we got through talking, me and my mom walked out of here sad and I had to take her to
the hospital. Because it was gone. They were going to doze both of the places. One thing I
learned in life, when you live history, you don't have to read all that history. And i'm not no
educated person, so that's how I found out. If you live history, you don't have to read
history. They have to do it. They have to do it. I don't. And one thing I learned, and don't
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hold this against my kids, that's why i'm saying it, please, don't take this out on my kids
because i'll be dead pretty soon, but that's the reason I say they have to live. They have to
continue this. And I always told them you don't want to make none of these city people
unhappy. Because if you do, you are doomed. Me, i'm old. I don't care about making them
unhappy because I done lived my life and seen all the prejudice and stuff. Whenever you
have to get up and beg and tell the city and they tell you, you got to put $50,000 up to save
your places, don't we goin’ doze them. Then you set down here and you beg them, and
then they say, oh, that's right. They feel sorry for me, for my mom. And you know what the
feeling sorry did, to us it was a good thing. At least we were saving one. They say you got
a choice. You either put $50,000 up – well what about the interest on the 50 -- 50,000 was
a lot of money back in them days. What about the interest, bring the $50,000 put it up
here? No answers. Well, we about to starve to death anyway. My mom was on social
security. Now 34 years from now i'm on social security [laughter] and i'm back in the same
place. And just like I try to tell my kids, trust nobody. Because if they tell you something
and they don't write it down and you don't sign it you don't make agreement in two days
they can change, they can switch over. That's what you did. It's the same lie 34 years ago.
I'm not feeling sorry sorry for myself. I'm feeling sorry for the rest of the people and my
family because they going have to take this fight on. I'm too old now. So my mama always
believed in fight. You know how these church ladies, church people go to church and all
they believe in faith. You gotta believe in faith. I don't believe in faith. You know what I
believe in? When you go to the casino, do you take faith with you or do you take luck? I'm
taking luck with me when I go to the casino. I don't want no faith. Faith let me down. I want
luck. So one thing I want to do, I want to be proved wrong. I want to believe what my
mother believed in. Faith. So if you pass this, you know what i'm going to do? I'm going to
go to my mama's grave, and i'm going to tell my mama that she was right. And I was
wrong. Because you do have to have faith, not luck. But i'm going tell you, when you walk
into this place, to me, and I forgot my rabbit foot, I should have brought it. I hope I can
have faith in them. I'm not going over here to try to sugar-coat my talking -- just don't take
this out on my kids. That's all I gotta say.
Wheeler: Well said.
Hardesty: Thank you, Sir.
Wheeler: Thank you. Who wants to follow that? [laughter] I do apologize. I don't want to
lose the quorum. I want to prove you wrong. So we're going to have to keep the testimony
closer to three minutes.
Tastonga Davis: Mine is short.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Tastonga Davis: Good afternoon, mayor Wheeler, commissioners, My name is Tastonga
Davis, I’m the granddaughter of Mama julia davis and johnny davis. To me it's a pleasure
to come here before you today to be here with our family and for everyone to hear our
story, and our testament, and hopefully you can feel the passion from our family and our
grandparents' legacy that they had a vision for and have instilled in us. This legacy is still
going on today and this legacy is the legacy that we want to instill to all our girls and our
family here today. So we're passing this ordinance that will continue this legacy. That's all I
have to say.
Wheeler: Thank you. Appreciate it.
Kayin Talton Davis: Good afternoon, mayor and commissioners. My name is Kayin
Talton Davis. I am married to Cleo Davis, Jr. Cleo and I have both, as our families have
resided in the city for quite a while. My story here in Portland, my family story here in
Portland actually starts at the turn of the century. My great-grandfather owned a business
here at the time where black folks were being chased out of town and it was illegal for
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them to live here much less own property. And so many times throughout Portland's
history it seems like that law has never gone away. You heard from cleo about how hard it
was for black people to purchase properties. There were things within the deeds saying it
couldn't be owned or passed on. Couldn't come in the house, all these things. What I will
say to you is that one of the things that cleo and I specialize in is looking at that history, is
looking at how that history has affected Portland and not only from the side of just the law
side but what does the black community look like that's living through situations like that?
What does the black community look like where you're not allowed to eat in certain
places? Well, you build what you can build. You go and you work with your family. You
work with your community. You develop what you can develop. So when you have the
opportunity as an older woman to purchase an apartment building to try to build that up
and build something for your family to create wealth within your family because isn't that
what we're all supposed to do, create wealth for our families that it might be passed on and
our children and their children might have something to start with, not start from the
bottom. But when you are taken or when you have that taken away from you, as you heard
from mr. Davis, it had some serious health effects for his mother. That it's not only again a
physical issue, a monetary issue, it's a legacy issue. What cleo and I are trying to do, what
the family is trying to do, is to resurrect that legacy. Is to create a legacy in which not only
is it a financial help for the family to create wealth but also to create for the city of Portland
a wealth of knowledge about the black community, about the black people arts, and about
what people have done within this community in a location that was formerly a cornerstone
for the community. I'm not sure how many of you are familiar with the cornerstone
inventory, but it is a list of homes within Portland that were significant historically to the
black community. I'm not sure how many of those still exist to this day. I know I haven't
seen very many of them after looking at the list and that's a shame because it's important
to see where your grandparents grew up, where your parents were involved, and know,
have a place to the stories. Because without knowing the context, a lot of it gets lost.
Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Davis, Sr.: I'm not an angry old man, now. Black man. I'm not an angry black man now.
That's the first thing they say. He angry black man.
Hardesty: They say that about me too. They don’t call me an angry black man, but you
know what I mean.
Moore-Love: The next three are LaQuita Landord, Peggy Moretti, and Maya Foty.
Wheeler: Good afternoon.
LaQuita Landford: Good afternoon, mayor, commissioners. I'm really here to support my
community and over the years I have learned so much about the black Portland history,
when I returned to Portland in 2014 and I have engaged my community by what I have
learned through historical bike rides, through community engagements, through reclaiming
spaces in alberta. All that I have learned I have spoke before you all I have served for you
all, and I truly believe this is important for the future of our children that sit behind me
today. There are just two things I wanted to state and read. Just two quotes from martin
luther king, his birthday was yesterday. This spoke to me when cleo was speaking. I just
want to say it says our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that
matter. And the second quote is the time is always right to do what is right. So i'm asking
you, mayor and commissioners, to do what's right for our community, to continue having
us come together and support each other with what it is that we need and to make change
because we're part of this historical change on a level of like we can go digital, we can do
anything to support any one of us. Yeah, I just wanted to ask you guys to do the right thing.
Thank you.
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Wheeler: Thank you. Good afternoon.
Peggy Moretti: Good afternoon, mayor. Good to meet you, commissioner hardesty. I'm
peggy moretti, executive director of restore Oregon here to urge your support of these
requests today. I think it's so important to preserve the mayo house and advance this new
life as a cornerstone of african-american heritage. I acknowledge we have a lot of work to
do in the preservation community to support that effort in a more proactive way. It's not
every day we have an opportunity to advance two important goals with one vote. I think we
have the opportunity to advance the idea of density without demolition by moving a
meaningful historic building and take a step towards community restoration by enabling
this historic home to help preserve african-american heritage and create as place of
memory, research, advancement and art as their facebook page says. We do urge you to
please authorize the relocation of the mayo house without -- and all the necessary zoning
adjustments to waive the system development fees so this is more financially viable and
ensure that it remains on the historic inventory so it would potentially become eligible for
other financial incentives. As you know, it's not easy to move a historic structure as we all
know. I have heard there may be concerns about setting precedents with the system
development waivers but I think what this also points out is the need for more robust
financial incentives for preserving cultural places in Oregon and the need for that state
historic preservation tax credit we talked about many times. I'm very happy to see that the
city has placed that on the legislative agenda this year, so thank you very much for that. I
think that will support future projects like this and alleviate the need to make these special
requests because they will be much more robust incentives available to the next culturally
significance place that needs to be preserved. Thank you very much. I really look forward
to seeing how the story of the mayo house is going to continue to expand and unfold.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Maya Foty: I'm maya foty. Good afternoon.
Wheeler: Good afternoon.
Foty: I'm the vice chair of the Portland historic landmark commission and i'm here to show
support for this ordinance. I feel a little sheepish extolling the virtues of the historic house
in light of recent testimony, trying to convince you to pass this ordinance but it's my job so
that's why i'm here. It would be a great benefit to the elliott neighborhood and truly
remarkable if this small house could be moved a third time. Used to serve residents of the
neighborhood. The building is unique because of is history in the neighborhood also its
victorian features including an ornate, offset, curved front porch with detailed millwork,
[inaudible] forms with fish scale shingles and delicate wood detailing of the barge boards.
While some of the original features are missing or altered, the majority are still intact. For
the city to assist with accommodating the move by altering zoning changes and waiving
certain charges, would make this third move more viable. The cultural resource is unique
and it is so important to retain this piece of architectural history of elliott neighborhood so it
can continue to enrich the streetscape and lives of the residents now and in the future.
Finally, we would like to emphasize, the historic landmarks commission would like to
emphasize the importance of refining protections for locally designated resources to
ensure they are not demolished and that they don't have to come with a last minute
emergency council hearing to save them from demolition and also the importance of
making financial incentives available to offset the cost for rehabilitation.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Moore-Love: The last two who signed up are Edith Gilliss and Brad Baker.
Edith Gillis: I haven't seen you for so long. Hello. [laughter]
Wheeler: Welcome back.
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Gillis: I'm edith gilliss. I want my son to come to me and say, mom, you were right without
waiting time in the grave, you were right to have faith in truth, love, principle. Mom, you
were right to sacrifice and work to show up at city council to demand and do your part for
justice. I want my mother, long dead, to be able to see someone that's carried forth the
work, the empathy for doing what would seem the impossible to bring about justice. When
I was 18 my mother was killed with the same attitude where uncounted, we don't even
know how many hundreds, we don’t know how many people, Modocs and Klamaths were
killed at the same location the same exact way she was killed, with the saying “the only
good injun is a dead injun”. I want us to make this a precedent. I want us to make this a
precedent that we restore the best of our heritage, our hope, our promise of justice, of well
made homes, of density, of community, of democracy. I want us to have this be a
precedent for first nation peoples. People of color. And I want you to adjust the map, the
zoning. Waive the fees. I want us to get some better tax income from those folks who have
been making money off the redlining and injustice.
Wheeler: Thank you, Edith. Good afternoon.
Brad Baker: Good afternoon. Brad Baker. I'm here on behalf of the Elliot neighborhood
association. i'm the chair of the land use committee. We want to offer our support of the
project. We're 100% behind it. There's not much I can add that has not already been said.
It's going to be a great benefit to the neighborhood. It's going to right wrongs that were
done to cleo and his family. We're all behind it and would love to see it happen. Please
support his proposal.
Wheeler: Thank you. Does that complete testimony?
Moore-Love: That's all who signed up.
Wheeler: Are there any other questions from council? Did you want to see any other staff
members? Let's start with the amendment that was on the table. If we could call the roll on
the amendment, please.
Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye. Hardesty: Aye. Eudaly: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The amendment is adopted. Now to the main motion as amended. Please
call the roll.
Fritz: Thank you to the davis family for coming today. Like the historic landmarks
commission mentioned I thought I was just coming to a discussion about an historic house
and instead, you have really honored us with your presence. I feel blessed I was here to
listen to your history, to understand more deeping, and more personally, the experiences
that you have had, and your family have had here in Portland. And i'm just -- so impressed
that you dare to hope that things would be different this time because for centuries things
have not been different, and I think the city has started to recognize that and it's really
tough for those who have been told no so many times and who have been dishonored so
many times. So, thank you also for changing the rules for everybody. We are going to do
that, i'm sure that the, you shouldn't have had to have come here on a wednesday
afternoon with your whole family although i'm glad you did in order to get something that
we all agree is the right thing to do. So I would like you to know that I think you will have
changed the rules for everybody. I appreciate your willingness to do that. I am mindful that
the reason this house needs to be moved is because the site is going to be redeveloped,
and that that's what happened to your grandmother's house, the blight that was going to be
this great new place that the council thought was going to make things better and so later
this year we're going to be looking at ways to add more housing in Portland and I will be
remembering that we need to also be careful not to encourage demolition of old homes,
affordable homes, homes in general. Thank you for that. Children, thank you so much for
being so well behaved and quiet and sitting still. You're just a wonderful group of people
and I want you to hear what i'm saying in terms of it's up to the next generation to fix the
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mistakes of the previous one. And at some, when you’re, even now as you grow up you
will be called upon to fix climate change and all of the other things that my generation and
the generations before have not done as well as we have made a mess of. I feel really
honored that I get to help fix the appalling things that have happened here in Portland, not
only in this but in the other efforts that the city is working on. So it's really wonderful that
you came and you're participating and you're seeing, you are part of history now., even
though you're at such a tender age. Thank you to nan stark for reaching out to the
neighborhood in the first place and for knowing your neighborhood that you're assigned to,
to Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Matt Wickstrom and joe zehnder for being the white allies who
said yes, and that yes we're going to help you fix, we going to help get this done. Thank
you to cynthia castro on my staff. I’m really honored to vote Aye.
Fish: I had the same impression the commissioner Fritz had when she started her
remarks, that the briefing memo I got talked about zoning maps and comprehensive plan
maps and had lots of gobble-de-gook and an sdc waiver and you get lost in the acronyms
and legalisms, and yet what we have had, today’s hearing has been about Portland's
history. Not so much zoning code. So I want to thank the family that took the time to come
out and share the story with us. First to mr. Davis, senior, who said he was 78 years old,
my grandfather lived to 102, so in my family you would be considered middle aged.
[laughter] you're not going anywhere, sir, just hang in there. You're at the younger end.
Davis, Sr.: I'm praying:
Fish: I'm sorry that my wife patricia couldn't be here. Patty is an historian and the reason
that we live in Portland. She's the first woman on her mother's side of the family to go to
high school. She got a job teaching history at Portland state. The first big book that she
worked on was former senator avel gordly's history and avel gordly wrote her book and it
says patricia schechter and avel gordly, and they wrote it together. It was really an oral
history, but they ended up sort of converting oral history into the story. There's so much of
avel's history and story that I could hear echoing in this chambers as you, Cleo, and your
wife and others were telling your story. You know, it's very rare that we get to right a wrong
within a generation. I'm the longest serving member of this council, and I have served here
for ten years. But if I do the math, really the singular event that triggered all of this, that
brings us to this day happened 34 years ago. I don't remember who was sitting here, but it
was a different council.
Davis, Jr.: 37 years ago.
Fish: 37. I don't know off hand who was sitting here. But regardless, we have a chance to
right a wrong within one generation, and we are a new council with a colleague that's
made history with her election. One other comment, the $50 thousand-dollar bond that was
a requirement that you couldn't meet and that ended up being part of the narrative, I want
you to know that when we engage small contractors in inner northeast, predominantly
minority owned contractors, what we to this day hear is that access to capital is the single
biggest impediment to wealth creation among small contractors, but that the requirement
of a bond on projects is beyond the reach of a lot of emerging entrepreneurs, people of
color. So here we are 37 years later and we’re still talking about a bond requirement which
has a nice, neutral flavor, right? Sounds like a nice legal requirement. Who could object?
Well, the people that could object to it are people that can't afford the bond. So how are
you making an opportunity available to someone if you set a requirement that they can't
meet? What's the city's role in helping to fund those bonds? Or helping to make a financial
accommodation? There are good days and bad days in this job. I still mostly go home and
tell my wife i'm surprised I get paid to do this work, but there are days when I feel like this
chamber is elevated and I feel like something has happened that's beyond the mundane
that we deal with as a council, and I think today is one of those days and I am as
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commissioner Fritz noted, I’m very pleased that there were so many young people here to
witness this because it's important that they have hope. We talked about faith and luck but
hope is so important. You got to have hope and these young people are here today to see
a system that maybe they have heard in their family didn't work very well one day, right or
wrong. I'm pleased to add my vote to right that wrong and to support this ordinance. I
proudly vote Aye.
Hardesty: Thank you. I want start off by thanking you for the history lesson. When I moved
to Portland january 1, 1990, I would scratch my head sometimes and go, what's this
about? Right? Because there was nobody calling you names to your face, there was no
one doing anything directly to you as an individual. But it was very clear that we are still
living our white supremist legacy in Oregon. Over and over and over again when
development happens, african-americans are displaced. It's called progress is what they
tell us it is. When 10,000 african-american homeowners were displaced out of inner
northeast Portland between 2000 and 2010, no one declared a housing emergency then.
So I am so thrilled to have this front row here of these young, beautiful, I hope all girls
because I think i'm seeing all girls. Am I right? I want to apologize if there was a boy over
there. Okay. I want them to look up at this podium and know that in 20 years you could be
sitting right here. It took 167 years to make that happen. But let's not wait another 167
years before the next african-american woman is sitting in this seat. I want to say to your
family I am sorry for how you were treated by your city when you were trying to make an
investment in your city. And unfortunately, your story I have heard over and over and over
again in the almost 30 years I have lived here. It wasn't right then, it isn't right today, and I
just wanted to tell you, mr. Davis, senior, you didn't need your rabbit foot today. You came
with the truth, and some days the truth wins out. I want to say to junior, I felt your passion. I
absolutely understand every word that you said and why you said it and I thank you for it. I
absolutely vote Aye.
Eudaly: I want to thank the davis family first and foremost for being here today, for your
willingness to come back to city hall, which I know took some fortitude. And to share your
story. You have every right to be angry. To be skeptical of us. And to seek redress and to
be here without feeling it's a privilege or a pleasure. I can see how that would not feel that
way considering your history. Although none of us were here on this dias in 1984,
nevertheless we have a responsibility to bear witness to your testimony and truth telling
and we have a responsibility to redress past wrongs. It's not enough to admit wrongdoing
or apologize. We have to make amends. I believe that is a small gesture in that direction. It
is a pleasure to serve on this council and to serve this community at a time when we have
a growing awareness of past wrongs and a willingness on this council to pursue remedy to
those wrongs. It would be -- I would be remiss in my duty as your friendly local arts
commissioner if I didn't mention that cleo davis and kayin talton davis are long time
residents of albina district as we heard, but they also are renowned artists, and they are
the team behind the history black Williams project. I want to invite everyone downstairs to
view their installation, Blightsploitation (I like the name), which was conceived and created
by the 2018-19 archives artist-in-residents program or through it and it’s based on their
research in the city of Portland archives and records center. The focus of their residency is
to explore ideas of civic engagement and recurrent themes of civil rights, housing, racial
discrimination and public projects as geared towards Portland's black community. It is on
display on the first floor. I'm not sure how long it will be there. So please visit today if you're
able. Finally, this is an exciting moment. It's a win for historic preservation. It's a win for the
local community who won't lose this beautiful building. It's a win for the city and it's a win
for the davis family so I hope you all are going to celebrate somehow tonight. I hopefully
three times is the charm. This house has found its final resting place, and i'm so excited to
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see it in its new home, to see its new purpose and its service to the black community. I
vote Aye.
Wheeler: Sometimes it doesn't pay to go last. [laughter] This is one of those times. I really
can't add anything to what my colleagues said except I have to add my voice to
commissioner hardesty and apologize on behalf of the city to the way your family was
treated. It was wrong. It was an injustice. It was racist. It was mean spirited. And cleo, I
actually appreciate the fact that you sort of did the net present value of the lost opportunity
to your family. I think you said it was about $2.5 million. That's a story that is repeated over
and over and over again, and in addition to the injustice and the deception and the racism
that went into that kind of displacement, which by the way was sanctioned by our city's
leaders, both in the public and in the private sector, there were true economic prosperity
costs. There were true wealth generation costs that manifest themselves to this day. That's
the important lesson for me that we have to remember. This isn't something where we can
say, well, it's 2019. We don't do that anymore. This problem doesn't exist anymore. That
was back then, back in the day, decades ago. Well, here's the reality. The reality is from
an economic perspective what happened decades ago has an impact on the generational
wealth of african-americans today in this community. That in turn impacts opportunities
around prosperity, job development, education, even health out comes. It all comes back
in full circle. You were right to be here and to call it out and speak as commissioner
hardesty said, speak truth to power. You have my apology. It's not worth much.
Davis, Jr.: It's worth it.
Wheeler: Actions are worth a lot more. I do not believe that through this action we can
actually make up for what happened in the past. I don't actually personally believe that so
i'm not going to say it, but I do believe we can pay it forward. I do believe that through our
actions and through our leadership and through our commitment we can move in a
different direction. You've provided us sort of the perfect symbolic template to do that by
having three generations of the family here, having the kids here to be part of this. And at
the end of the day i'm going to remember this is one of the most positive things I have be
personally had the opportunity to participate in as a member of this city council in over two
years. I see this as hugely important and hugely positive. Mr. Davis, senior, I don't know
how many times, i'm going to go back and listen to your testimony. But it is many. You
gave us a lot to build from, and i'm appreciative of that. I always love it when I come to
council and I think I’m going to, I’ll just confess this, it's not always thrilling. [laughter] a lot
of this stuff we do here is really boilerplate. Down in the weeds. I agree with my colleagues
who said -Fish: I thought I talked to you about mumbling under your breath. [laughter]
Wheeler: On paper this looked like it was going to be another one of those hearings, right,
colleagues? Another one of those hearings, but we talked about some really lofty issues
here. We heard about hope, which is truly important. We heard about justice, which is truly
important. And the part that really hit home with me, mr. Davis, senior, is the conversation
about faith. That's something I come back to personally a lot. Because we are in a time
where it's actually too easy to question one's faith and the way things are. The way you
reconnect with that faith, or that sense of hope or that sense optimism in the future is
through attachment to the community. Through being part of something and belonging to
something larger. What the black community in Portland experienced was an intentional
systematic disconnection and dislocation that also has manifestations for today, but I see
this societally as well, and you see peoples’ confidence in institutions and even confidence
maybe in self, and belief, that special spark of faith under siege. You talked so lovingly
about your mother and her experience here in this chamber. It's so disappointing for me to
hear those stories. I hear them a lot unfortunately. It's so disappointing for me to hear that
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story, to think she came here with you, young man, all excited and left ultimately very
disappointed to the point where she felt the need to go to the hospital. So i'm really quite
pleased that we get to do something bigger here than just support the house move. By the
way, thank you to the davises for Kayin and Cleo, for taking the lead on trying to get this
going. I would be remiss if I didn't thank karen karlsson and rick michaelson also for their
hard work and the bureau's great work. But isn't it ironic that at the end of the day the most
meaningful thing we're doing here today isn’t moving a house or approving a zoning
change. Mr. Davis, we're sending you to speak to your mom, faith having been restored. I
vote Aye. [applause] we'll take a break.
At 3:29, Council recessed.
At 3:37, Council reconvened.
Wheeler: Thank you. We're now on item 48.
Item 48
Wheeler: Commissioner eudaly.
Eudaly: Thank you, mayor. Colleagues, this next report is from Portland united against
hate which is a grant funded program currently run through the office of community and
civic life. Today, we will hear from three panels that consist of program staff, grant
recipients and program partners. With that I would like to call up the first panel, kari Koch
from the office of community and civic life; rabbi debra kolodny, from as the spirit moves
us, and kayse jama, from unite Oregon. Please state your name for the record before you
begin your testimony or presentation.
Kari Koch, Office of Community and Civic Life: Hello, everyone. My name is kari Koch.
I’m with the office of community and civic life and the program coordinator for Portland
united against hate. First thank you very much for your ongoing support of this work and
this program and for having us here today. As commissioner said we'll have three panels
to offer some feedback and reporting on the outcomes of our grants. So first this panel is
going to share big picture successes. The second panel will focus on the outcomes of the
grants. The third panel will share testimony about how PUAG impacts the work of
communities with our partners including speakers from the Portland bureau of
transportation and southeast uplift. So let me start by grounding us quickly. Desiree milton,
a black woman and associate professor of philosopher at notre dame, wrote a recent
article titled why report injustice when being justly treated is unimaginable. In her article
she explains if our imagination is full of the ugly ways that authorities interact with people
like us, if it's cluttered with doubt and distrust we know we're likely to face then we might
be unable to even conceive of doing anything more than disclosing an injustice to a person
we trust let alone turning to authority. Furthermore she suggests that expecting black
women who have been harassed, assaulted, threatened to report is asking them to do
something herculean, to override an overwhelming number of experiences in which they
have been doubted, disbelieved, ignored, treated unjustly and told to keep silent. This
leaves our imagination blunted and a void where justice should be. Professor milton
articulates the experience of many PUAH coalition members and this perspective is one of
many that guided our work in this grant. The creation of the pilot hate incident tracking tool
that you'll hear about today. The challenge of addressing hate and hate violence is
complex and woven to the very social and cultural fabric of our nation. This reality is a call
to action for those with influence and resources to work with those most impacted to find
sensible solutions. The report today will focus on the outcomes of the grants and puah's
work over 18 months and will show that Portland united against hate has taken the task of
imagining justice and sensible solutions seriously. As you well know Portland united
against hate is a 64-member coalition of community organizations, neighborhood groups
and the city of Portland's office of community and civic life with a mission to track, respond
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to and prevent acts of hate while providing the support that our communities need. In the
2017-18 budget city council set aside $350,000 in special appropriations funding for
competitive grants to do capacity building, training and to pilot a proof of concept data
project to demonstrate the feasibility of a community led incident tracking tool with the
wrap around support resources built in. 13 grant partners were selected and since july
2017 they have collectively exceeded the goals of their projects. The core outcomes are
the pilot of the hate incident tracking tool called report hate pdx. The creation of tools and
resources to combat hate, and an increased capacity within communities to respond to,
interrupt and be prepared for hate incidents. So we're going to take a second to look at
each of these. In september 2018 puah launched report hate pdx, an online and in person
tool for tracking hate incidents and providing resources. I'm going to quickly review it and
go to the website, but I would encourage you to look at it further and invite us to talk about
it with your staff if you would like. There we go. So this is the website. Report hate
pdx.com. Using this anyone can report an incident online. There's a reporting feature that
takes you to a form. You can also be connected to report in person with one of puah's 13
partner organizations who were grantees. They can act as a support in reporting or in
getting access to resources. You can also get a variety of resources through the site.
We're intending it to be sort of a one-stop shop for what to do when a hate incident
happens. This site is the beta version that was created during the grant cycle. Moving
forward you can expect an updated version at the end of january with a few added
capabilities and you'll hear from marcus mundy, the executive director of coalition of
communities of color who is the lead organization on the project as part of the second
panel. During the grant cycle with this very limited release of the web site, over 138
incidents were reported. The puah coalition provided resources and support to many of
those people in many communities. One example is a nonprofit reported that a community
garden youth volunteer showed a hate oriented hand sign in photo at an event they held.
We supported that staff in understanding more about the hand signals of hate groups of
thinking through some of the approaches to having conversations with the families, and to
connect them with resources for both the family and for the staff of that nonprofit.
Eudaly: Kari, could you just move the cursor so that -- thank you.
Koch: Thank you. Immediately confronting white supremacist action even something that
can seem almost small like a hand signal is crucial to creating an environment where that
behavior is unacceptable and where diverse communities feel welcome. Front line staff
who need this kind of support both in nonprofits but also here in the city. Puah makes
those connections and can be that resource. The second outcome was the creation of
tools and resources including things like a rapid response tool kit and trauma informed
best practices kit among other things. On the second panel shala mosley from poic will talk
more about the outcomes and show a video about youth and hate violence that poic made
during their grant. You can see some examples of the interrupting hate action cards in
english, somali, arabic, spanish. They are also available in chinese and vietnamese. All
resources are available on puah’s website and also through me if you would like physical
versions. The third major outcome was increased capacity within communities to respond
to, interrupt and be prepared for hate incidents. Together the grant partners held 152
trainings for more than 2,000 people, did outreach and engagement to almost 10,000
people in 11 language and supported 38 youth in leading anti-hate programming. This kind
of capacity building to communities most affected by hate decreases the impact of hate
violence. It allows support for those targeted to heal and it promotes prevention. Training is
not just people in a room, it's tools, skills and resources to practically equip vulnerable
community members. Ezechiel mbabu and salat ibrahim will share their experience with
community capacity building and hate incidents also as part of the second panel. The final
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element of puah’s work that I’ll share is the long-term vision. The coalition goals led the
initial grant making two years ago, and by mid 2018 the coalition was ready to assess the
work and plan next steps. Nearly half the coalition members worked over several months
to develop a strategic direction for puah's work. To help answer the question what is
puah's role in ending hate violence. The coalition decided that over the next two years
they’ll focus on community capacity building, rapid response and policy and data work.
You can find full details or more details in your packet on page 34 and 35, sort of a
summary of the work that we did. These grants help to launch incredible work but the
coalition is far from done as this issue is far from over. In the next six months we are going
to do a public launch of a Portland report hate pdx including an upgrade of the tool to make
it mobile friendly, add multilingual capacity. We're going to do an expansion on that
capacity building work that we do. More trainings, more outreach and deeper community
engagement work training people to be de-escalators on public transit, working with those
targeted by hate, doing some upstream thinking with faith leaders in the community and
supporting more youth to be leaders, only to name a few items. This is the work of
Portland united against hate and out comes of the recent grant cycle. The rest of the
speakers today will speak to more about this in their experiences. Before we bring more
people up, though, I would like to introduce kayse jama, executive director of unite Oregon.
Unite Oregon and a key partner in the puah coalition. Unit Oregon is in the middle of, has
organized a crucial listening tour around the state with attorney general ellen rosenblum
and kayse will speak to some of the strengths of our partnership in this national moment.
But first rabbi debra kolodny, founder of as the spirit moves us, an active member on
puah’s advocacy team, which I’m sure you’re all very familiar with, and a steering
committee member at puah. Thank you again for all of this and I’ll leave it at that.
Rabbi Debra Kolodny: As Kari said, I’m Rabbi Debra Kolodny from As the spirit moves us
and I think you for the opportunity to speak with all of you today. I was really struck that
there seems to be a theme this afternoon of restoring faith and which is impossible to do
without taking concrete operational action. I really think that a huge part of the work puah
has been doing is restoring faith in this community and in the city and in the community
organizations that serve those who want this to be a safe and livable place. It has been a
trying and at times devastating two years. We all know that the 2016 presidential election
unleashed a horrifying stream of hate in this country. I remember the first office of
neighborhood involvement budget advisory committee meeting after that election and
commissioner Fritz, I know you do too. We were going about business as usual and I said
something like, I would like to know how much federal funding the city might lose for
maintaining our sanctuary status because I want to see a plan to replace every dollar so
there's no question that Portland is safe for immigrants. And the entire conversation
shifted. A group of community facing organizations who had been meeting shared how
much more support their constituents needed because of the dramatic uptick in hate
incidents. That group expanded after that meeting and the Portland united against hate
coalition was born. We have been working for over two years to compassionately and
effectively serve those targeted by hate to train people in their rights and on how to
deescalate situations before they become violent and to create an accessible trauma
informed data collection system so the information that supports our policy decisions is
exponentially more accurate than the fbi or ppb's statistics. The partnership we have
created between community organizations who bring trust with their constituents and long
term relationships and expertise and proven track record of success and the city which has
a vested interest in safe and livable communities of belonging has not only increased
safety already it has brought us to the moment where we can soon bring forward real
solutions to the epidemic of hate. With the full-fledged launch of our report hate pdx data
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tracking tool in a few weeks which has already provided information on 138 incidents in
about the same time frame that the ppb has handled only 18 hate crimes, we'll be able to
see which communities are most targeted, who the perpetrators are, and what tactics they
are using. This can not only give direction to law enforcement but more importantly it can
show us which communities most urgently need transformational interventions to end hate
from taking root and which communities need the most safety and social support work not
to mention culturally and trauma informed therapeutic care. And we're just getting started. I
would like to share a prediction. Our work is far from over. As long as the current federal
administration is in office hate will continue to escalate. People will feel increasingly
emboldened to translate national rhetoric to local violence. Data supports this view. The
fbi, which has a huge underreporting problem, found 2017 the third most hateful year since
it began collecting statistics in 1992. Observers of this crisis agree it will last until at least
two or three years after the current administration is out of office because replacing the
elected haters in our federal government will trigger a backlash that is swift and fierce.
Here in Oregon we have a particularly virulent brew of what I call domestic terrorism
concocted from a perfect storm of racism and anti-indigenousness embedded into the
founding of our state. We have seen almost two centuries of white nationalist organizing
and an unfortunate failure of law enforcement to end their reign of terror. Portland's
challenge is unique and our solutions must tap into every resource we have which is
exactly what the puah coalition brings. Without ongoing support from both the community
and the city, with ongoing support of both the community and the city we can permanently
person the tide. Together we can. Today you'll hear about the incredible work of a diverse
coalition working to do what some might consider impossible, on a shoestring budget we
have accomplished so much in such a short time. Tangible out comes that we can all be
proud of and community building that holds the city together. Together we can keep going.
Together we will keep going. Puah's members share with the city a moral imperative to
continue this effort. We're grateful for our partnership to all the commissioners for showing
up against hate and specifically to commissioner eudaly's unflagging leadership, to
commissioner Fritz for helping us launch, to commissioner hardesty in partnering to
provide interrupting hate workshops to the Portland naacp chapter, to the mayor for your
past and we hope future willingness to include funding and special appropriations. We
urge the city to eagerly invest in our long term success by funding this work for years to
come. Thank you.
Kayse Jama: Good afternoon, mayor wheeler and commissioner hardesty,
congratulations for your victory. I did not say that in public. So thank you for your
leadership. Thank you, commissioner Fritz and commissioner eudaly. My name is kayse
jama, I’m director of unite Oregon. I want to thank you all and the mayor for your
investment and support for the Portland united against hate coalition. Unite Oregon is a
proud member of this coalition and we’ve been working collaboratively for the last few
years in order to erase the hate issues and hate crimes in our city. Our community feels
impact for your support and your leadership. In this volatile climate we're facing a national
emergency. Our hope, our government should declare a national emergency on hate
crimes and hate incidents other than, national, instead of shutting down our government. I
want to share with you a few incidents that are personally impactful to me. Overnight
september 2017, two adult males came to campus on menlo park elementary school and
spray-painted racist slurs on the exterior walls and doors of the building, as well as setting
a fire to an external port-a-potty. That's where my two children go to school. On october 2,
2017, two adult males, later identified as the same individuals who attacked the Menlo
park, spray-painted racist slurs on the exterior walls on the grounds of the three more
david douglas elementary schools. Ventura park, mill park, and lincoln park. On december
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3, 2017 racist graffiti and slurs were found spray-painted on exteriors walls on Alice Ott
middle school. Suspect was not identified. In 2016, 19-year-old kamel malik bruce, jr., was
run over and killed by two white supremacists, known white supremacists. How many of us
know his name? How many of us remember his history and how he died? That's about five
minutes away from my home. Unite Oregon has been working on hate crimes and hate
issues for a while. I myself am a member of the task force created by the attorney general,
and recently we held two listening sessions statewide, one in Portland, one in medford,
Oregon. Both were packed. Both at the time we slotted was overrun because there were
so many stories to be sharing. This is a time for our community to come together. The pain
and the suffering that the community are underreported. As statistics indicate in 2017, 17%
of national data hate crimes increased. That's underreporting. I can tell you in my own
office we closed the doors of our office because people walked in and started threatening
our own offices. We had to create a safety plan. That safety plan included shutting and
locking the doors, and if you have to come to our office you have to call. That's what we're
dealing with. My own staff member, as she was driving was targeted while on powell
boulevard. One of the clear indications that these histories are telling us is sometimes
community members are so terrified that they do not report the appropriate people in this
community. In conclusion, i'm not telling you anything you don't know already. What I
would like to ask you is to continue to support puah coalition and the work that they have
been engaged in. We are in crossroads in this country, this community, this state. What we
do, the actions we take will determine what kind of community we want to be and how we
want to preserve our dignity and justice for all. Thank you so much.
Wheeler: Thank you. [applause]
Eudaly: Thank you everyone. Our second panel is on grant reporting, marcus mundy, from
coalition of communities of color, shala mosley from Portland opportunity industrialization
center or poic, ezechiel mbabu from lutheran community services northwest and salat
ibrahim from african youth community organization. Please come to the -- well, my staff
has decided this is called the testimony table, but i'm convinced there's a more official
name for it. If anyone can figure it out, I will buy you a cup of coffee.
Wheeler: Where is Karla when we need her? She would know the answer to this question.
Eudaly: Welcome, everyone. Please state your name for the record before beginning your
piece of the presentation.
Marcus Mundy: My name is marcus mundy. I'm with the coalition of communities of color.
It's a pleasure to be presenting before you again, commissioners, and you, commissioner,
for the first time. Thank you for welcoming us, thank you for lending us your civic life
bureau. They have been great partners in this work and they are a joy to work with and
very supportive. So you all should know that as well. I'm here to talk about only five slides
or so for me. About the reporting hate pdx.com goals. We're going to be documenting
what's happening in our communities, the goals of report hate, providing resources and
support from culturally specific communities within the tracking tool, and we collect
relevant data for informed decision making and policy. Report hate pdx.com, some of the
features, we have a community vetted survey instrument and this was formed in
partnership with all of our members but also the coalition of communities of color has a
research justice institute, so a community vetted survey instrument is important because it
relies on the community to participate, to give feedback, to help develop the tool that is
used. One thing that we always say is that we are the best arbiters of our own lived
experiences, our own lived experiences and so this tool reflects that. Everybody who was
part of this process contributed. This tool captures various types of incidents, reports
various types of perpetrators and it provides a very safe platform and safety you'll hear
thematically throughout. There's multiple avenues to report these hate crimes and
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incidents right when the tool goes live, it will have an anonymous online component to it so
people feel safe reporting and it will continue to have what we had in our pilot project,
which is trusted community organizations and leaders that they can report that information
to. People have to feel comfortable reporting the information they do and this tool was built
with that in mind. There's a resource guide index by the type of services and geography.
One thing you should know about how they report and where it is, where it is it's
happening in every quadrant of the city. We have had reports from northwest, northeast,
southwest, southeast, and north Portland that were part of this 138 incidents that you'll
hear about, in addition to which -- in some of your -- in some of your -- on this slide here,
138 incidents from june to november of 2018, but the bulk of those incidents, 98%
occurred just in the last 3 months of 2018. We had a couple incidents prior to that that
were reported as part of this but these numbers here are very illustrative -- you can see the
numbers, 33% involved discrimination, unfair treatment, 22% harassment so you know
those numbers but there's a lot more numbers that are in the detailed reports that you - that you all have received. 54% of the people that reported were our latinx brothers and
sisters. 13% of the people that reported were black or african immigrants that reported and
neither one of those is reflective of our proportion of people in the city so it's
disproportionately affecting certain zones of people in the city. In addition to which, not
only is it all over the city. Every type of incident was reported. There's a term we use called
perceived discrimination or how it's reported so a lot of these aren't necessarily crimes that
people can be prosecuted for but they let you know directionally what's happening in your
city, so there are a lot of incidents that need to be reported that need to be clarified even
though we're not going to have criminal referrals as a result of that. Again, any only tool
must have a trusted organizational interface or know that even if it's anonymized and
people can report from where they are that it is a safe tool to report. These tools take a
long time to integrate and train and let our community know they exist but we're taking that
time and with the city's continued funding -- because I would -- I would offer that we are
appreciative of the initial grant but we hope that the grant-funding continues. We combine
the tool with education and outreach and not only does this increase the use of the tool but
validates the experiences of harm. You all know from your own experiences -- just like the
census is underreported, just like incidents of sexual violence to women and others is
unreported. The people who are affected the most by these hate crimes are generally
those who least report and there's a whole slew of reasons for that but that's why this tool
and this coalition is so important to making sure that we don't forget that. Again, the power
of this tool is the broad definition of hate incident. It doesn't mean that it’s a crime but it's a
hate incident. It can be chronicled and you 4, 5 -- you policymakers can advocate for and
make policies that even if they don't make something a crime, they can make sure that it's
a better climate for all of us to live in Portland. Some logistics our launch is january 31st.
The platform will be available at that time in english and spanish we hope later on to be
available in other languages. We will continue to grow, strengthen and make it mobileready for the public and we're going to continue our communications to increase the use of
the platform. Again, we had 136 incidents reported in 3 months and that was with limited
distribution using just our community partners. It wasn't as widespread as this new offering
is going to. And so I would expect, you know -- not hope but I would expect that we'll see a
lot of activity when it first rolls out and I would hope that we have a lot of support from the
city as it does roll out.
Wheeler: Marcus, can I ask you a couple of questions.
Mundy: Yes, sir.
Wheeler: And I don't mean to put you on the spot but there's a thorny issue here that I
want to discuss and see how we can close a gap. In the previous testimony it was made
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clear and it's made clearer in the report that there are a number of people particularly
people of color, recent immigrants to the community who are reluctant to report to the
police bureau for a variety of reasons. People have different perceptions of the police
bureau and some people just do not feel comfortable so part of my broader agenda of
public safety is to increase the trust between the public and the police bureau that serves
that public and that, of course, requires recruiting people from the community. It requires
training. It requires setting expectations. It requires accountability and holding people to
those expectations but I think we all acknowledge that is a cultural shift and it takes some
time. So we sort of have that arena. Over here we have this tool that could potentially
collect data and it sounds like you're talking about -- it goes beyond what is technically the
definition of a hate crime. First of all, do I have that correct?
Mundy: That's correct.
Wheeler: All right. So I guess I have sort of two broad questions. Question number 1 is,
rather than creating a -- since we're still all the city here and our resources are limited,
rather than creating two completely separate and potentially duplicative systems over the
long term, how do we bring these two things together? The trust-building, the
communications, the training, the accountability, the expectations and the tool you're trying
to create on one hand, in terms of using that resource and the flip side of that question is, if
there are people who -- for whatever reason don't feel comfortable reporting to the police
but they report to you, how does that crime ever get addressed? How does it become
adjudicated? Who does it? How does the data end up with the police bureau where that
data is then reported to us as a city council? How do we bring these pieces together given
that there is this current lack of trust.
Mundy: I'm a imperfect vessel to answer that question but I have some -- I have some
immediate responses and then you can check with -- what your own team on occl and
some smarter people on these panels, but on the question about how do we make one
system and come together? My answer there would be gradually just because these
systems are built and this whole process was built that they could come to trusted
community partners. That's where they're comfortable -- I believe it still would have to start
there and then of course we would work with ppb and the city and other people to try to
morph into one system. As far as the reporting -- and, again, people can tell me if i'm
wrong, but -- as far as the reporting part of it, when they go to trusted partners, they can
reveal as much or as little so some of our trusted partners keep in their vault -- you know
the name of the person who reported -- the information of the incident, the date, the time - they have all that information. When -- when it goes into the database, it is anonymized
and de-identified, however, if the police really do want to get involved with an investigation
to remediate something they can come back to the trusted organization who can then
reach out to the individual and say this time they want to act. Are you willing to have them
contact you? There's conduits for that to happen.
Wheeler: So there is currently opportunities?
Mundy: Right. Now some people will absolutely never put their name when they do it
online from their own computer or the library, whatever -- you won't be able to track that
person, but for those that come into the organizations that they trust and know they're
information won't be inordinately shared, then they have a way to go back to the
organization who can then go back to that person so there are conduits that exist.
Wheeler: That's a thorough answer. I want to make sure there's no grounds for
misunderstanding. If somebody believes if they go on to the system and they log in and
they do share information and it is a hate crime, there's no chance for them to be
misunderstand that they just reported a hate crime when, in fact, there may never be a
closed loop to the police bureau at all; right?
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Mundy: That is true, but I hope and what I think I’ve heard from some of the people again
who have been longer involved in this than I have – is that the data will be regularly and
readily published and so even people who submitted things anonymously, they'll be able to
see their number -- their data captured in the numbers and if they feel as of get more
comfortable that thinks are moving in the process, they can come back and let one of their
trusted community members know that, yes, I was the one that reported this. I am now
ready to elevate it. I see they're starting to address some issues of community and, again - these hate crimes span gender, religion, ethnicity and sexual orientation. We've had the
whole gambit reported just in that little 3 month period.
Wheeler: And the value i'm trying to get to here -- and I appreciate what you're doing in
the and the data collection, I think it is critically important so I want to be very clear. I
strongly support it.
Munday: Thank you.
Wheeler: We've had testimony as recently as even this morning where people believe
they have said something or reported something or made contact with the appropriate
authorities and it doesn’t get acted on because actually they haven't made contact with the
appropriate authorities and so I just want to make sure that at every step possible we
make it really, really clear that if people expect a follow-up particularly from the police
bureau, there has to be direct contact with the bureau and I realize some people aren't
comfortable with that and that is certainly their decision to make but I don't want the
opposite to happen where somebody steps forward and think that the police are going to
respond and then they never do because then that even further erodes public trust.
Mundy: I'm fairly certain that particularly for the participants in the program, the community
organizations and you have the list, they have been trained -- they make it very clear to
people, we can -- we can take your name and report it or we can take it anonymously even
though they're taking it -- reporting it anonymously, they still take the name they have the
contact information so people do have an opportunity to come back around.
Wheeler: Excellent. I appreciate it. Thank you for your responsiveness.
Eudaly: I'd just like to add, I absolutely share the concern of the mayor. I think these
processes are daunting in the best case scenario but for someone who is traumatized and
stressed out and not knowing where to turn, I think it could -- I haven't been walked
through this process myself, perhaps I should. We could do a mock walk-through. I want to
ensure that there's no confusion about what the end result is, but also just highlight the
value of capturing these hateful incidents that don't rise to the criminal level because it
gives us is fuller picture of the true climate in the community, which is not good for a lot of
our community members. And I also think we need to get clear about what constitutes a
crime because something -- maybe a hateful incident -- may not be a hate crime but if
someone is being menaced and feels that they're under threat of violence, that is a crime,
so I think it's really important that we and the bureau understand these distinctions 'cause
anecdotally I have heard stories about people being threatened, having their, you know - violence threatened against them in the larger context of a hateful incident and being told
that's not a hate crime. There's nothing we can -- we can do.
Mundy: And I think that very thing I think lends itself to what the mayor said about how can
we continue to work together as community and the city and your police bureau and that.
You can help us with those clarifications, you can help us help the community we outreach
to. My over-limit presentation -- thank you very much is over but what I will just say and
you all, commissioners, should know this that our group commends you for this effort.
There are not a lot of cities doing this working, having these conversations at the city
council level so you don't always hear it but you should hear that the community supports
this effort and they appreciate you commissioners making this happen.
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Eudaly: Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty? Yes, please.
Hardesty: I think this might be more of a question for you, mayor. It's my understanding
that Portland police does not investigate hate crimes. That the fbi, in fact, is the law
enforcement agency that investigates hate crimes so I was a bit confused by your
statement.
Wheeler: Yeah, it was really the front door in. People typically will call the Portland police.
They'll call -- they'll actually call your bureau first, the bureau for emergency
communications. That will be shuttled to the police bureau and then to the fbi.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: That's my understanding.
Hardesty: Yeah, my understanding is that Portland police actually just says we don't
investigate hate crimes. You have to contact the fbi, so I would be surprised if they did
anything around hate crimes.
Mundy: That's good to know. I am done.
Shala Mosley: Good afternoon, my name is shala mosley. Thank you,
commissioner eudaly, commissioner Fritz, commissioner hardesty and mayor mr. Wheeler.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you guys today. I'm a paraparent mentor with
community healing initiative. I've been involved with the poic community healing initiative
for three years. The program assists having families with youth involved in the juvenile
justice system. The organization has been in the community for over 30 years. I am
grateful that I have been provided my family -- that they have provided my family with
guidance and support while my son Mykel entered the juvenile justice system. I am now a
paraparent mentor who assist with other parents who are experiencing what i've gone
through. On may 11 just let 2018 my son and 3 of his friends were visiting the vancouver
mall. They noticed a truck with the confederate flag and the image of donald trump in the
middle. They began to engage the occupants who responded by exiting the truck and
chasing them. My son was caught by one of the men who was found to be a member of
the proud boy a local white supremacist group. He was assaulted by this individual. To add
insult to injury vancouver mall security apprehended my son as an aggressor. He was
locked up for something he did not initiate. Based on this experience he has experienced
trauma and is struggling to the terms -- struggling of coming to the terms with the incident.
With the support puah, puic can provide education of hate reporting and outreach for the
african-american community. With our outreach materials phone lines, brochures, contact
card, website and social media campaign and video, we can reach out to many more
community members on what a hate crime is and how to report it. Thank you today for
your time.
Wheeler: Thank you. And so could I just ask maybe sort of as a follow-up to the question - what is your advice to people if they're a victim of a hate crime what do you recommend
that they do.
Mosley: I recommend they support it to someone that they trust so that way we can go
about trying to figure out if it's actually a hate crime or if it's just a gesture and then go from
there.
Wheeler: Okay. Thank you.
Mosley: Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you i'm curious. What was the outcome for your son.
Mosley: They charged him and after we showed them the videos and stuff, they end up
dropping it.
Hardesty: Excellent.
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Mosley: Thank you.
Mundy: And I think i'm supposed to play you a video right now.
[Video played]
*****: Hate crimes for african-americans are underreported because as we say black lives
matter, they don't. To the folks that are committing the crimes and folks in power that can
make a difference.
*****: Just people being biased.
*****: Growing up there's been a lot of experience dealing with more racial slurs.
*****: For late '80s when a young ethiopian gentleman was coming home from work and he
was beaten to death by a group of white skinheads.
*****: One of the perpetrators of the crime happened to be on my football team in high
school. I started to notice the cats he was hanging out with and then eventually sometime
later he was convicted for the murder in southeast Portland.
*****: So-called routine stop turned into an incident where I don't get to see my children.
*****: All this stuff that i've gone through is not okay, and all this time i've been thinking it's
my fault or I could have done something.
*****: I know my son is traumatized. He doesn't want to say it. He's 18 right now. He
doesn't want to say or admit it or don’t even know what he's feeling but he’s like it's over
with. I don't want to talk about it. I don't care. I'm done with it. Leave it alone.
*****: And generally young people will lose some part of their personhood and some part of
their dignity and self-respect because they're engaging or having to engage in someone
else's hate.
*****: And unfortunately that level of trauma comes out and manifests itself in sometimes a
very destructive ways.
*****: There are microaggressions now, it happens is often so it makes you think did this
happen, am I sensitive, am I crazy. It makes us question who we are because it's part of
america's dna.
*****: But in the end, we're still dealing with hate crime.
*****: Nationally, hate crimes are on the rise and there is data to support that.
*****: From my perspective I see a spike in hate crimes. Good news is that there's a lot
more attention and trying to combat hate crimes.
*****: Trying to understand it has to be something deeper besides what the action is but it
has to be something causing the action.
*****: If any crime is perpetrated against you, if somebody does something to you and they
do it and let you know they've done it because of what you looks like, because of how you
speak, because of where they think where you're from, because of a perceived physical
ability or disability because of the language you speak and because of religious or
symbolic wear that you have on that's a hate crime. And I found that people don't report
because they don't believe anything will be done about it.
*****: A lot of times we just accept the fact that that’s just the way it is.
*****: I think people are scared that we don't have a voice and so that's maybe why we
don't speak up about the little things and that's why things like what happened at
hollywood max station became so devastating.
*****: If you witness a hate crime I think it's still your responsibility to report it. To report
what you've seen.
*****: I still have conversations with people and they relay a story and my question is, did
you report it?
*****: If it goes unreported, our society considers it as not happening.
*****: If you don't report it, then there's no learning from the experience.
*****: So what do you do if you need to report a hate crime?
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*****: First thing you can do is document to the best of your ability what you saw happen,
where we're you at? What facts you know and get those things down.
*****: One thing you can do is contact our support line parent hotline at 971-352-6822.
*****: You could report it and we can work with it but if we don't name it, we can't change it.
*****: And we should speak up on what we see in front of us. Whether that's someone
being watched at a grocery store just because of the color of their skin or that's someone
being called out because they're wearing a hejab on the max.
*****: I think that's probably the biggest hurdle is some people believe it's really not a
problem. And therein lies, you know, we can't move forward until we accept it, in fact,
there's a problem.
*****: So by reporting it either on a hotline or through the city of Portland it's very important
so that they know there are communities that are at risk for hate.
*****: Remember, this is not a substitute for filing a police report and if this is an
emergency, dial 911.
*****: Now i'm reaching out and now i'm getting the help that I need, and I encourage
everyone else who's going through similar situations whether that has to being abused at
school or dealing with hate or being abused at home and it filtering into school life. I
encourage it.
[video ends]
Wheeler: Well, that answered a lot of questions. We should have just played that first.
Mundy: We wanted to get our statements in.
Wheeler: Good video.
Mundy: All right. Thank you.
Ezechiel Mbabu: Good afternoon, mr. Mayor and member of the city council. Thank you
for the opportunity of listening to the community's testimony about hate crimes and bias
incident crimes. My name is ezechiel mbabu. I'm a crime victim advocate with the lutheran
community services northwest in Portland. I'm originally from the democratic republic of
congo. I moved to the u.s. in 2011 and lived in north portland for 7 years. As a program
that already provides victim advocate services to the vulnerable population including
refugee and immigrant communities in the area. We have seen a need for education to our
new neighbor regarding what hate crime is. People sometimes come from other countries
where there are differences generally around what is acceptable or tolerated and many
people we work with have been surprised that many of the common experiences are
something that as a society we know is unacceptable and might be a crime. By providing
education to people so they understand what hate incident are or are not we help
empower victims and communities. We have worked hard to create materials in people of
variety of languages as we know language barrier can be an obstacle for people in
accessing support and have done outreach to over 1400 people. And we have seen that
having a coalition with a variety partners has been critical in reaching different ethnetic
groups. The puah coalition as a whole has done outreach to 10,000 people in our
community. The puah coalition is working on collecting hate crime data so we can do a
better job understanding and dealing with this problem but our priority is to provide support
to communities especially where, otherwise, there may not be much support. Being a point
of contact for vulnerable community. I would like to tell my short story to support my above
[inaudible]. As an immigrant family from congo that move in north Portland and have
experienced hate crimes and bias incident crimes. After we moved in our house, a group
of teenager would come several time and spit at my front door, pouring water on the door
and ring the doorbell. When I would come out to check, they would run and shout african,
go back to africa. In african culture, spitting at my door is the same as spitting on my face
and is the ultimate way to dismiss me and my family. I think even in the u.s., spitting on
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someone or their property is an extremely disrespectful act. Even so it happened several
times. Later on, I was told that the spit on the door meant hate. And then came the attack
on my children. They booed my children and tried to provoke them to a fight. My family did
not know what to do and whom to turn to. We got frustrated and traumatized and my
children got scared. In the school, another scenario happened to my 11 grade son. His
classmate will tell him face-to-face go back to africa. One day boy had enough and he
reacted by a punch. Unfortunately he was sent home for 2 days and nothing was done to
the one who provoked him. As a parent, how would you feel if they did this to your
children? Like my family, many other family are going through situation and don't report
because they are not aware of what to do and how to seek for help. Mr. Mayor, member of
the council, our community need access to resources, education and support. This is one
street in Portland and by providing this support and resources, we start to shine a light on
the real problem and then we can move forward and heal these wounds. My family was
grateful that someone explained this action is hateful and not acceptable. It empowered
my family to take positive actions. To take care of ourselves and involve as well to support
others in the community experiencing similar issues. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Salat Ibrahim: Thanks. [speaking language other than english] Translator: Good afternoon
I don't speak english but I’ll speak somali. My name is salat ibrahim and I came to this
country as a refugee from somalia. Yeah. I came to this country in 2013. Yeah, coming to
america from somalia and africa, I was very happy and grateful when I came here. Yeah,
they studied hard when I was in africa and america was people welcome each other and
support each other. But when I came here there was a story that happened that changed
my mind, the way I was thinking. Yeah, there was a day I was in a gateway transit. So I
was stuck in a train but I took a train which is not the one I wanted. I was going to
Gresham but I took a train which is going to clackamas. Yeah, when I realized this is not
the train i'm supposed to take so then I get off the first stop. And when I get off the first
stop, then I start walking back to the and it was a rainy day and it was very cold. And I
called my son who was at home at that time. Yeah, when I was talking on the phone with
my son, I saw a white man who walking. And then I said to my son, okay. There's
someone here and -- I don't speak english so if you can talk to him and he can direct me to
where I want. And then I went up to the man only what english I knew was help, help. And
then when I said help, help, the man look at me and started shouting at me and -- he was
screaming and shouting. And i'm someone who was lost and didn't know where to go so I
just bowed to the phone and tried to give the phone and talk to him. My phone was -- my
son was on the phone and -- and then the man taunt to me and started to scream at me
and he was using -- I didn't know english but my son was telling me he was on the phone
and the man start talking very bad language and hateful language. Yeah, my son said that
man is dangerous. Don't go up to him and just leave him alone and then I just went
through the street. And then I walked the train track and then -- when I was going I just
reached the train stop -- I just reached the train stop. Yeah, luckily there was somebody
who was waiting for a train there which knows my language and I speak to him where this
train is going. And then he said i'm going to go Gresham. This train is the Gresham one.
That's how I went home that day for -- with a very fearful and -- yeah, when that incident
happened after that it was 2013 then -- and I was new to the country. I learned the AYCO
which is African Youth and Community organization -- yeah, when AYCO they opened the
door at that time, it 2014, I just start coming to the community. Since that time I became
part of the community and I was coming to the events and all what they were doing.
Everything, we need help but we just go there and even if we get a letter or food stamp or
immigration anywhere they use it to help us and help in that -- so how you help the
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community and also as a community organization it's like AYCO, it's very helpful. And I
really appreciate how you support [inaudible] and ayco for the community [inaudible].
Thank you so much. I appreciate.
Wheeler: Thank you, thank you for sharing your story. Commissioner Fritz?
Fritz: I'm sorry -Ibrahim: Okay.
Fritz: I'm really sad that you've each had these experiences and I want our neighbors from
the democratic republic of congo and from somalia to know that your council welcomes
you and we're glad you're here. Thank you for being part of our community.
Ibrahim: Thank you so much.
Eudaly: Thank you. Our next panel -Wheeler: Thank you.
Eudaly: To give testimony is xao xiong from pbot. Irene marion from pbot, erin waters from
the q center and molly mayo from southeast uplift.
Wheeler: Commissioner Eudaly I just want to point out the time. We're going to lose
commissioner hardesty at 4:45.
Eudaly: Okay. At 4:45?
Wheeler: Did I get that; right?
Eudaly: Welcome, everyone. If you could please limit your testimony because we're in 6
minutes going to lose commissioner hardesty and we would like to complete this
presentation, and please state your name before you start giving your testimony.
Xao Xiong, Portland Bureau of Transportation: Good afternoon my name is xao xiong.
I'd like to thank the council for this time and I like to thank the puah leadership for inviting
us to speak on behalf of our experience with puah. So i'm a safe rides to school program
coordinator with the Portland bureau of transportation and i'd like to share why we are
active with Portland united against hate and why this program is available to our work and
i'll try to make it short. So we're active with the coalition because we believe that racial
equity and transportation matters. Our bureau has adopted the city’s racial equity goals
and strategies, and we try to lead with these priorities who has values of rejecting hate,
distinguishes them as a clear and valuable partner. Supporting puah enhances livability in
our city and movability in our streets and we greatly appreciate their unequivocal
commitment they rally behind the community. They strive as you heard earlier, they strive
to collect data that is reflective of community experiences and potentially inform programs
like safe rides to school and vision zero to respond to community needs. Because of this
common gold to build capacity for safety in Portland streets, a partnership between pbot
and puah is a natural convergence. Puah is valuable to our city programs as it’s made up
of leaders and influencers from our communities. They provide expertise as first
responders to hate crimes and with access to resources, tools, and the trust of their
communities. A at programming level, pbot is limited in our available resources and ability
to follow up with every single person that is affected and has experienced hate in our
streets and that's where we rely heavily on our community partners to create more
capacity in supporting hate crime visibilities and their families. Every time we hear of an
incident that happens in our communities it's really a turning point in our work. I'd like to
share a few examples -- last summer we had a mother reach out to us about one of the
many incidents that's happened to her on the street. She shared about a man driving and
slowing down to literally follow her until she reached a max platform and she questioned
whether it was safe for her latinx children to make the max to school if she a full-grown
woman did not feel safe. We're working with this mother and her children's school to create
safety language and trainings using puah tools. In May, 2017, as mentioned a few times
earlier, two high school students were verbally assaulted on the max because one of them
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prepared to be muslim and this ended in three stabbings and two deaths. This caused all
of our schools to freeze and question transportation safety and whether or not their
communities were welcomed to participate in active transportation in our streets. Two
weeks after that incident, a black student at hosford middle school was followed by two
white men and verbally abused for two blocks while trying to wait for the bus and many,
many students saw this and witnessed it. So along with parents, staff and community
partners like Oregon walks and the 107ist we rally together behind this school to show the
students that adults care about them. Portland safe rides to school serves over 100
students in all five of our school districts. When our students and their families are feeling
unsafe in their daily commute to and from school we want to connect them to resources
like puah to get more help beyond what we can offer. We recognize that our work
encourages more vulnerable populations to be out in public spaces and we have to try our
best to ensure that those spaces provide more safety measures than just crossing - crosswalks, excuse me, or traffic signals. We recognize that in order to effectively support
Portland communities we must work in solidarity in puah and show up with a sense of
urgency. Puah is an invaluable resource that has elevated the importance of equitable
safety throughout pbot and the city of Portland. Thank you for your time.
Irene Marion, Portland Bureau of Transportation: Good afternoon. My name is irene
marion. I’m the equity and inclusion manager at pbot. We’ve taken some time so I’m not
going to go through my whole statement here but I just want to reiterate what my
colleagues shared. We are feeling some urgency around addressing these issues, around
showing up in solidarity, around the partnership that we need to provide as city bureaus,
and that's really driven by the fact that we have a comprehensive plan climate action goals
our transportation system plan that all are leading us to encourage people to get out of
their cars to be in public space, to walk, to bike to use alternative modes of transportation
so as our programs are going out to the community to encourage this behavior change, we
are feeling concern about asking people of color to engage and to be out in public space.
We have a true commitment, a deep commitment to this work. We are sponsoring events
where we can. We're showing up and we're just wanting to be here so we look forward to
future partnership opportunities across other city bureaus. We want to make sure that we
can continue to contribute to the efforts that the city is making and we encourage you to
ask and encourage your bureaus to do the same. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Erin Waters: Thank you, my name is erin waters and i'm from the board of directors of the
q center. So what I want to do is talk a little bit about why it's important for the queer
community to be included in these conversations. While there have been some legal wins,
we are still seeing a lot of significant discrimination against sexual and gender minorities.
Our social climate remains pretty fraught with discrimination and outright violence. Worse
yet there's a trend of political tribunalism which treats our identities and ability to live our
lives as something up for public debate and so if we are the subject of those discussions,
then we should have a voice at the table. Portland united against hate is a way for us to do
that. During the 2018 march -- trans march rally, puah was visible to over 300 members of
the transgender community and so their phase two work, documenting incidents of hate
means the queer center is going to be relying heavily on our partnership with them. As an
avenue for trusted contact, we are going to become a very important outpost for reporting
those incidents and that will continue morning forward. And as we watch incidents of hate
crime rise we're reminded this is not a new phenomenon. This is something that has been
happening and always going on, and what’s changing is that we're becoming stronger and
better organized. Our stories are being better held and told by organizations that are
choosing to seek us out and support us, so organizations like puah are critical to building
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bridges between the queer community and our neighbors that will stop the cycles of
violence for us. It's unfortunate that one of the most important days of the years for the
trans community is november 20th. It’s the trans day of rememberance. It is a day in which
we honor the ones we've lost, those who have died. We actually lost a member of our
community last may, gigi eugene pierce. She was bright and vibrant she and she should
definitely not be forgotten. We held a vigil at the q center and the reason that these things
are important is because it is an opportunity for us to grieve together. It's something that
we're going to do for ourselves. There aren't a lot of people in the community who will
grieve with us, none who will do it for us and so these are moments that are really
important and puah gives us an opportunity to make sure our stories are being recorded
and our experiences are being told. And our ability to find support with one another in the
community is hinged on organizations like the q center and puah to amplify the voices of
those who are often given the smallest platforms available and so it's with their help that
we're going to be able to target solutions and figure out the best ways to move forward. So
thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you for the testimony. I appreciate you being here.
Molly Mayo: Molly mayo with southeast uplift. Here's the abbreviated version as well.
Puah has been a model of city community partnerships. You've seen from the testimony
how communities of identity, pbot -- all communities are benefiting from this incredible
model partnership. Se uplift is fully committed and invested in the puah coalition.
Leveraging the strengths of pre-existing infrastructures that have a historical relationship
with city government such as neighborhood associations and district coalitions along with
the deep wisdom, creativity and school of puah partners is a combined effort of which we
can all be proud. This is undoubtedly a team of people that city government wants to see
continue to do vital antihate work. Let's not overlook the fact that ultimately our work is to
prevented acts of hate and there's still much to be done. Southeast uplift strongly values
the opportunity to be part of puah and fully acknowledges that participating in puah has
contributed vastly to keeping the work of our organization relevant to the needs of our
community. This partnership is making progress building trusted networks of profound
benefits of the city. Let this antihate work and the successful partnership continue.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Eudaly: Thank you, everyone. That concludes our presentation. Colleagues, do you have
any questions? We have staff in the room in you want -Fritz: I just have one and first, thank you all for taking the time to be here, for – with
staying the whole time. Thank you to those in the audience who I recognize and I respect
and who have come to be supportive even though you don't get to testify. Commissioner
Hardesty mentioned this morning about white privilege having kind of drowned out a lot of
other voices and in the past we did take testimony on reports and now we can't, so thank
you for being here anyway. My question, commissioners, this is a fantastic report thank
you for all of your work and thank you to your staff in the office of community and civic life.
Puah is one-time funded I believe. Are you planning to put a request -- a direction to
develop to continue the funding?
Eudaly: Could I have director rhee come up? That's not something that we planned on
including on the report.
Wheeler: Thank you, I appreciate.
Fritz: Yeah, I'm just mindful because I know we have to get the first batch of requests in
this friday and I was going to offer to partner with you or cosponsor or whatever if that's
something that you wanted to do.
Suk Rhee, Director, Office of Community and Civic Life: Can I give you a context of
what support is needed. So definitely the grant support for the puah partners and then the
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staffing support has come separately in the last two years, and so staffing has come to
community and civic life and the grant support came through special appropriations. The
puah leadership -- anyone, please correct me if i'm wrong -- has decided that for their longterm financial sustainability they would like to move to a community staff model. The how
and why, the transition period is still to be determined but that actually sets them up not
only for partnership with the city but with the county, possibly the state, trimet and also
private funders who would like to invest in this work, so the staffing part that was typically
with the community and civic life, I would, again advocacy members correct me if i'm
wrong, they were looking for transitional support so they can move to a community staff
model. The grant-making part has always come through special appropriations and so that
is again a consideration. You heard it from the testimony, continued support from the city.
It is your wisdom as a council, special appropriations, other places and I would say that the
level of support that the puah leadership has shared with me to date for their level of grant
funding next year would represent approximately 6% of our general fund budget and so
that is not an area that we could take – that is not a request that we could accommodate
within our 99% budget this year. So in terms of absolute stalwart support for continued
funding for puah, yes, we endorse that but where and how we would like to examine
possibly not in this forum but with you in other conversations.
Fritz: Thank you. That's very helpful. Our budget process this year is really different from
the way it has been before and in some ways it's more challenging because the council is
supposed to direct -- to develop concepts. On the other hand, it's really great because we
don't actually have to solve the problem, we just have to state the problem and then direct
the bureaus to figure out if there's a solution in it so what kind of funding it wants so
perhaps we could state the might-side, certainly -- to continue supporting the community.
This is brilliant work. This is necessary work and this is really engaging all of our
communities in some of the most important challenges that we're all collectively and
individually facing so I believe it needs to continue. As to how and what mechanism it is we
can figure that out as we move forward. So thank you very much for your answer.
Wheeler: Very good. At this point, I will entertain a motion.
Eudaly: I move the report.
Fritz: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion from commissioner eudaly a second from commissioner Fritz.
Any additional discussion please call the roll.
Fritz: This is really important work. It's good to get the numbers even from the pilot as mr.
Mundy said they are really very impressive and so I hope that a lot of people have been
watching this on cable and that we'll be able to publicize it far and wide so that now that
you're putting out the full version we can encourage people to report. I appreciate that the
mayor's questions about what do we do with those reports and how can we make sure that
crimes are investigated and, hopefully, people are held accountable for those crimes
because, otherwise, people are going to stop reporting even if they feel comfortable
reporting because if nothing happens and they did want something to happen, that's going
to be a further erosion of trust as the mayor mentioned. So I appreciate -- I know you've all
been thinking about this and working towards this and I hope you heard from the council
that we want to continue to partner with you as well so thank you very much to all
concerned. Aye.
Eudaly: Well, in the interest of time I have severely edited my remarks. First I just want to
thank everyone who came today to participate in the pane, give testimony or just to
witness the report. As I think everyone in this room knows, hate is not new to our
communities. However, I think it's clear that since the 2016 presidential election, some
people have been emboldened, especially those with xenophobic, sexist, racist,
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homophobic, transphobic and anti-Semitic views and as we've heard today, the data we
were collecting isn't fully capturing the level of these incidents and the experience that
many of our community members are enduring. So once again, i'm grateful to all the
partners of the Portland united against hate coalition for their leadership and vision in times
of uncertainty. Your work from the data collection system to the supportive services and
training you've been providing is absolutely vital in our efforts to combat hate in our city. I
want to acknowledge that $350,000 to build a network like this from the ground up was no
easy feat and I commend you for your resourcefulness and creativity and ingenuity and
collaboration with each other and I look forward to continuing to work with you on the next
steps. Sorry, I have really mangled my remarks trying to make them extra short. I just want
to say I was a little nervous a year ago for the first report because this work took a while to
get off the ground. It was a huge project and I was concerned that my colleagues wouldn't
be satisfied with the efforts given our investment. Thankfully, they were but today I just
couldn't be prouder of how much progress has been made in the last year so thank you to
pbot for representing today. Irene and xao it's great to make this connection between the
two bureaus and I appreciate your leadership on the issue and continued collaboration
with puah. Thank you commissioner Fritz for your early leadership of puah and your
continued support. Thank you to the mayor or should I call you daddy warbucks. [laugh]
Eudaly: For your support. If you weren't listening closely earlier that's not going to make
any sense but i've said it anyway Wheeler: It was funny to me so I appreciate it.
Eudaly: I like to make a man laugh every once in a while, and finally I would like to thank
kari Koch, is she still in the room. There she is. You’ve been moving around. Kari, you
have worked tirelessly and collaboratively to deliver on the community’s vision for the
coalition. I really don't think that we could have done it without you. So thank you for
representing the office of community and civic life in supporting our diverse community so
well and i'm excited to see what you're going to do moving forward to be continued. I vote
Aye.
Wheeler: Well, this has been a fantastic afternoon and I appreciate it. I appreciate
everybody who testified for those of you who didn't testify your presence here speaks
volumes so thank you for that as well. Please do see me as more than just a financial
supporter for this enterprise. [laugh] I am highly committed to this and the data speaks for
itself and commissioner eudaly is absolutely correct. What this commission was able to put
together in relatively quick order on a shoe string budget is incredibly, incredibly
impressive and I believe ultimately very meaningful and important to the community as well
and I appreciated hearing the testimony early on about how this isn't really happening in
other communities. It should happen in every community and i'm just glad here in Portland
the communities found a way to come together and work in a very positive and productive
way. It's always dangerous for me as police commissioner to speak about policing issues
because if I don't get it right i'm likely to hear about it quickly from a number of people. So I
want to correct something I said much, much earlier in the testimony. In fact, if a hate
crime is reported through our 911 system and it is dispatched to the Portland police bureau
there is a sergeant who is specifically assigned to hate crimes and there's a specific
requirement within the bureau for notification, to supervisors, to detectives -- all the way up
to the assistant chief and then to the chief herself so the notification is taken very, very
seriously within ppb. I was also given a little bit too much information but I thought it was
sort of interesting for us as a council and for the puah coalition as well that state statutes
apparently create a degree of limitation with regard to what is called or labeled a hate
crime in the state of Oregon. They're called intimidation statutes and that creates some
barriers in and of itself and that's something I think that my colleagues and I need to take a
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deeper dive and look into. But, that's neither here nor there. That's for the future. I just
want to add my thanks to my colleagues. I want to thank commissioners Fritz and eudaly
in particular. They've been absolutely thoughtful and consistent and hard-working
champions along with you to make sure that this enterprise continues to be successful and
I know that'll be the case into the future as well so thank you all for being here. I vote Aye.
The report's adopted and we are adjourned. Thank you.
At 3:30 p.m. Council adjourned
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